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Watching a log become paper
is an intriguing experience. We
watched this process last
Friday over at Wickliffe at the
Westvaco mill.

from this area
nnual district
ednesday,
the Mayfield
Cafeteria in

To greatly simplify the
process, here's how it's done.
The log is cut to six foot lengths,
debarked in a huge drum, sent
through a chipper which cuts
the log to small chips, screened
to take out the undersized and
oversized chips, cooked in a
huge "pressure cooker" with
chemicals to break down the
cellular structure of the wood
which separates the lignin or
cementing material in wood
from the cellulose fibers,
washed, screened again to
removed uncooked wood,
bleached, refined, then sent to
the paper making machine.
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The
chemicals
which
removed the lignin are burned
in a fittrnaeerwhich recovers the
original chemicals. This
process also provides steam for
use in the paper drying
operation.
Sounds simple but it took a lot
of brains, money, time and
effort to set up the system which
is on a scale which defies the
imagination.
The paper mill can make 350
tons of paper in a day. Here at
the Ledger and Times we use
about 42 tons a month.
The mill spent about $4
million dollars on anti-pollution
devices including a gadget
which helps to de-srnell the
process. The odor occures in the
chip cooking stage. Smells bad
but is harmless. Westvaco has
cut this odor dramatically, but
you still get a whiff at times.
—Continued on Page Ten)

The New Concord ParentTeacher Club will sponsor a
"Ladies Fashion Show" with
men as models, on Saturday,
November 11, at seven p.m. at
the school.
Miss Kathy Jo Stubblefield,
junior speech major at Murray
State University, will be the
narrator, and special entertainment will be the Bumac
Boys.
Models will be Calloway
County Jailer Whimpy Jones,
State Representative Kenneth
Imes, Superintendent of
Calloway County Schools Bill
Miller, County Attorney Sid
Easley, Ledger di Times Editor
James C. Williams, Director of
Charlie
Pupil Personnel
Lassiter, Calloway County
School Supervisor Edward

CHICAGO (AP) — Federal
safety officials investigating the
commuter train collision which
killed 44 persons raised questions today about the strength
of the lightweight steel cars
used by commuter lines. '
In addition to the dead, more
than 300 were reported injured
Monday when an Illinois Central Gulf Railroad commuter
backing into a South Side sta-

Fashion Show
For Children
On Thursday

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
present "snoopy on Parade," a
children fashion show at the
University School aultoriurr.
Thursday, November 2 at 7:30
p.m. General chairman for this
fund-raising es,ent is Mrs. Rob
Ray.
Snoopy will present first
The Kentucky Division of the through eighth graders who will
American Cancfr Society model the latest in boy and
recently
appointed Mrs. girl's fashions from Cherry's
Aubrey Hatcher of 1505 Glen- Mademoiselle, Lad and Lassie,
dale Road, Murray, as a Youth Shop, Mother Goose,
member of the State Board of Corn-Austin, The Place, LitDirectors.
tleton's and Campus Casual.
The Nominating Committee
Before the fashion show
comprised of Mrs. Judy
begins, the audience will be
Peterson, Chairman; Henry
entertained by songs from the
Asman, M.D.; Richard F.
musical "You're a Good Man,
Grise, M.D.; Fitzhugh Mullins,
Charlie Brown" featuring
M.D.; John Weeter, ,M.D.;
vocalist, Mrs. Vernon Shown.
George Anderson and Harold
Miss Jill Austin,daughter of Dr.
Hardy made the announcement
and Mrs. Clegg Austin, will do a
of their selection at the annual
ballet number entitled "Jack in
meeting held September 21, in
the Box" during intermission.
the Medical Arts Building in
Snoopy and the membership
Louisville.
of the Sigma Department
Mrs. Hatcher has served as
cordially invite the public to
National Cancer Crusade for
purchase tickets now, onethe past three years. She is also
dollar per person for children
local
cancer
a member of the
and adults, from any Sigma
committee which is composed member or at the door this
of members of the Delta Thursday evening.
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Otte of the key objectivies of
the Delta Department for the
past several years has been to
assist in mobilizing health
resources for control of cancer
at national, state and community levels, along with giving
aid to local cancer patients.
The Challenge Goal has been
exceeded each year for the past
three years in Calloway County
through the efforts of the
devoted volunteer workers, a
spokesman said.

Mrs. Hatcher
Named Member
Cancer Board

The Weather
.11111111111111.111111111======
Outlook Thursday through
Saturday: Cloudy with chance
of showers Thursday. Partly
cloudy Friday and Saturday.
Early morning lows in the 40s
Thursday
. _ and in the 30s Friday
and Satuiday. Afteenotin highs
in the 50s Thursday and in the
low 60s Friday and Saturday.

Ghostly Events
Planned Tonight
All Over Nation

Curd, Chairman of County
Board of Education Bill Stubblefield, Almo Principal Billy
Dale Outland, Don Henry, J.D.
Geurin, Jackie Geurin, Kenneth
Geurin, Bobby
Dee Osborn,
David Kingins, Billy Joe
Kingins, Thomas Allen Bucy,
Mac Coleman, Jim McCall,
Taylor, Ernie EdDanny
mondson, Gerald Myers, Hal
Winchester, Orlan Hurt, Danny
Pittman, Charles Peeler, Coach
W.T. Patterson, and New
Concord Principal Bob Allen.

Tonight's the night for witches,
hobgoblins, ghosts, ghouls and
pumpkins. But few, if any, or
the trick-or-treaters--or even
their parents—know why.
Halloween has become a festive occasion and the true
meaning of the evil spirit of its
pre-Christian legend has been
lost, says Linda V. Degh, professor of folklore at Indiana
University.
"We have changed from the
fear of the dead spirits, that
were very real to the pagans,
to the attitude that we want to.
be scared a little at Halloween," the said.
"In every discount store, we
see the silly commercialized
versions of Halloween, including masks' of Snow White
and *6 Seven Dwarfs, cowboys
iatEd 4idiaas; pirafeUtjurety

Admission will be seventyfive cents for adults and fifty
cents for children, The PTC
extends an open invitation to the
public to attend this special
night of fun and frolic with the
proceeds to go to the school.

Officials Plan
Investigation
Of Train Cras
don was rammed by a second
IC electric commuter during
the morning rush hour.
Transportation
Secretary
John Volpe inspected the wreckage in a 40-minute tour. He
and Hendy Wakeland, director
of the department's Bureau of
Transportation Safety, said the
strength of the lightweight steel
and aluminum cars would be
studied.
It took six hours to extricate
the last of the dead and injured
from the crumpled wreckage of
two of. the cars, which were
crushed like empty beer cans.
President Nixon expressed
his sorrow and canceled plans
for a downtown campaign motorcade scheduled for today in
Chicago.
Sen. George McGovern, campaigning in Pittsburgh, called
off a torchlight parade scheduled for Wednesday in Chicago.
Volpe headed a federal investigation team dispatched from
Washington to study the collision, the nation's worst rail disaster since 1958 when 48 persons were killed in Elizabethport, N.J.
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Children at St. Leo's Cooperatise Preschool collect pumpkins from the farm of Bailey Barnett in
preparation for their Halloween atis(ties at the school.

Over 150 Attend Bookkeeping
Class To Be
Huddleston Rally Offered Here

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Over 150 Democrats froqi five
counties gathered at he
Calloway County Courth
last night in Murray to greet
Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
candidate for the United States
Senate.
.Mrs. Joe Baker Littleton,
Democratic Chairman of
Calloway County, welcomed the
audience. Congressman Frank
Albert Stubblefield, Mayor
Holmes Ellis and Judge Robert
D. Miller spoke briefly before
Sid Easley, Huddleston Campaign Manager for Calloway
County,introduced the featured
speaker.
"My opponent has labeled we
as being anti-America. But our
studies show us that the people
are not falling for this," Hudileston said.
-The
Democrats have
stopped listening to the pollsters
Garden Department Will and the Republicans. There is a
new resurgence of Democratic
Have Christmas Workshop spirit in Kentucky and we are
going to prove it with a victory
The Garden Department of on election day," the Democrat
the Murray Woman's Club will said.
have a Christmas workshop on
Huddleston said that he stood
Thursday, November 2, at 10:30 on his record while his opponent
a.m. at the club house.
was using a smear campaign.
Mrs. James Byrn, Mrs.
"I have never promised one
James E. Hamilton, and Miss thing as a candidate and turned
Betty J. Bowden, will be in
(Continued on Page Ten)
charge of the workshop. Miss
Maude Nance will give the
Bond Sale
'devotion.
The sale of Series E and H
A potluck luncheon will be Savings Bonds in Calloway
served at one p.m.'
County for August was $21,845
Hostesses will be Mrs. Hollis while sales for the first eight
Roberts, Mrs. G.B. Scott, Mrs. months reached $195,110. The
R.1,. Ward, Mrs. Vandal annual goal is $217,100. Sales for
Wrather, and Mrs. Charles this same period last year were
Cella.
$189,758.

The Murray Vocational
School will conduct a 40 hour
course
for
adults
in
bookkeeping or accounting
beginning Thursday, November
2, at 6:30 p in.
The class is to be held on
Tuesday and Thursday from
6:30 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. The
school is located just off Doran
Road on Sycamore Street. The
class will _meet for approximately seven weeks.
(Staff Photo )
The class is designed for those
Dee Huddleston...
who aieed to learn bookkeeping
...Speaks Here Monday
practices and the principles of
accounting and bookkeeping.
The cost of the course will be
$5.00 for registration. In addition, each student will be
required to purchase his textbook.
To enroll, call the Murray
Vocational School at 753-1870
between the hours of 8:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. only.
The applications will be taken
on a first-come first-serve
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP — basis, and those not accepted
Former Gov. Louie Nunn, con- into this class will be put on a
tinuing to emphasize his ties waiting list for future classes.
with President Nixon, begins a
A certificate of achievement
three-day foray into Western will be given for successful
Kentucky, possibly the key completiom of the course.
area in the U.S. Senate race.
The Republican nominee
planned appearances today at
Bake Sale & Slave Day
Madisonville and Hopkinsville,
to be concluded with a rally at
the Christian County fair- Planned, Youth Group
grounds.
The Chi Rho Youth Group of
In the following two days his
First Christian Church will
the
agenda calls for campaigning
bake sale and slave day
also in Calloway, Graves, Hen- have a
Saturday, November 4, at
on
derson and McCracken counnine a.m.
ties.
Persons having work for the
Western Kentucky, much of it
youth
to do such as raking
a traditional Democratic
leaves, cutting grass, cleaning,
stronghold, is believed by obetc.,
are asked to call the
servers to be cool to Democratat 753-3824 or 753office
church
ic presidential nominee George
7675.
McGovern.
One vital question is whether
the supporters of Democratic'

Nunn Begins
Foray Into
This Area

students in Indianapolis have
preserved stories about a pair
of bridges near Avon and
Plainfield.
"Stories have survived for
years about a wall in Terre
esvgatawiaiwariawaswiliniat

Police To Be At
'Double Strength'
For Safe Halloween

City Police Chief James
Brown has asked that all Trickor-Treaters please be at home
by 8 p.m. tonight, and observe
all safety rules when they are
out.
Chief Brown said .the police
force will be at "double
strength" totught, in an effort to
mike Ibis allibIlVe041.-Age'011e.
_
Iliti&WiCritke.Asys,scees,
.
Calloway County Sheriff . can hardly be included in any
Clyde Steele said that his staff
scary character listing."
Mrs. Degh is editor of In- will be patrolling the- county
diana Folklore magazine of the coads and highways, also. •
Hoosier Folklore Society. She is
gathering material for a book Haute that has the imbedded
face of a man killed in a crash,
about Halloween traditions.
"The state abounds with sto- though nothing is visible.
ries of haunted houses and
"And this is the seventh year
bridges, phantom trains and when the ghost of a Gary woghosts, but most of them with a man is expected to appear at
basis that can be explained,". the spot where she was killed
she said..
by her husband," she said.
"Generations of high school
(Continued on Page Ten)
,

U.S., North Agree To
Resume Negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dip- peace agreement broke last
lomatic sources say the United week, North Vietnam deStates and North Vietnam have ..manded that the. United States
agreed to resume negotiations bevrepared to sign the papers
that could lead to a cease-fire Oct. 31, Paris time. But White
in Indochina by Sunday.
House Press Secretary Ronald
These sources, members of L. Ziegler told reporters Monthe foreign diplomatic corps, day "we would not sign such an
said South Vietnamese Presi- agreement until the conditions
dent Nguyen Van Thieu could are right."
be expected to sign the agreeHenry A. Kissinger, Nixon's
ment, despite Saigon's strident chief foreign-policy adviser, anstatements in recent days.
nounced last week that "peace
The State Department would is at hand" but added that one
not comment on these reports. more negotiating session of
But Harry Dent, one of Presi- three or four days would be
dent Nixon's key political ad- necessary to nail down details
visers, said Monday night he
(Continued on Page Ten)
doubts any settlement can be
reached within a week's time.
"There will be no push to end
Debate To Be On TV
the war immediately on our
part, and I don't think there is
Calloway Championship
any way it can come before
Nov. 7," Dent told newsmen in
The Championship Debate
Atlanta Monday, night. "There between the teams from
are still some important things Calloway County High School
_unsettled ...."
and Paducah Tilghman High
When word of the impending School held on Saturday will be
shown on WKMS-TV ,Channel
REEDER GRADUATES
11 on cablevision, on WedGREAT LAKES, Ill.—Navy nesday, November 1, at seven
Seaman Recruit Charles E. p.m.
Reeder, son of Mrs. Margarett
Calloway's Varistiy A team in
Reeder and husband of the debate, composed 'of Johnny
former Miss Naketa Seavers all Riley and Quentin Fannin,
of Route 1, Murray, graduated defeated the Paducah team in
from recruit training at the the championship debate. Larry
Naval Training Center in Great England is coach for the
Lakes.
Calloway Debate team.

(Continued on Page Ten)

Turkey Shoot To Be
At Calloway High

The Calloway County Band
Boosters Club will sponsor a
Turkey Shoot on Saturday,
November 4, from nine a.m.
until dusk at the Calloway
County High School.
Refreshments will be sold and
a Model 1100 Remington
shotgun will be given away.
Proceeds from the shoot will
be used toward the purchase of
new band uniforms! Advance
"Snoopy On Parade," a children's fashion show will be presented at the University School sale tickets at one dollar each
auditorium on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In charge of the arrangements are, left to right, top roe, Mrs. are available from band
Rob Ray, general chairman, Mn.0.8. Boone, narrater, Mrs Hal Houston, decorations; bottom row, members at the high school and
Mrs. Clegg Austin, Sigma chairman, Mrs. Fred Wells, tickets, aV Mrs. John Gregory, publicity . The also at' iuII tfit county t.lernenshow is sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
tary schools.

SWORN IN---Court of Appeals Judge John S. Palmore swears in members of the newly-created
Kentucky Savings Bond Authority. The authority, the first of its kind in the nation, will function as an
indirect refunding agency for long-term bonds by selling short term,small denomination tax-exempt
savings bonds to the public. Appointed to the authority were, from left: Walter Hillenmeyerjr.,
Lexington; Joe Dick, Murray; J.T. Orendorf, Bowling Green; E. Paul Williams, Ashland; state
Treasurer Drexel] R. Davis; Finance Commissioner Donald E. Bradshaw; and Banking and
Securities Commissioner Legyy R. Hall.
Steve Mitchell Photo
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By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK ( AP( — Memories are like the seasons of the
year.
They are recurrent miracles
and each has its own pageantry.
The more memories you have
to summon up on the days
when your heart needs a little
cheer, the more fortunate your
life has been.
You've been exposed to a lot
of living yourself if you can
look back and remember when

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Tree Conservation Important

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGE& C TIKES FILE

Fatally injured in a tractor accident late
yesterday was Charles Perry, age 18, only son of
Preston Perry, Hazel Postmaster.
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Suiter celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary on October 28 at their home in
Hardin.
Senator Thruston Morton spoke yesterday at noon
at the meeting of the Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Candidates for the 1963 "Shield Queen" at Murray
State College are Dianne Boswell, Smithland,
Elizabeth Bevins, Mt. Carmel, Ill., Anne Wrather,
Murray, Joy Fentress, Hopkinsville, Nancy Farley,
Henderson, Marcia Chumbler, Mayfield, Judy
Chandler, Benton, Susie Bland, Bethseda, Md., and
Janice Cherry. Murray,

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER ai TIMES 7112

Hubert R. Barrow, Seaman USN. son of Mrs.
Lanie Barrow of Hazel,is undergoing a 15 weeks
course in the Gunners Mate School at the U.S. Naval
Training Center, Bainbridge, Md.
About 75 students from the Baptist Student Union
at Murray State College left today to attend the State
BSU convention at Georgetown College. They were
accompanied by Frank Derrick, BSU secretary,
Harry Hampsher, minister of music, and Dr.- H.C.
Chiles. minister, both of the First Baptist Church.
Mrs. E.L. Rowland announce the
Mr. and
marriage of their daughter, Peggy, to Leamon J.
Hendon,son of Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Hendon. The vows
were read on October 18.
Mrs. James Harris, president of the Protemus
Homemakers Club, was hostess for the Meeting of
the club held at her home.

Isn't It The Truth!

According To Boyle

Nixon Memories Are Like
defends Seasons Of Year
services

W. P. Williams, President 11941-1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

A recent trip through the Wickliffe. Kentucky
paper mill of Westvaco, forcefully brought to our
attention the need for conservation of our forests,
which accqunt for the paper we use in a thousand
different ways.
This one mill consumes logs and chips at a
terrifying rate and if proper management of our
forests is not complied with, it is only a matter of
time before such mills over the nation would have to
close for lack of the raw product, wood.
Foresters associated with this paper mill are
highly cognizant of the need to look ahead ten,
twenty and fifty years, so that the consumer can
expect a continuous flow of paper products.
Fortunately the paper products industry is well
aware of the somewhat tenuous hold they have on
the raw product on which their livlihood depends.
, Westvw has received national recognition for theirefter'&" 'in ate'
pew'
management, use of - trees from land clearing
operations, and use of parts of trees formerly burned
or wasted.
Here in Calloway County we have tree farmers
who are using land nearly unfit for anything else but
the planting of Lob Lolly Pines and other fast
growing trees. Trees form a good money crop for
land unfit for little else.
Westvaco foresters work closely with the State
Foresters and carry on a program whereby they
provide technical information, seedlings, and forest
management techniques to interested tree farmers
or land owners.
A number of sawmill operators have found that by
purchasing a chipping machine, they can turn slab
sales into real money. The chippers form chips of the
slabs which can be used by Westvaco in the
manufacturing of paper.
The conservation and proper management of our
trees is not only of major importance to Westvaco
and other paper mills in the United States, but is of
aneernja.every citizen. We takepaper for granted
and use it in many -different ways from the' daily'
newspaper to paper plates and cups to the
stationary we use each day.
We support efforts to conserve and properly
manage our forests and tree farms. Proper
cognizance of the need today may well mean continued manufacturing and use of paper fifty years
from now.
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By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — President
Nixon is so gratified by the
success of the White House
worship services he introduced in his first days in office
that he hopes future presidents will make them a permanent institution.
"I think they mean a great
deal to many people," he said.
"I know they do to me."
Mr. Nixon reviewed the serBefore the women's liberation
vices, held in the East Room
movement made the feminine
of the White House during his
sex so serious and self-confirst years there, and decided
scious, girls rather liked being
to continue them as long as he
called chicks.
is President, regardless of
It was considered indelicate
Everyone felt the neighborwhat his successors might do.
to speak of your glands in hood would go down when the
He chose as his forum to demixed company.
first guy in the block let it be
fend and praise the innovaA jewelry store always kept known that he had put one of
tion, a volume of "White
in the window a clock that had those new-fangled rumpus
House Sermons" published by
been wound up and told you the rooms in his basement.
Harper & Row.
A man could go through his
In a signed introduction, right time.
A man outdoors without a hat whole life and never buy more
Mr. Nixon said he started the
on looked funny.
than one pair of shoes or one
practice out of a desire to set
It was so unusual for anyone necktie in a single day.
an example for his fellow
Americans, out of a wish for
to drink anything except
Children were just the oppoprivacy, and to carry out the
straight whisky that when any- site of what many are today.
words of his inaugural adone ordered a Martini he met a Then they had dirty ears and
dress in which he said that "to barful of sneers, and the bar- clean minds.
a crisis of the spirit, we need
tender would tell his wife later
Those were the days — rean answer of the spirits" .
when he got home, "I don't member?
Many were critical when he
"started the practice of having
Sunday services in the Cast
Room whenever possible,
with his friend the evangelist
Billy Graham as the first
White House "preacher." His
opponents felt that he was violating the principle.of separa- - FREMONT, Calif. (AP) — various subjects.
tion of church and state and What could be more patriotic
Of the 54 men and women he
was making the services too than a school with red, white selected to teach at American
exclusive.
and blue school colors, an High,'Tranchina says:
Mr. Nixon, who has had lit- American eagle mascot and the
"They were old pros and
tle to say to his critics until telephone number 796-1776?
Larry Robinson, son of Mr.
young people in the profession
and Mrs
Donald Robinson, now, began his published re
What could be more nontradi- beginning to feel impersonalizNorth 18th. visited the world's marks with the observation
tional than a school with giant tion
impinging
on
their
largest space exhibit during a that he regarded the objec- pillows on the floor and acid teaching. Many saw their vision
tions
as
inevitable.
recent trip to Huntsville,
rock music piped in between fit American."
"Some persons have said class periods?
Alabama.
But do the students share
The Alabama Space and that I was wrong in holding
American High School has it their principal's enthusiasm?
religious
services
in
a
hall
or
Rocket Center is designed to let
all.
"I found the response was
the visitor be the astronaut. The room which was not conseIn
the
morning,
principal
Joe
very
positive," Tranchina said.
crated wholly to the Lord's
Center
contains
many
Tranchina hangs his coat on a "One girl told me that she
work
but
was
used
for
secular
educational exhibits that permit
red, white and blue coat hanger hated to come to school since
including occasioninvolvement in rocketry and ptirposes.
and sips coffee from a mug of
the fourth grade but now looks
al social events," he wrote.
space travel.
"Actually, this practice ac- the same colors as his secre- forward to School. Parents say
Robinson viewed spaceships cords with the history of reli- tary briefs him on a red, white that, too."
used by. astronauts, saw a full- gion and its practice down
and blue phone.
size moon rocket close-up, and through the years. Since the-- _
Tranchinaisa't bent,on
walked on a simulated moon beginning of group religious making 1,270 ultFaTiatrid%. • rfr
crater. He snacked on space services way back in early fact, the students- themselves
food, fired a rocket engine, human history, men have named their new $5 million
operated a
lunar landing worshiped God wherever they
high school which opened this
computer, and viewed a could."
fall, and chose their own masThe President pointed out cot and colors.
futuristic space station mockthat in pioneer days, particuup.
"All I'm trying to do is to
The Alabama Space and larly in the West, services
make the kids a part of the
Rocket Center features the were often held in country school," Tranchina said in an
CLEVELAND, Ohio ( AP —
schoolhouses, homes, barns, interview.
world's largest collection of
Gus Hall, the Communist Party
carriage
houses,
lodge
halls
rockets missiles and space
"The degree to which we've candidate for president, says he
vehicles. The Center is located and other secular meeting
de-institutionalized the school's has been getting an "unbelievfive miles west of Huntsville, places.
setting allows the students to able response" in appearances
He recalled that he was
Alabama,on Highway 20, and is
become more involved in the at colleges and universities
reared
in
a
home
where
reliopen to the public every day.
gion was an important part of learning process," Tranchina around the country.
The veteran general secrefamily life, with every mem- explained. "The positive attiber going to church as a mat- tudes from this improved envi- tary of the party in the United
ronment make the student a States said in an interview that
ter of course.
It was an era when people, better learner."
some students are beginning to
Put more simply, the princi- regard Communism as a thinkgenerally speaking, took their
religious commitments more pal's vision of American High able alternative.
seriously than many people der-- was a school which didn't look
"This is a totally new thing
like a school.
now," he said.
in the United States," he deWhile Americans are still
Wall-to-wall carpeting covers dared.
"basically a religious peo- all 180,000 square feet of the
He said that for the first time
ple," in the President's view, school building. There are no the
CLEVELAND, Ohio AP ( —
communists have bought
the pressures of modern life classrooms as such, only colorJohn Schmitz. presidential canhave often made it appear ful screens between groups of television and radio time for
their presidential campaign. A
didate of the American Party,
that religious observances are students.
told newsmen that even if the
meeting in Chicago Saturday
subordinated to other purLarge fluffy pillows help stu- night drew 1,300 people
Vietnam conflict is ended, poland $5,suits.
dents relax while in class.
icies espoused by both Republi000 in contributions, he said,
"I feel that it is entirely in
Between
classes, music and the communist candidate
can and Democratic presidenorder to convert the great
booms out through the public expects to get a
tial candidates would result in
total of $250,000
East Room — which has seen
similar outbreaks in other parts
to $300,000 in campaign contrithe making of so much Amer- address system.
"We
have
run the gamut butions.
of the world.
ican history — into a 'church'
Schmitz who campaigned in
on Sunday mornings," he from Bach to the Beatles to
He said if elected he will
Cleveland, Akron and Painessaid. "It serves as an appro- acid rock," said Tranchina. name Angela Davis attorney
"We
call
it traveling music."
priate reminder that we feel
ville Sunday, said in a news
general and her first assignAlthough Tranchina says the ment will be to
God's presence here, and that
conference that if elected presihire trucks to
curriculum is standard, keys to pick up all
we seek His guidance here —
dent he would cut off techthe records the FBI
the
school are "how the stu- has been collecting
and that ours is, in the words
nological aid to communist naand burn
of the Pledge of Allegiance, dents and teachers relate" and them on the White
tions and sympathizers and
House lawn.
'one
interdisciplinary
nation,
under
God, indiinstruction
would build up this country's
"We would have the biggest
visible. ...'"
with emphasis on integrating bonfire in
defense industry.
history," he said.
He said one basic point in his
,c(fa2
party's policy is "never go to
TEs Lg L7]
war unless you plan on winnn11•11.
ning."
*
19.
Schmitz said he predicted
DRIVE
THEATRE
several weeks ago that President Nixon was heading for
Ends Tonite
Ends Tonite
"surrender" in Vietnam and
Ends Wed.
might "disguise this surrender
1st RUN MURRAY!
[if
two weeks before the election
OCIfff
as a great peace movement."
The U.S. representative from
c4AGP4IFIGtf4i
California told his listeners: "If
savEN!UDCyou fall for it the Vietnam
He s X rated
and animated!
truce) you deserve four more
years of Henry .Kissinger, or
should I say President Kissin1Qe

Patriotic School Has

'No, not family--- just a taxpayer!'

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council
THE CONSUMERIST FALLACY
Many legislators today believe that voting against a "consumer
protection" bill is like voting against motherhood. Thel;' fear voter
retaliation if they vote "no" on consumer legislation even if they
know it is absurd and hurtful. This seems to have been the case in
the recent votes in the Congress on the Consumer Protection
Agency.
It is tragic that this attitude has taken hold in the halls of
- Cangrew for the cause of "consurnesisra'.4..todaLW-serves the
consumer. This thesis has been brilliantly expounded by Prof
Arthur Shenfield, director of the International Institute For
Economic Research, in an address at Hillsdale College in
Michigan.
Prof. Shenfield explains that the consumerist movement is a
typical populist movement based on faulty understanding of
economics. In fact, he says that the consumerist who sets himself
up as the consumer's champion in fact is his enemy.
Great numbers of people today think that it is in the public interest to set up myriad new standards for consumer goods. But
Prof. Shenfield points out that this is "an assault upon the consumer, not his defnese. It narrows his choice and raises costs
against him. There are innumerable goods which many consumers are content tei buy at the right price, even though their
eyes are open to the absence of some quality which happens to be
of no consequence to them.Prof. Shenfield is a staunch believer in the sovereignty of the
consumer in our economy. In fact, he asserts that the purpose of
the economy is to serve the consumer and to do so optimally. But
the consumerist agitation isn't a help to the consumer, for it
demands that manufacturers deliver the impossible.
Prof. Shenfield's discussion of consumer choices in the
automobile field is very instructive. I qnote from him at length
because he explains the consumerist fallacy so completely. He
says, for example:
"While consumer sovereignty means the paramountcy of
consumer choice, it does not mean that consumers can choose to
have a Cadillac for the price of a Chevrolet. Of course it is always
possible for some consumers to have this, but only by subsidy
from others whose freedom and choice are thus abridged.
-It is impossible for consumers in general to hawk a Cadillac
except at the price of a Cadillac. It is impossible for consumers to
have cars without defects of design. Designs without defects do
not exist. Of course it is possible to improve designs to the frontiers of know ledged, but then the consumer must be prepared to
pay the price of a Rolls Royce,or more.
-It is impossible for consumers of mass produced cars all to
have cars free from faults of assembly. It is in the nature of mass
production that some statistical proportion of the product will be
of faculty manufacture, and the price is set accordingly. Of
course the proportion can be reduced or allowed to rise according
to investment in inspection, but the various prices will reflect
these differences: or alternatively, high investment in inspection
may be paid for by designing for low perfoimance I the
Volkswagoni.
"It is impossible for consumers to have cqmpletely safe cars.
%eh cars do not exist. Of course standards Of safety can be set
high or low,and prices will be set accordingly. It is impossible for
consumers to be provided by producers with all relevant information bearing on their purchases. No producer could live
under such a requirement and the consumer would then get
nothing. Of course the law may require the producer to provide a
certain quantum of information I e.g. country of origin, type of
material used, price per unit of weight, etc. 1, but since information bears a cost, it is impossible for the consumer to be
provided with this information free of charge."
If the U.S. public and politicians understood these facts set
forth by Prof. Shenfield, the consumerist movement would fade
away. The roots of the consumerist movement are ignorance.
Thus the movement will be costly to ('onsumers. In the long run'
consumerism seems destined to disappear like other illconsidered populist campaigns.
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Red, White, Blue Colors

Larry Robinson
Visits Center

Hall GetratiL
Responses At
Universities

Schmitz Says
Policies Would
Cause More War

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Man is an ungrateful wretch. He hates his
benefactors and he would rather get rich tha n accept
a dime from his government. Yet, who can blame
Schmitz helped -dedicate the
him? A citizen can get pretty damn tired saying
Draw nigh to God and he will draw nigh to you.— American Party headquarters
"thanks" all the time:
in Painesville and spoke later
James 4:X.
"Next to ingratitude, the most
in Akron.
No matter how alienated we have been, if we come at a oianer
He ended his campaign visit
'painful thing to bear is gratitude.'
to God in sincerity, we shall be welcomed and lifted to Cleveland with a speech to—Henry Ward Beecher
day before the_City Club.

Today

know what the world's coming
to."
Men who chewed tobacco or
smoked cigars looked down on
younger men who smoked cigarettes as weaklings or worse.
No woman who valued her
reputation would think of going
out in public unless she was
firmly girdled by the sanctuary
of a tight-fitting corset.
The only thing most people
knew about the planet Mars
was that it had canals on it —
and now that has turned out to
be wrong.
Any political candidate who
wore sideburns was regarded
as a leftover relic from the 19th
century.
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The Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future Teachers of America
prepared
bulletin boards for the lobby of the school and at the Public Library in
observance of American
Education Week, October 22-28. FTA committee bulletin board members are left to
right, Sandra
Duncan, Margaret Greer, Paula Foy, Cindy Garrison. 1:icki Butterworth, Rita
Crittenden, and
Kimberly Gray.

Calloway High FTA
Observes American
Education Week

t,Wz' I

presented by the Sigma
Tuesday, October 31
Final night for the Haunted Department of the Murray
Special bulletin boards in
observance of American House at 1608 Hamilton. The Woman's' Club at 7:30 p.m. at
University
School
Education, Week,October 22-28, event, sponsored by the Kappa the
Department of the Murray auditorium.
were
prepared
by
the
Calloway County High School Woman's Club, will be open
Chapter of the Future Teachers from six to ten p.m.
The Baptist Women of the
of America for the lobby of the
Kirksey Church will meet at the
The Murray TOPS Club will
school and at the Public library.
church at 7:30 p.m.
American Education Week is meet at the Calloway County
the week sec asidelis observe Health Cewter at seven p.m.
Women's Auxiliary of the
and salute "the edutatiotial::
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
.
•
Murray Star Chapter No. 4.1.3a(giglgain. at the lodge
system. The theme this year
was "Make Education Top Order of the Eastern Star has
Priority." Purposes of the week cancelled its scheduled call
The Garden Department of
were to help
students to meeting.
the Murray Woman's Club will
recognize the importance of
have a Christmas workshop at
Wednesday, November 1
American education, secure
the club house at 10:30 a.m.
The
Baptist
Women
of the followed by a luncheon
community
support
for
at one
First Baptist Church will meet
measures which will improve
p.m. Hostesses will be
at the church at 6:30 p.m. with
the schools, and acquaint the
Mesdames Hollis Roberts, G.B.
Mrs. Richard Walker as special
public with successful school
Scott, R.L. Ward, Vandal
on "Women's Work In Brazil."
programs
teaching
and
Wrather, and Charles Cella.
The- WMU Council will meet at
tehniques.
nine
a.m.
at
The MSU Women's Society
the
church.
Two of the most important
Discussion
Group will meet at
and beneficial programs in this
Nature's Palette Garden Club the home of Mrs. James M.
county are the new vocational
school and the special education will meet at the Community Kline, 1516, Oxford Drive, at
department which helps slow Center at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. eight p.m.
learners at a speed of their own. S.L. Horn as hostess and Mrs.
The bulletin board in the E.S. Ferguson as leader for the
The WMCF of the Assembly
lesson.
public library by the Calloway
of God Church is scheduled to
FTA says "Make Education
The Baptist Women of the meet at seven p.m.
Top Priority—Visit Your
Flint
Baptist Church will meet
school." The board in the school
Friday, November 3
lobby shows a picture of Snoopy at seven p.m.
The Church Women United of
saying "Joy Is Having A
Murray will observe World
Teacher For A Friend." -- Meetings of the Baptist Community Day at the First
In-- observance of Teacher Women and the Baptist Young Christian Church at ten a.m.
-*Women of the Cherry Corner
Appreciation Day, the
FTA
Mrs.Sally'Guy will speak on the
served refreshments to the Baptist Church are scheduled at subject,' "PrOmii-eit,—
seven p.m,
faculty.
Promises."
Plans are being made for the
Ladies of the Oaks Country
Back to School Night to be held
Saturday, November 4
Thursday, November 9, at Club will have their regular
The Chi Rho Youth group of
seven p.m. All parents and bridge session at the club with
the First Christian Church will
interested persons are invited. Jean West, phone 753-3943, as
have a bake sale and slave day
hostess.
at nine a.m. Persons having
The Faxon Mothers Club will jobs to do call 753-3824 or 753meet at the school at 1:30 p.m. 7675.
with Fred Gillum, 4-H Agent, as
TOPS Chapter 34 will have a
speaker.
bake and craft sale in front of
Roses at nine a.m.
Thursday, November 2
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Sunday, November 5
Order of the Eastern Star will
The Chorus of the Music
have a practice at the Masonic
Department of the Murray
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Woman's Club will have
for Congress. "Snoopy On Parade," rehersal at the club house at twoa
Poi Adr,
children's fashion show, will be p.m.
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Jr. and Misses

PANT SUITS
1/4 Off
1 Rack

MISCELLANEOUS
MERCHANDISE

1/2 Price

JR. SPORTSWEAR
1/4 Off

Campus Casual
(Across. from 'Administration Building)
Plenty of FREE Parking in Rear
Hours: 8-5 Mon thru Sat

An open letter to
other childless couples
DEAR ABBY: Please print this open letter to friends
and relatives of a childless couple:
Dear People: We are in our late thirties and have
finally accepted the fact that we cannot have children. It's
due to a medical problem one of us has land please don't
ask which one, or what kind, because it's none of your
business I
Don't tell us "to never give up hope." It would be
better if we did, so that is what we are doing.
Don't suggest we take in foster children. Have you ever
known the heartache of having to give up a child you've
grown to love like your own? Well, we have. And we'd
never do it again.
Don't suggest adoption. Where we live you need $700
just to start proceedings. And you have to be buying or
building your own home, have an excellent credit rating
and money in the bank. Then there is the chance that the
child will be taken from you during the first year before
the final papers are signed.
And don't say, "You don't have any children? Boy,
you're lucky, we have four you can have." Or, "Gee,
you're smart. If we could live our lives over we wouldn't
have any."
Some people are too stupid for words.
"CHILDLESS AND SICK OF QUESTIONS"
DEAR CHILDLESS: You may not speak for sU childless couples. but I'll wager a good number of them are oa
your wave length.
DEAR ABBY: I am going with a wonderful guy, ard he
is the first one I have ever felt this deeply about. He's 21
and so am I.
He says he loves me, but there is one big problem. He
always fills is
-•-•
on sae!
He lia
..-Trin
• niug-of our relAtilaship.._
s
I have tried everything to cure him, including lust leaving
him and going home [if we're out], getting angry, and
going to bed and just letting him sleep in the chair at my
place.
I know he has to get up at five o'clock in the morning
to go to work, but he could get some rest before seeing me
in the evening.
It wouldn't do any good to fall asleep on him because
he would be asleep before me.
The other night he was over and I was modeling my
bikini for him, and he fell fast asleep! Boy, if that didn't
put a dent in my ego.
He says he wants to marry me someday, but Abby,
need a guy who's awake. His problem could be medical,
but if it isn't, What do you suggest I do?
LONELY IN INDIANAPOLIS
DEAR LONELY: First find out if it IS medical. If it
it's no joke. and should be treated promptly. If it's not
medical, you'd better look for another boy friend. He's*
much too passive when he should be active.
DEAR ABBY: How do you tell a 30-year-old single
woman to change her clothes and use some deodorant, or
some kind of fragrance to.mask the odor? For the last year
she has worn TWO soiled pants suits to work, and would
you believe, we have not seen her in a dress for two years?
— SKI-happens to be obese, but we feel there is no_excuse
for appearing so sloppy and careless in a business office.
Also, we haven't seen her own hair in two years. She wears
a dirty wig every day!
Please, please, help us. We are . . .
SUFFOCATING IN CLEVELAND
DEAR SUFFOCATING: If this woman has one friend
in the office, ask her to have a heart-to-heart talk with her,
It the company employs a nurse, you might ask the nurse to
talk to her. The woman may not be aware that she is
offensive. It would be a kindness to tip her off.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TO WHOM Cr MAY CONCERN"; Could your mother have written this letter?
DEAR ABBY: My children live less than an hour away,
yet I sit alone, month after month now that i am old and
no longer needed. I wonder if I will be able to pick a time
to die so that my funeral will fit into their social calendar?
Thank you, Dear Abby.
A SAD, OLD MOTHER
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Recognizing the role that books play in education Mrs. Lubie McDaniel, right, president of Rho
Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa, presents a check to Mrs. Ben Trevathan for the Murray-Calloway
County Public Library in observance of American Education Week.
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Rhodes Home Scene
Of Faith Doran
October Meeting

PeAdoecatk\

LEWIS BOY
John M. Stevens, 1613 West
A baby boy, William Dudley
Main Street, recently returned
III, weighing eight pounds eight
home after spending several
ounces, was born to Mr. and
days vacation with relatives in
Mrs. Christine Rhodes opened and around Peoria, Ill. While
Mrs. William Lewis of Paris,
Tenn., on Saturday, October 28, her home for the October there he also visited in Detroit
at 2:05 a.m. at the Murray- meeting of the Faith Doran and Pontiac, Mich., Cleveland,
Circle of the United Methodist Ohio, and Louisville with these
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is self- Women of the First Church.
stops being all of a business
The chairman, Miss Meadow nature.
employed.
Grandparents are Benny Huie, presided and opened the
Lewis and Mrs. Willie Lewis of meeting with a prayer from the
Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. magazine, Together, entitled
Samuel Curtis of Nashville, "Thank You Lard For My
Tenn. Great grandparents are Growing Old."
Announcements were made
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Curtis of
Nashville, Tenn., and Mr. and concerning activities during the
summer months when the circle
-Mrs, -Herman Foster. of Eriz
did not meet. Reports were
..scuscrAke.
tretrffirthe -yeri,mye.,theirwam
Bir Barbara Jewvll
Mrs. Mattie Parker gave the.r. "
"""rtirlitt
.
KNOWN PLANT
devotion from II Corinthians
2:8-18 and led in prayer. She
Ginseng i,s probably one of
introduced the guest speaker, our lesser known plants in the
United
although it grows
Mrs. John Irvan, who in her wild allStates
along the Eastern seacharming way gave a review of board. This herb is the source
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the book "Once In The Hiding of the drug, Ginseng, which is
the United Methodist Women of Place," by Cornelia Tenbaum. a stimulant.
A social hour was held with
The Ginseng drug has been
the First Church held its October meeting in the home of the hostesses, Mrs. Rhodes,3,11d in wide use in Asia for many
Years, especially in China. GinMrs. Mattie Parker serving seng is used to treat a variety
Mrs. Frank Kane.
A program on "Prayer" was refreshments to the eleven of ills, but medical authorities
presented by Mrs. James H. members and two guests, disagree as to the actual curaFrank.
Mrs. Irvan and Mrs.' Otis Er- tive powers of Ginseng.
We do know that flowers
Mrs. John Irvan, vice- win, general president of the
from bur shop are a great comchairman, opened the business UMW.
fort to the ill. Send an arrangesession with the poem, "A
ment to a sick friend, and see
Save for Second Service
him perk up. Place your order
Prayer For Today" by Edgar A.
by
Take proper care of meat
telephone.
Guest. The minutes were read
and roll was called by the leftovers immediately after
Sue Kline has joined us at
secretary. Mrs. Conrad Jones serving. Cover closely to prethe Poppy Shoppe. Come in
vent drying out -and store
gave the treasurer's report.
and visit with her soon.
them in the refrigerator. To
The following announcements
save space, cut meat from the
were made. Sewing day for
bones and wrap tightly in
curtains for the educational
plastic wrap or bags or alubuilding to be-aanounsed sttoni
6ILt---1...beht. not-to
World • Conitnunity Day on
_
grind or chop leftover cooked
November 3; World Banks due
8NI Chestnut,.%linty
meat until you are ready to
753-6100
at November meeting; garage use it
again, unless it is to be
sale date for general society to frozen.
be announced; next general
meeting on November 7 at 7:30
p.m. with the program by
10
01 V ACV UM sie
Wayne and Cathy Perrin.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs Kane to the eleven memIfte.
A SHAG RUG SPECIALIST ‘1174(
sZ•
:
1#_
bers present.
The next meeting will be an
that adjusts to all carpets by being an
auction of items made by
members for the circle memupright and a hose type cleaner too.
bers and their guests in the
ON SPECIAL UNTIL
Phone 767-6295 For
home of Mrs. Conrad Jones on
Tuesday, November 14, at 9:30
Free Demonstration
NOV. 30, 1972
a.m.

Methodist Circle
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Frank Kane

United Methodist
Women Hold Meet
At Crouse Home
The United Methodist Women
of the Coles Camp Ground
Church held their regular
monthly meeting on Wednesday, October 18, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
home of Mrs. Austelle Crouse.
The lesson was from II Peter
with Mrs. John Jones being the
program leader. Mrs. Homer
Fred Williams led in prayer.
Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter;
president, presided and an
election of officers for the
coming year was held.
New officers are Mrs. Keith
Letterman, president; Mrs.
Raymond Wrather, vicepresident;
Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter, secretary; Mrs.
Austelle Crouse, treasurer;
Mrs. Homer Fred Williams,
program leader.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Crouse to Mesdames
Marvin Scott, John Jones,
Charlie Lassiter, Donnie
Williams, Trellis McCuiston,
Fred Lovett, pith Letterman,
and Homer Fred Williams,
members; Kathy Scott, Diana
Jones, and Greg Jones, visitors.
The next regular meeting will
be _ held_ on_ Wednesday,
November 15, at seven p.M.' at
the church.
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SPECIAL

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
By—SHARP STUDIO

8 X 10

4

only

$1.49
NO HANDLING CHARGE
:
1 per subject
2 per family
Mrs. Eunice Rolfe, seated right, is shown with her daughter,
granddaughter, great grandson, and great great grandson,
making five generations in the family. Mrs. Rolfe who will be 92 in
January is still very active and makes her home with another
daughter, Mrs. Robert Walker of Murray Route Three. Standing
behind Mrs. Rolfe is her daughter, Mrs. Isaac (Christina)
Brandon of Alma Route One. Seated beside Mrs. Rolfe is .her
granddaughter, Mrs. Wilford (Myra) Brandon of Paducah.
daughter of Mrs. Isaac Brandon. Behind the granddaughter is her
son, Kerry Brandon of Paducah, and his son, Christopher Isaac
Brandon age seven weeks,is held by Mrs. Wilford Brandon.
(Love Studio photo)
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Additional Subjects $3.95
Groups $1.49 per person

NO AGE 1.1104ff

BIG K
Murray, Kentucky
Thurs.-Sun., Nov. 2-3-4-5
Thurs.-Sat 10 til 6
Sun. - 1 til 5

tr.

Pat Hagarty Named Defensive
Player Of Week In Conference
Pat Hagarty, defensive back
for Murray State, was named
OVC Defensive Player of the
Week for his performance
against Eastern Kentucky last
Saturday.
The Racers upset Eastern's
Homecoming with a 7-3 upset
Saturday.
The OVC Commissioner's
office in Nashville' announced
that Larry Brock and Bill
Farrell of Murray had also been
named as "Stars of the Week."
The battle with Eastern was a
contest between the two
defenses, as star Racer George
Greenfield was held to only 32
yards. Greenfield picked up the
game's only touchdown to lead
the Racers.
Both teams suffered injuries
in the game, marked by bonejarring tackles and fierce
blocking. Murray lost defensive
captain, standout line-backer
first
Bill Fryer, during the
minute of play, when the senior
suffered a broken leg.
Then, the Racers lost freshman quarterback Mike Hobie, a
starter for the Racers during
the last four games, when he
was shaken up shortly before
the half.

the half.
Greenfield's off-tackle score
was set up by a 32-yard pass
from Hobbit to wide receiver
Scotty Crump, giving the
Racers
first-and-goal
a
situation at the five. It was
Hobble's only completion in six
attempts before giving way to
sophomore Tom Pandolfi, the
teanunate he replaced because
of an injury earlier in the
season.
Eastern had scored first,
taking the opening half kickoff
and marching upfield with the
benefit of two major penalties.

But the Murray defense held,
and the Colonels were forced to
settle for a three-pointer from
the 33-yard line off the toe of
James De franko.
Murray, now 2-3 in the OVC
and 3-4 overall, travels to
Clarksville next week to meet
the Austin Peay Governors.
Coach Bill Furgerson's Racers
have won three of their last four
outings, losing only to Middle
Tennessee in the surge.
Eastern's record dipped to 2-3
in the league and 4-4 overall
with the loss.

Doubles tennis
may get boost
With the meteoric rise of
spectator tennis it's considered the fastest-rising sport in
America), it is a bit surprising
that the game's promoters
have yet to capitalize on the
most exciting form of the racket sport, doubles.
All the emphasis and the fat

-Lynn 4rove.Rolls Over
Cuba; Remain Unbeaten
Lynn Grove remained un- fired in 28 points while Tommy
Futrell pumped home 27 to pace
defeated last night as the host
Wildcats rolled over Cuba 84-42. the winners. Lov,ett scored 11
while Rogers and Rossell each
Three weeks ago, Lynn Grove
had five and Alexander scored
took a 43-42 win at Cuba.
The Wildcats, 6-0 overall and four.
3-0 in county play, led by only
Blankenship paced the losers
three points at the first quarter
by netting 18 while Morris had
but by halftime the lead had
14. Kirk scored seven while
been stretched to 14 points.
Duncan and Walker each had
In the third period, the
two. The preliminary game
Wildcats poured in 25 points found Kirksey taking a 51-21
while holding Cuba to only two
to take a 65-22 lead going into
Almo, leading by only six
the final stanza.
Coach Freed Curd's Wildcats, points at the end of the first
period, used a strong second
using reserves in the final
quarter
to out an end to Hazel's
period, scored 19 points while
hopes of an upset. Wells paced
Cuba scored 14 to increase the
Almo with 25 while Stubblefield
margin of victory to 42 points.
had
21, Futrell had six While
Larry Martin fired in 20
Halley had five. Peeler and
-,---.4a.oints„..for Lynn Grove while
Fike each picked up four while
. Jerry Gardner hatrIS: ARaa Miller arid Pillion each had one.
Stone and Tommy Chavis hit
Barrett scored 18 to lead
double figures by hitting for 12
Hazel while Cooper netted
and 11 points respectively.
eight. Chrisman and Crabtree
Clark led the losers by tossing
each had six while Rogers and
in 12 points.
Gibson rounded out the scoring
..In the preliminary game,
with four and three respecLynn Grove had little trouble in
tively.
coasting to a 53-25 win. Miller
. paced the Wildcats with 14 while
Hazel took the preliminary
Olive tossed in 12.
game by a 36-18 score.
2 14-42
14 12
Cuba
Lynn Grove stretchetl a four
Lynn Grove 17 23 25 19-84 point first period lead into a 14
Cubai 42)—Dale 6, Blalock 6, point halftime lead and went on
Johnson 7, Clark 12, Darnell 7 to take the 32 point win over
and Gilbert 4.
New
Concord. Stone led the
Lynn Grove )S4)—Lockhart 9, .Wildcats with 20 while Martin
Stone 12, Martin 20, T. Chavis had 15. Tommy Chavis had 13
11, Gardner 13, J. Chavis 7, On- while Lockhart picked up 12 and
8 and Morris 4.
Gardner nine. J. Chavis
Games played over the rounded out the scoring by
weekend found Kriksey taking picking up one point.
Faxon 80-43 while Alm() romped
Ted McCuiston paced New
Hazel 67-45 and New Concord Concord with 18 while Gibson
fell 71-39 to Lynn Grove.
had nine. Steve MsMcCuiston
Kirksey jumped to a 10 point scored four while Webb,
first quarter lead and had no Williams, Duke and Zacharetti
trouble in taking the lopsided all had two. New Concord took
win over Faxon. Ike Beach the preliminary game 46-36.

Bowling
Standings

LSU Begins Preparation For
Saturday Ole Miss Meeting

Murray AJ BC
Bantam League
Bowling League
Team
Tigers
H01 Shots
Bullets
The Kats
Corvette Conquerors
Tornadoes
Super Stars
Royals

W..L
1•7
16/
1
2
15/
1
2
15
14
12
11
11

High Ind. Game (SC)
Sherri Requarth
Eric Story
George Bell
High Ind Game (HC)
Sherri Requarth
George Bell
Eddie Requarth
High Ind. Series (SC)
Eric Story
Eddie Requarth
Sherri Requarth
High Ind. Series (HC)
Eddie Requarth
Day id Bill ington
George Bell
High Averages
Eric Story
Bryan Scott
Sherri Requarth
Don Hargrove
Susan Rogers
Jeff Reed
Mark Winchester
David Story
Laura Scott
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126
120
185
183
175
335
317
312
500
463
458

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Fresh from an idle weekend,
the undefeated LSU Tigers got
back to "serious business"
Monday in preparation for Saturda)'s Southeastern Conference date with Ole Miss. •
Coach Charlie McClendon,
however, was not pleased. "We
didn't recognize the defense
like we should, and we certain-

ly didn't do a good job of picking the holes on offense," he
said.
Auburn, whose only defeat
came at the hands of LSU, worked out only beiefly Monday as
the Tigers looked toward an
SEC clash Saturday with Florida.
Florida worked on its game
plan for Auburn.

Furgerson Says Eastern
Clash One Of Toughest'

109
103
101
100

"It was one of the toughest Hobble set up the Murray score
physical games we've played in with a 32-yard pass to Scotty
years," Murray State Coach Crump which gave the Racers a
95
94
Bill Furgerson said of the first down on the Eastern 5.
88
Racers' 7-3 victory over
Tight and Bill Farrell gradest
83
checks have been lavished on
81
Eastern
Kentucky
last highest for offense, being
individual competition while
Saturday.
successful on 68 percent of his
THURSDAY COUPLES
doubles has gotten short shrift
"Both teams played great assignments. Joe Glorioso and
and become an encumbrance. Team Bowling League
W..
defense," Furgerson continued. Mark Norrid both graded
But maybe a big change is Red Birds
24
8
"Neither offense gained 200 better than 50 percent against
Night Owls
22
10
coming.
22
10
yards. We held Eastern without much bigger opponents.
To be sure, individual tennis Rockets
20
12
B's & C's
a first down for the rest of the
has been setting all kinds of Ups & Downs
IO
13
The victory was a costly one
18,
13,
, first half after they scored a
records. Last May the televised Road Runners
for Murray as linebacker and
Misfits
171 7 IA' 2
field
goal
with
World Championship of Tennis Strikers
the
kickoff.
We
17,
14,
singles. final between Rod. Whiz Kids
got but one first down the alternate captain Billy Fryer
16
16
Four
Fighting
15
17
Laver and Ken Finsewall atsecond half and it was on our broke a leg and will be lost for
.
Demons
15
17
the season. The Racers had
tracted 2L3 million viewers, Alley
17,.
4 •last. pi,ssesston."
Cat5 •
already
lost captain Rick
the highest-rated live tennis Genes Body Shop
Defensire -stars for Murray,
•.
13
17 •
-Finer 'for--the seftSeft-With- a.
Strikes
match in history.
Tvenl'inttris
`JITINgartYrigerri•
13
Super Bowlers
.19
The match was more popular Ten Pens •
Brock, and Paul Coltharp; We injury. Fryer, a-senior, is
21
11
8
24
than the National Basketball Pacers ..
tackle Jerry Stanley, and end third leadfng tackler for
5
Four
27
Association championships and Lynn Grove
Jim
McPeake. Hagarty had 7 Murray with 46 and 20 assists.
High Team Game (SC)
the Stanley Cup hockey finals. B's &C's
673
tackles and 3 assists, knocked He also has two fumble
Red Birds
658
down three key passes, and recoveries and a pass inMany buffs considered it the Misfits
655
returned five punts for 35 yards. terception.
High Team Game (HC)
biggest shot in the arm to the
B's&C's
836
Brock intercepted an Eastern
spectator
development of
len- Misfits
817
The Racers, now 3-4 overall
pass in the end zone late in the
tils ever
Gene's Body Shop
803
High Team Series (SC)
game, Coltharp had 7 tackles and 2,1 in the Ohio Valley
But for real thrills the best
1922
Birds
act is doubles. When you get Red
and 2 assists, Stanley had 4 Conference, will play OVC for
B's&C's
1913
two teams on a court toe to toe Night Owls
tackles and 3 assists, and Austin Peay, Saturday, at
1866
High Team Series (MC)
- maybe 20 feet away — slamMcPeake dropped the Eastern Clarksville. Austin Peay is 2-5
B's&C's
2302
ming balls a hundred miles an Strikes
passer for a loss in a key series. and 0-4. "They've been having a
2255
how at each other, that's dyna- Misfits
2240
Tailback George Greenfield rough season," Furgerson said,
High Ind Game (SC)
mite Lightning reflexes prowas
held far below his rushing "but they've come around in
Men
their last couple games. They
duce sensational reaction vol- Vernon Riley
213 average in the game but scored
leys and spectacular rallies. T.C. Hargrove
212
the Murray touchdown on a have their best quarterback
205
The crowds get downright emo- Cliff Campbell
strong one-on-one effort. Rick Christophel) back from
Women
tional about it. So do the Patsy Neale
190
Fullback Bob Marshall was the an injury, and they've won two
Betty Johnson
188
players.
team's
leading rusher with 52 of their last three games.
177
"Actually doubles is better Hitde Burkett
High Ind. Game (NC)
yards. Quarterback Mike They've a dangerous team."
tennis," says Bob Lutz, one of
Men
32 WCT touring pros and a -Vernon Riley 238'
Gene
Bur keen,
.
noted doubles player. -.There,
23e
Mike Snow "-•
'237
are three or four hits in doubfe;
Women
— not just serve and volley like Betty Janson
235
in singles — and you alvrayi Potty Neale
216
Hide Burkett
have a tot of good points.
_ High Ind. Series (SC)
"It's obviously more attracMen
tive to spectators. Usually T C Hargrove
537
Latimer
Bobby
533
doubles teams don't get John
Hill
526
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Oklahoma, UCLA, Texas and
trounced and too often our*CT
Women
Southern California, which Penn State round out the tip
Patsy
Neale
478
singles finals have been oneBurlene Brewer
464 survived nine fumbles in beat- ten, each moving up one notch
sided and a bit boring."
Betty Johnson
458
ing Oregon 18-0 Saturday, re- from last week.
Lutz, 25, formerly of 1,os
High ind Series (11C)
tained the top spot in The AssoThe second ten consists of
Angeles and now living in the
MEN
Auburn,
631 ciated Press' weekly college
Notre
Dame,
San Francisco Bay Area com- John Hill
Gene Burkeen
608 football rankings.
Tennessee, Iowa State, Coloramunity of Sausalito, made his Bobby Latimer
602
The Trojans, 8-0, received 41 do, Missouri,. Louisville, Texas
name as a doubles player with
Women
599 first-place votes and 980 of a
Stan Smith when they were Betty Johnson
Tech, Air Force and Arkansas.
Burlene Brewer
590 possible 1,000 points from
teen-agers.
the
Florida State, Southern MethPeggy Williams
571
nationwide panel of sports wri- odist and
They went on to win the
High Averages
West
Virginia
Men
ters and broadcasters.
Davis Cup doubles in 1968-69-70,
dropped
top
out
twenty
of
the
Dan Jones
187
making one of the strongest Jim Neale
Alabama, 7-0 after thrashing as Missouri, Louisville annd
184
T C Hargrove
American teams in years.
179 Southern Mississippi 48-11, reTexas Tech made their season
Charlie Hargrove
172 tained
the second spot with 811 debuts among the elite.
Lyman Dixon
171
WCT's regular tournaments Delmar Brewer
171 points and three first-place
The Top Twenty, with firstgenerally are $50,000 affairs Ronald Pace
171 votes. Defending
national place votes in parentheses, seaWomen
with only a paltry $3,800 going
Neale
162 champion Nebraska held onto
son records and total points.
to the doubles contestants. The Patsy
Betty Dixon.
147 the No. 3 spot with four firPoints tabulated on basis of 20world championship doubles La Vaughn Latimer
146 stplace
votes and 750 points 18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
145
will have the staggering sum of Hilde Burkett
:
Judy Parker
registering
its fourth
145 after
I. USC 141)
$80,000. And that's for 16 Burlene Brewer
980
8-0
140 straight shutout, a 34-0 romp
players.
2. Alabama (3)
7-0
811
over Oklahoma State.
3. Nebraska (4)
6-1
750
DILLAR OR DOLLAR LEAGUE
Michigan climbed one spot to
4. Michigan (1)
7-0
694
Bowling League
fourth with 694 points after
Team
5. Ohio State (1) 6-0
629
Strike Outs
21
overpowering Minnesota 42-0. 6. MU
1
6-0
558
The Flubbers
19
13
Big Ten rival Ohio State
The Friendly Four
7. Oklahoma
19
5-1
471
13
dropped from fourth to fifth
Go Getters
18 _Id
8. UCLA
7-1
379
Pin Drops
17
15
with 629 points after edging
9. Texas
5-1
301
Goo Dooda's
15/
1
2 )6,4
Wisconsin 28-20.
Gamma Gamma
101/2
10. Penn State
6-1
290
The Daisies
8
24
Louisiana State, 6-0 and idle 11. Auburn
6-1
/38
The Daisies
B
24.
Saturday, stayed in sixth place, 12. Notre Dame
High Team Game (SC)
196
5-1
The Flubbers
568
but Colorado, seventh last 13. Tennesee
122
4-2
The Daisies
567
week, dropped all the way to 14. Iowa State
Go Getters
5-1
112
559
High Team Game (MC)
15th after being upended by 15., Colorado
6-2
92
Go
Getters
771
yd. Installed
Missouri 20-17.
16. Missouri
4-3
26
Gamma Gamma
761
J•

If You Need Carpet, This Is It!!

501 NYLON CARPETS
REGULAR SHAGS

-'8"sq.
95

sq. yd. Installed

'695sq

yd Installed

COMMERCIAL CARPETS-3695sq

yd Installed

PLUSH CARPET

SO
cp 95 sq. yd. Installed

Sale Starts Monday, October 30 A
— FREE ESTIMATES —

HUGHES PAINT STORE
401 Maple Street

The Georgia Bulldogs, meanwhile, conducted a light workout and heard scouting reports
Linebacker
Tennessee.
on
Ricky Lake, sidelined for a
week with an ankle injury, returned to practice.
Alabama Coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant said 12 of his players
missed practice due to bruises
suffered in the weekend victory
over southern Mississippi as
Pro Hockey Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the Crimson Tide began preNHL
paring for Mississippi State.
East
Mississippi State worked out
W
L
T Pts GF GA
Montreal
7 0 4 18 40 18 only briefly, and announced
Buffalo
6 0 4 16 37 18
that 225-pound offensive tackle
NY Rang
6 3 1 13 39 26
Detroit
6 3 0 12 36 23 Larry Thompson has undergone
Boston
5 5 1 11 46 41
knee surgery after an injury
Toronto
3 6s"--1
7 26 35
Vancyr
3 6 1
7 27 4) suffered in the victory over
NY Island
1 6 1
3 18 36 Houston Saturday. Thompson is
West
Chicago
6 4 1 13 36 33 out for the season.
Pitts
Kentucky's offense drilled
5 5 0 10 37 33
L
Angeles
5 6 0 10 36 39
hard Monday, as Coach John
Philaphia
4 4 2 10 28 33
Ray sought to iron out the misMinn
4 5 1
9 26 25
Atlanta
4 6 I
9 20 37
takes made evident in the weeSt Louis
2 4 3 7 25 31
kend loss to Georgia. The WilCalif
2 6 1
5 24 33
Monday's Results
dcats go against Tulane SaturNo games scheduled
day. The Green Wave, meanTuesday's Game
while, worked on its kicking
Vancouver at Los Angeles
Only game scheduled
game in a light practice.
WedneSday's Games
Vanderbilt, with an open date
Montreal at Pittsburgh
Buffalo at Toronto
this Saturday, will not practice
New York Rangers at Chi
until Wednesday. The Corncago
modOres go against Kentucky
New York Islanders at cam
torn ia
Nov. 11.
Ationia at Detroit
Georgia Tech held a light
Only games sehea
eml-wato.bed films of
the
Duke
Blue Devils, who face
WHA
the Yellow Jackets Saturday.
East
W
L
T Pts GF GA
Florida State, up against
Cleveland
7 2 1 15 40 23
Houston next weekend, anQuebec
4 2 1 11 30 21
Ottawa
5 4 0 10 45 44 nounced Monday that running
N England
5 4 0 10 34 29
back Hodges Mitchell, who esNew York
5 5 0 10 45 39
Philaphia
1 8 0 2 22 45. tablished a single-season runWest
ning record for the Seminoles,
Winn-ipeg
6 2 1 13 35 27
Alberta
5 4 1 11 30 35 suffered a severe shoulder inL
Angeles
4 4 0 8 31 27 lury in the loss to Auburn and.
Houston
4 5 0 8 28 30
will miss at least two games.
Minn
2 5 1
5 19 31
In Knoxville, quarterback
Condredge Holloway and
tailback Haskel Stanback rejoined Tennessee's first string
offensive unit as the Vols began
work for their SEC game with
Georgia.

Standings

1 5 1
3 16 25
Monday's Results
No game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at Quebec'
Winnipeg at Chicago
Houston at Alberta
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Winnipeg at Minnesota
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Chicago at New England

Chicago

Southern Cal Retains Top Spot
In Associated Press Grid Poll

Hughes 2nd Big Carpet Sale
MINI SHAGS

Phone 753-3642

Essex J
Startini

11
12,2
13
14
16
17
17

The Flubbers
758
High Team Series (SC)
The Friendly Four
1626
Strike Outs
1545
Go Getters
1540
High Team Series (NC)
The Friendly Four
2217
Go Getters
2176
stik e Outs
2162
High Ind Game (SC)
Jerrie parkin
197
Jane Knight
189
Glenda Hill
184
High Ind. Game (HC)
Jerrie Parkin
249
Debbie Coleman
222
Jane Knietht
221
High Ind. Series (SC)
Glenda Hill
508
Jane Knight
490
Mary Smith
469
High Ind. Series (MC)
Jerrie Parkin
599
Pat Sr Ott
588
Lou Ann Darnell
587
High Averages
Glenda Hill
163
Bobbie Garrison
155
Jane Knight
155
Mary Smith
152
Margaret Morton
148
Pat Scott
142
Hilda Bennett
141
Kay Addison
140

Bullpen coach Joe Pignatario
of the New York Mets reached
his 43rd birthday on Aug 4

17. Louisville
6-0
20
18. Texas Tech
6-1
19
19. Air Force
6-1
17
20. Arkansas
5-2
10
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arizona State,
Florida State, Georgia, North
Carolina, North Carolina State,
Purdue.

Coming clean
SAN FRANCISCO CUPI)—
Willie McCovey,San Francisco
Giants first baseman, spurns
hotel clothes cleaning services,
according to a survey by Bank
of America Travelers Cheques.
McCovey said he usually
takes an extra suitcase on trips
just to bring home his laundry
to be cleaned. He said most
professional athletes do the
SAIMP.

"LESS TAXES"
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:16 depression and carnival glass water sets, pressed car:
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is empire dresser, trunks, old rocker, 2 oak tables, electric
organ
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TUNE-UP. New points, new plugs, adjust engine
timing, valves, carburetor, and fan belt.

\\

Prices effective through November 30. All prices include parts and
labor. Prices quoted apply to Sedans and Karmann Ghias only:
Station Wagons, Type 3's, and Squarebacks slightly higher.
All our work is done by factory-trained Volkswagen mechanics, using
only genuine Volkswagen parts and special VW-approved tools and
equipment. We personally guarantee all work on your car for six
months or 6,000 miles, whichever comes first.
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Essex Johnson Big Threat As
Starting Back For Cincinnati

STANDINGS

By JOHN W. CHACE
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP)--Essex
Johnson, explosive running
back for the Cincinnati Bengals, is showing that he can be
quite a threat as a starter.
Used mostly in coming-offthe-bench roles last year, the

Monday's
Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
Football
WASHINGTON — Quarterback Sonny Jurgensen of the
Washington Redskins underwent surgery at Georgetown
University Hospital for a,ruptured Achilles tendon suffered
in Sunday's National Football
League victory over the New
York Giants.
Tennis
GOTEBORG, Sweden — Jeff
Borowiak of Berkeley, Calif.,
upset second-seeded Arthur
Ashe of Richmond, Va., 6-1, 3-6,
7-6, in the first round of the
-Championship
World
Tournament.
Baseball
'
--Whlte Sex traded relief pitcher
Vicente Rome to the San Diego
Padres for outfielder John Jeter..
IDS ANGELF-S — Maury
Wills, 40-year-old infielder who
stole a record 104 bases for the
Los angeles Dodgers in 1962,
became a free agent when no
team claimed him for the El
waiver fee.
Basketball
, PHOENIX, Ariz. — Bill van
Breda Kolff was fired as coach
of the Phoenix Suns of the NBA
by General Manager Jerry
Colangelo, who will assume the
job.
Golf
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex. —
JoAnn Prentice birdied the 10th
extra hole and defeated Sandra
Palmer in a sudden death playoff that lasted two days for the
$3,000 first prize in the ;22,000
Corpus Christi Ladies Professional AssociatI\' n Civitan
Op!..ne
N
lado, Mexican Masters w er,
bounced back from a triple
gey on the first hole and fired a
two-under-par 70 for a twostroke lead in the opening
round of the annual Professional Golfers' Association
qualifying school.
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speedy, 5-foot-9 graduate of
Grambling boasts 472 yards
rushing already this year for
an average of more than 4.1
yards a carry. His latest standout performance was when he
picked up 103 yards in 17 catries Sunday in Cincinnati's 30-7
victory over Houston.
"I have to say that last year
I was more effective when I
was coming off the bench,- the
mod-dressing Johnson admitted. "This year, I hope to play
the whole game just as effectively.
"Im no different than anybody else, I love to start."
Cincinnati Coach Paul Brown
said that because of Johnson's
speed and exceptional balance,
he did a better job in latter
parts of halves when defensive
players started getting tired.
But Johnson has been used
mostly in a starting capacity
this season, and the Bengals
dealing of running backs Paul
Robinson and Fred Willis to
Houston last week seems to indicate Johnson will continue as
a starter.
The trade really did tell me
that I would have to play a
little more," Johnson said.
The five-year veteran picked

up 522 yards rushing last year
for better than a six-yard gain
per carry, but he came up with
long runs from scrimmage. His
116-yard run last year was the
longest of the National Football
League in 1971.
You always like to have the
big play," Johnson said, "but
you don't always get them. I
think we can move the ball consistently without the big play, it
will be good enough for me."
Johnson, who has a total of
four touchdowns this year compared to six all of last season,
has recorded a long rushing
gain of 19 yards this year. But
he caught a short pass . and
turned it into a 65-yard
touchdown play as the Bengali
upset the Kansas City Chiefs
three weeks ago.
"I like to catch the ball. It's
natural for me," Johnson said,
explaining that he was more or
less a wingback in college and
was used more as a receiver
than a runner.
Johnson has caught 16 passes
for 264 yards and one
touchdown this season.
"I like to run the ball as well
as catch it," Johnson said. "I
don't think either outshadows
the other."

ASSOCIATED PRESS
NFL
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. Pts, OP
Miami
7 0 0 1.000 168 87
NY Jets
5 2 0 .714 221 154
Buff
2 5 0 .286 149 182
New
Engl 2 5 0 .286 92 220
Balt
1 6 0 .143 94 145
By THE

Central
138
177
121
87

92
110
134
195

Oak
4 2 1 642 195
K City
4 3 0 .571 168
S. Diego
2 4 1 .357 124
Denver
..286 148
2 5 0.
National Conknce
East
W L T Pct. Pis.
Wash
6 1 0 .857 165
Dallas
5 2 0 .714 150
NY Gnts
4 3 0 .571 168
St. Louis
2 5 0 .286 92
Phil
I 6 0 .143 62
Central
Detroit
4 3 0 .571 185
G Bay
4 3 0 571 1.22
Chicnago
3 3 1 .500 132
Minn
3 4 0 .429 146

128
126
169
193

Cmn
Pitt
Clev
Hous

5 2 0
5 2 0
4 3 0
1 6 0

.714
.714
.571
.143

West

nd
y:

4 W2estl .642 147 125
4 3 0 .571 156 143
3 3 1 .500 184 120
1 5 1 .214 109 180
Monday's Result
Dallas 28, Detroit 24
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Chicago at Detroit
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Dallas at San Diego
Denver at New York Giants
Houston at Cleveland
Miami at Buffalo
New Orleans at Minnesota
Oakland at Kansas City
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Diego vs. Green Bay at
Milwaukee
San p
Washington at New York Jets
Monday's Game
Baltimore at New England,
night, national television

Black Bass And Crappie Good
o EXCetieflt At -State ic
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
falling and 60. Fishing for, black bass and
GREEN — Crappie good in
crappie is good to excellent at upper lake on minnows in
many of Kentucky's major. -timbered coves; black bass on
lakes, the state Department of deep runners along drop-offs;
Fish and Wikllife Resources re- clear, falling and 61,
ports.
GRAYSON — Black bass fair
The Lake by Lake Rundown: on surface and medium runCUMBERLAND — Black ners; crappie fair on minnows
bass good on small 'crawfish in stickups; clear, falling and
and medium runners along 62.
rocky points and deep banks;
FISHTRAP — Black bass on
crappie good on minnows in big minnows in inlets and bays;
lower lake along channels and crappie on minnows in substump beds; below dam, trout merged cover; murky, falling
excellent; clear, falling and 63. and 58.
HERRINGTON — Black bass
DALE HOLLOW — Crappie
good on artificial nightcrawlers good on minnows over subalong points and banks; merged cover; black bass fair
crappie' on. rninnows around on Medians'`tetenners- aløng
boat docks and fish houses:
clear, falling and 62.
KENTUCKY — Black bass
excellent in mid and lower lake
on medium runners along
points and banks and stump
By HELENE ANNE SPICER.
beds; crappie fair to good on
WEST CHESTER, Pa. ( AP)
minnows along drop-offs; below'
--e041d- training
darn, sauger fair on shad min- room. No nudity permitted,"
nows; clear to murky, stable the sign reads at West Chester
and 58.
State College.
NOUN — Black bass exLinda Treadway is the reacellent in upper lake on me- son.
dium and deep runners in the
. Linda, n, of Woodbury, N.J..
stump beds; crappie good to is the first female trainer to
excellent on minnows in sub- work with men's teams at the
merged cover; clear, falling school. She is one of the few
and 61.
female trainers in the country.
BARKLEY — Crappie good
She is a graduate assistant at
on minnows in cover areas; the school and hopes to take
black bass fair on medium and the exam next January given
deep runners; below dam, cat- by the National Athletic
fish fair on cut bait; clear, fall- Trainers Association.
ing and 59.
She has worked with the
BARREN — Black bass good school's football and soccer
in lower lake on deep runners teams, as well as with women's
along points and drop-offs; field hockey. She dates one of
crappie fair to good in upper the soccer players.
lake on minnows along chan"The guys, they felt strange
nels and stump beds; clear, at the beginning like I did ...
but now I'm just one of the
crowd," she explained.
"I could see how they felt in
the beginning," she said. "They
didn't know if I was any good
or not. As the word got around,
each day the line got longer at
my table. You could really see

***************
A MESSAGE TO THE
FARMERS OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY

points and banks; clear, stable
and 61.
DEWEY — Bluegill fair on
worms on shallow banks:
crappie fair on minnows; clear,
stable and 60,
,
ROUGH RIVER — Black
bass good in south fork on deep
runners and artificial nightcrawlers; crappie good on minnows in the stump beds; below
dam, white bass good on dojigs; clear to murky, falling
and 60.
Buckhorn — Black bass on
medium runners in inlets and
bays; crappie on minnows in
cover areas; clear, falling and
59_

'Coed Training Room'
the difference from the beginMy to the end. They would
ev_en ask.f.ee me."
Things they
1ö1 lettudee
taping and first aid treatments.
She also keeps an eye out for
player safety. "If there's a hole
in the field," she said, you tell
somebody to fill it in."
Linda, with one brother who
is seven years older, "kind of
hated to go back to women
after working with the football
team." •
The "variety" of injuries is
one of the reasons, she said. An
interest in things medical, plus
love of athletics, added up to
her decision to become a
trainer.
The guys seem to like the arrangement as well, she said.
"Maybe I tend - to give thema
little more tender loving care."
Co-captains of the Air Force
Academy football team are
center Orderia Mitchell of Elkhart, Ind., and defensive end
Gene Ogilvie of San Jose. Calif.
Players on the Air Force
Academy football team come
from 20 states

I felt I should write and ask the farmers of
Calloway County to vote for George McGovern
for president. I know from having lived through
a great many Reupublican and Democratic
administrations that the small farmer always
gets a better deal from the Democrats.
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'Quiet Tiger' Fighting For
His Life From A Wheelchair
It quickly proved fatal to the
famed Iron Man of the New
York Yankees, But Mrs.
Charles explained: "Gehrig
was affected in the upper body
hitting the respiratory system,
but Ezzard fortunately was hit
•10
in the lower body."
"Doctors have no idea what
caused it to Ezzard, but feel
that being a fighter has kept
him going as long as he has.
Little pairi.3.hit him while he
still was boxing, but he was so
active he threw it off before he
retired feam the ring in 19e"
Charles' last appearance before the boxing public was at a
touching testimonial given him
here in 1968. It was attended by
six former champions, inINK
cluding the late Rocky Marciano, whose battering of
Charles in a title match for a
second time in 1954 sent Ezzard
rapidly downhill.
Muhammad All, Archie
,Moore, Henry Armstrong, Johnny Coulon and Johnny Bretton
also attended the testimonial at
which Charles was able to say
from his wheelchair: This is
the nicest thing that ever happened to me. All I can say is
RING CHAMP FIGHTING BATTLE FOR LIFE—Ezzard
thank you, thank you."
Charles, 51, a former world boxing champion sits in a wheelchair
Late in 1970, Charles was at his Chicago home, helpless and speechless. With him are his
elected to Boxing's Hall of wife, Cladys, and their 18-year-old son, Ezzard II, Charles has
Fame along with former heavy- been fighting the battle for his life for the past six years. He was ,
weight champion Max Schmel, strEeken in February, 1966, with amyotropic lateral sclerosis.
ing, Harry Willis, Professor
(AP Wirephoto)
-Donavail and Kid WilCharles, "He c
timea
.deal wi) you I II •
takes him a long while'lind
But since then the fight-- the 'black --coRmilenity„ Charia charle.s?
rather reply by shaking his
crowd, excepting an occasional seldom leaves his honle.
.
bleVratting 9142g•and ;
head for yes or no.
Once every two 'months, an an affirmative nod came from
"He eats well, but I have to visit from Mercian° before his
shred his food for him. He plane crash death and Jersey ambulance takes him to the Ezzard. But his wife said,
usually arises at 10:30 a.m., Joe Walcott, who knocked out muscular dystrophy clinic at "Outside of the Olympics, there
and goes to bed about 10:30 Charles on July 18, 1951 to gain the University of Illinois Medi- hasn't been much boxing on TV
the heavyweight title, has for- cal Center. "They check his for him to watch."
p.m."
condition and see if there is
What about the potential:
Charles was stricken in Feb-- gotten Ezzard.
ruary, 1966, with amyotropic
Although still employed as anything he needs," said Mrs. rematch between current 4'
heavyweight champion Joe,.,
lateral sclerosis, referred to as consultant for the Illinois De- Charles.
Charles defeated Walcott in Frazier and Muhammad Ali? 4
the Lou Gehrig disease.
partment of Human Resources
1949 for the National Boxing
While Ezzard watched his.")
Association version of the world wife intently, Mrs. Charles
title and then became un- said: "We thought All would .,
disputed world champ by out- win their first match, but he
pointing fading ex-champion clowned around too much. FraJoe Louis on Sept. 27, 1950.
zier is pretty good and I lean
In a ring career that included towards him the next time."
some 11 championship fights as
But Charles laboriously and •
he compiled a 96-25-1 record, slowly shook his head "No."
.
manager,
general
team's
SALT LAKE CITY (API —
Charles amassed
purses
"He thinks All will win the
coaching
duties
taking
over
the
Coach LaDell Anderson credits
totaling an estimated $1.5 mil- next time," laughed Mrs.
his bench depth and rebounding for the second time in two lion.
Charles.
Earl
Lloyd
On
Saturday,
years.
for the Utah Stars' 117-106 vice
money
is
all
gone
on
inEzzard again broke into that
coach
of
the
replaced
as
•tory over the Kentucky Colo.: was
vestments that went sour, in- million dollar smile.
Detroit Pistons by Ray Scott.
nels.
cluding a restaurant, a bar, a
"We had a good effort from
night club and other projects.
all of our people,--Anderson
_Batt-when Charles settled down
said after Monday night's game
Chicago 1(1- yeare—ago, he
WOODLAND HILLS, Calif: in
here. "'I was especially pleased
said,
"I have no debts, and
/
2,
with the way the substitutes (API — Irish Art Hafey, 1241
'1
fighting gave me a wonderful
came in and kept up the pace." of Stellarton, N.S., scored a un- life."
animous
decision
Monday
night
-If there was any particular
Mrs. Charles, who gave up
turning' point, I would have to over Jose Olivares, 124, of Mex- working five years ago to tend
say it was when we started to ico, in 10-round fight at the
her husband almost around-thehit the boards better in the sec- Valley Music Theater.
clock,
shrugs off the family's fiHafey floored Olivares twice
ond half." Anderson added.
nancial situation.
Utah led 34-30 in rebounding in the second round and was in
"We're okay as far as money
after the first half and finished command until the sixth. At
goes,
but if Ezzard loses his powith a 65-40 margin. Veteran that point, Olivares fought back sition with the Human Regamely
but
was
too
far
behind
center Zelmo Beaty had 21
sources Department, we'd be in
rebounds and 27 points to lead on points at the. finish.
Mrs.
A
Haley improved his record to a difficult position," said
the Stars in both categories.
Charles. Ezzard II and a
15-1-2.
Olivares
is
18-8.
Ron Boone came off the
daughter, Deborah, 20, live at
bench to spark the fourth-quarhome and another daughter,
ter surge which gave Utah the
The game of polo was played Leith, 19, is married and lives
edge. He only scored 13 points, in China around the year 600.
in South Chicago.
CIGAR
but they came at key times of
the final period and thwarted
Kentucky's. attempts to rally.
Kentucky's Dan Issel and
Louis' Dampier kept the game
close through the first three
quarters, but couldn't hold the
pace. Issel led all scorers with
33 points. Artis Gilmore had 20
and Dampier 19.
The game was the only one in
the ABA on Monday.
The National Basketball Associa# had no scheduled
games, but did see its second
coaching change in three days.
Bill van Breda Kolff was fired
Only Model 449 29110 (Sears only model with alight),sold
as coach of the Phoenix Suns
from December. 1969 until taken off sale
the
with Jerry Colangelo,
October 4. 1972. is affected,

By JERRY LISKA
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO (API— Ezzar°
Charles, undisputed world
heavyweight boxing champion
two decades ago, has been
fighting the battle of his life for
the past six years—from a
wheelchair.
The one-time "Quiet Tiger"
of the ring, who ruled the
heavyweight ranks from 1949
until mid-1951, now is helpless
and speechless.
The only way the 51-year-old
Charles now can express himself is with his still radiant
smile, which comes like a sunburst although, stricken with
lateral sclerosis, he has little to
smile about. Except, perhaps,
for his incredible wife Gladys
and his three children.
Mrs. Charles, attractive and
articulate, serves as Ezzard's
alter ego in their neat, brick
bungalow on Chicago's far
south side.
Gladys, who married Charles
in 1949 as he neared his boxing
pinnacle, does all the talking
for her helpless husband—and
much more. Like hand-feeding,
bathing and, with help of their
18-year-old son Ezzard
ing Charles to a tilt table foe
exercising.
"Ezzard still is mentally
alert, he knows what you are

4

Stars Slip By Colonels
117-106 At Salt Lake

linasimakt_Dixision

Happiness is...

KING
EDWARD

Sears

WARNING!

This Sears MULTI-SPEED Belt
Massager with Lighted Switch
May be Unsafe...
In order to prevent ixissible injury to any user, we are
requesting that you:

Reborn Yov,

If I were president of a land company or a
large dealer in wheat, then I might consider
voting Republican. For I could make a large
donation to the Republican campaign fund and
very likely get special privilege. But since I'm a
small tobacco and cattle farmer, I know my best
interesq will be to vote for George McMcGovern, 45nd the Democratic Party.

unpins /

1. Unplug unit.

SINUS
MISERIES

2. Veigy that the model is 449'29110-located on a name
plate whi-ch is nn the underside iif the motor it.,tisiee

SpotAtelly for

3. If you have Model number 449.291-10. call your closest
Sears store and a service man will come to your home to

THERE IS NO PROBLEM WITH ANY OTHER SEARS BELT MASSAGER.

SINUS CONGESTION

inspect and modify the unit.

SINUS HEADACHES

-4. Do rotreconnect the plug until the unit has been mottrhea,

, ALLERGIES

THERE IS NO PROBLEM WITH ANY OTHER SEARS BELT MASSAGER.

SINADRIN®

This notice is 1nsing issued as a result'of tests
which indicate (14e pottailiility that some of these
• massagers luny involye a potentially dangerous
electric shock hazard if someone should touch the
massager while touching a v.ater pipe,'radiator.
faucet or othet ground connection

Aya,labl• Only at Pharrnaciot
TRY SINADRINA TODAY

HUB ERWIN,
Route 1, Hazel, Ky.

(

Political Ad Paid by Democratic, Carepaign Committee
Violet Johnson, Treasurer

***************

ACROBATIC GOALIE --- Pete Shiiton, Leicester City
soccer player, gives goaltending a twist in making - a save.
He represented England against Yugoslavia in London

Sears
Phone Pt 3-1272
MUMMY
KENTUCKY-

Murray, Ky.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Phone 753-231
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ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Give sufficient time to
obligations, less to outside interests which only interfere
with your progress. Be resolute,
but not abrupt, with associates.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
A generally good day, but you
may run into a few obstacles—
which COULD be caused by
your own procrastination,
disinterest or skepticism. Avoid
such negative approaches.

GEMINI

es
ing

ns

( May 22 to June 211
Don't get ahead of yourself.
There is a tendency now to rush
matters to a too-hasty completion, to plan ahead without
full understanding. ('are!
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Even though lunar influences
are fairly good, it will take more
than average patience and skill
to keep some matters in line.
But you CAN do it.
LEO
,f),,
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Good aspects! Your skills and
your ingenuity can help you
reap a big, harvest soon by
appropriate action NOW.
VIRGO
IfP1-7".s
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
11r.V.1" • ' -small--elifforences—AL
opinion, - little telltale trends.
1"4- *)csuld halsi.nreiLent,Waif
:,
If all is well, you have the
"green light" to go ahead with
plans.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Don't try to reach for the
unreasonable but do give
painstaking effort, not only to
routine endeavors, but to the
"extras" which may come your
way. It will pay off.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nit
Excellent Mars influences
make this a day for BIG ac-

complishment—even if only in
the preparatory stages of new
ventures, which can be as
important as the actual doing.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Better advantages than you
may anticipate at first. An
especially good period for
revitalizing projects which you
may have thought of dropping.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If you don't get all the
cooperation you had anticipated, don't worry about it.
Try working things out another
way. You CAN!
AWARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19i
This day will need team players
as well as individualists. Try to
curb your usual desire to "go it
alone"—and cooperate!
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You can achieve much if you go
about things in the right way-and with confidence. There may
be a hitch at times but,
generally, you can steer things
as you wish.

)erk-4#

id6ic

YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with one of the
most dynamic personalities in
the entire spectrum of the
zodiac. So great is your forcefulness, your self-reliance
and your self-assurance that
they could lead you to extremes
and overaggressiveness if you
are not careful. Used with a
measaTe—TirrrintrialHaavre-Vor,
-these traits, exceJjetit in
Watt/yea/seam load yot) to the
top of any career you choose.
For you laugh at any obstacle in
your path and hurdle it with
amazing ease. You are a born
leader, a strong individualist, a
tremendous influence—for good
or otherwise. That's up to you!
Many great dramatists, artists,
sculptors
writers,
and
musicians have been Scorpio.
born. Other fields in which you
could excel: Finance, business
management,the law, medicine
and politics.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Nixon may aid

g

SS

, Inc.

governor hopefuls
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
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LET'S REMINISCE

Your Individual Horoscope
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

In Montana, where Mr.
Nixon has run well before, another tight racg is being
waged by Democratic Lt.
Gov. Thomas Judge and Republican Ed Smith. The big issues are domestic — primarily state and local taxes -- but
Smith is helped considerably
by Mr. Nixon's heavy show of
strength in the presidential
polls.

WASHINGTON — National
issues rarely bother state
voters when they sit down to
elect a governor.
But this fall, the ballot
strength of President Nixon
could be the decisive factor in
. whether Republicans win gu
bernatorial elections in five
states.
In two other states, local
There are now 30 Demopersonalities are looming
cratic and 20 Republican govabove issues and even the
ernors. In 1970, the GOP had
voter sentiment on Nixonone of its worst off-year elecMcGovern may not be a factions, losing 11 state mantor.
sions.
In tiny West Virginia, SecThe election of governors
retary of State John D.
normally ranks below selecRockefeller IV is campaigntion of senators and congressning with energy and remen in a national party's prisources to unseat popular Reority list. However, in this
publican incumbent Arch
fall's balloting, Mr. Nixon has
Moore. Moore has had subindicated to state officials
stantial help so far from the
that he considers some races
national GOP establishment
worth extra effort.
in fund raisers but RockefelNational events are blendler, who most see as seeking
ing strongly with state issues
the governorship in a longin the five toss-up states.
range national political stratThey are Illinois, Missouri,
egy, now holds a slight edge.
Montana, Washington and
West Virginia has been traWest Virginia.
ditionally Democratic in naPresidential aides are most
tional elections but there are
concerned about Illinois, a
no assurances McGovern can
traditional "must" state for
carry the state this year.
presidential candidates which
Washington voters also are
polls now indicate will be won
apparently in a quandary
by Mr. Nixon. Any big turnout
over whether to reelect Rehe provides would benefit. in,
cumbent Republican Richard -publican Dan Evans or return
the statehouse to former
Ogilvie, who is facing an amDemocratic Gov. Albert
bitious challenge from DemoRosellini. Evans has been
crat Dan Walker. Walker
popular in Washington but
astounded Illinois Democrats
state economic problems,
by defeating a handpicked
particularly aerospace laycandidate of Chicago Mayor
offs, have created a restless
Richard Daley in the party
electorate. A strong showing
primary,
by Mr. Nixon would help
Republicans also are lookEvans.
ing at Missouri with more
Other races, at this writing,
than a smilesince the state is
appear predictable.
in a sort of political disarray
Democrats are favored to
following
George
Sen.
win in Arkansas, Indiana,
McGovern's decision to drop
North Carolina, South DaSen. Thomas Eagleton as his
kota, Texas and Utah. The
vice presidential running
Republicans look strong in
mate.
Delaware, Kansas,Iowa, New
Retiring Democratic Gov.
Hampshire, North Dakota,
Warren Hearnes subsequentRhode Island and Vermont.
ly has not turned out the type
a party help McGovern needs
and Republicans feel this will
TREE TALK
enhance the cause of State
The National Forests conAuditor Christopher Bond.
tain almost 18 per cant of the
Again, the Nixon-Agnew
commercial forests -- or 92
.showing could make tho difmillion acres - and supply 27
ference in what is now considper cent of the annual softered a close race.
wood timber harvest.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Halloween was
only for tricks
By HELEN M.
PAGEL
Copley News Service
"'Trick or treat" is a comparatively modern institution,
and no doubt a good one. But
50 or 60 years ago, Halloween
was the night for tricks, period, with their scope limited
only by the extent of the tricksters' imaginations and the
dexterity of the rest of the
population in protecting their
property.
For the young children
there were usually parties at
somebody's house. Everyone
wore costumes, of course, and
spooks, goblins, witches,
fairies and creatures which
fell into no known category
gathered to play all the traditional Halloween games.
There would be bobbing for
apples which were floating
tantalizingly in a big tub of
water. At least one youngster
usually got his head dunked
under water by his "friends."
He came up gasping and
spluttering and fighting mad,
but since mother was always
on hand to keep an eye on
things, peace was usually restored before mayhem was
done.
Then there was an apple
tied to a string and hung in a •
doorway, and whoever could
take a bite' out of it without
—touchingl •th ta
won
the apple. And-everyone TcTid
to blow out
lighted -candle attar
blindfolded and turned around
three times. ( How all those
sheeted figures avoided setting themselves afire while
running around with lighted
candles is a mystery, but accidents seldom happened.)
There were other games
and ghost stories and then
everybody sat in a circle on
the floor and ate doughnuts
and drank cider. And maybe
you couldn't bear the taste of
cider, but you drank it on Halloween and pretended to like
it because it was the thing to
do.
Meanwhile, the bigger boys
were roaming the neighborhood bent on mischief.
Fastening "tick-tacks" to
windows was harmless sport
except for the damage to the
nerves of the people who lived
in the house. Soaping windows
was taken for granted and
carrying off gates was a favorite amusement.
And there is still living a
scattered group of rather
prominent gray-haired men
who shall remain nameless,
but who could explain if they
cared to, how a certain farmer's wagon happened to be
found astride the ridgepole of
the old two-room schoolhouse
on the morning after a certain
Halloween about 50 years ago.
But there was one trick
which surpassed all the others
in popularity with the pranksters, that is
There were, in those days,
behind most residences, certain small utilitarian buildings which have virtually disappeared from the modern
landscape. It was a point of
honor with most gangs of boys
to tip over or carry off as
many of these buildings as
possible.

True, the culprits, most of
whom were perfectly well
known, could usually be found
the next morning busily repairing so far as possible, the
damage they had done. Under
the watchful eye of the irate
homeowner ( who, nevertheless, was mostly feigning irritation to suppress certain memories of his own) the boys
would be industriously washing soap from windows restoring gates to their proper
places and marching across
the fields carrying the aforementioned small buildings
and restoring them to the perpendicular again.
Not for a moment would this
deter the same boys from
playing exactly the same
tricks the following year, but
it did make the property owner feel that he had done his
duty.
It almost makes you think
that human nature hasn't
changed so very much after
all.

CRIME REPORT
In 1971, there were 2,907 serious crimes per 100,000
inhabitants in the United
States,a6 per cent increase in
the victim risk rate over 1970.

•

"LESS TAXES"

•
Members of the Youth Sunday School Class, ages twelve to fourteen, of Elm Grove Baptist Church
are: First row,left to right, Mrs. Keys Keel, assistant teacher, Anita Chaney, Leanna Brown, Donna
Smith. and Sandra Stom ; second row, Mrs. Henry Richardson, teacher, Cindy Knight, Bonnie Smith.
and Sharon Buchanan; third row, Martha Outland, Brenda Outland, and Tammy Outland; fourth
row, Richie Richardson. Roy Richardson, Randy Brandon, and Michael Noel. Not pictured are Steve
Utley, Mike Utley, Larry Shekel},Pam Bowden,and Diane McCuiston.

Katterjohn
for Congress.
Pt1 Pol, Ur,

OUTSTANDING VALUES
FOR YOUR WINDOWS
Luxurious

FIBERGLAS•
DECORATOR
DRAPERIES

4.

•

•

With Insulated Lining
Our Reg. 5.10

63'' length

4.33

Our Reg. 5.88 84- length
Our Reg. 13.77 96 x 84"
Our Reg. 5.66 63- length
Our Reg. 6.88 84" tengfr17
Our Reg. 11.99 72 x 84'.
Our Reg. 14.77 96 x 84"

5.22
11.66
4,88
5.88
10.22
13.44

_

•
•

Fine quality draperies for your home with all the easy care features of
Fiberglass'no-iron, no-stretch, no-shrink...just handwash and hang! It's also
fire-safe and sun-safe. Foam backed self lining insulates against winter cold
and summer heat. Choose from a richly textured solid in white, gold, green and
melon; striking Damask print in red, blue, gold, green or celery.

•••11.

.

t

Trademark of Owens - Corning Fiberglas Corporation

Tr

Extra Wide

I.

Neva-Press

t'

''a

•
• ••••

so4;

Hospital Report
October 27, 1972
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Kelso ( Mrs. Betty
Louise), 806 Sunny Lane,
Murray, Baby Boy, Housden
(Mrs. Deborah), Route 5,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Paula Ann Arnett, Route
4, Murray, John Stanley Baker,.
1002 South 11th. Paducah, Mrs.
Mary Inez Garner, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Nell
Brown, Route 6, Murray, Paul
A. Lassiter, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Jennifer Lynn Bailey, 422
South 8th Murray, Mrs. Jo Ann
Holland, Wingo, Master Allen
Roberts, Route 2, Box 69,
Murray, Mrs., Joann Frances
Turner, 1301 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Jane
Curd and Baby Boy, Route 3,
Murray, Wilson G. Garrison,
Route 5, Box 2369, Murray, Joe
Graham Edwards, Route 1,
Hardin.

Federal State Market News
,Service October 30, 1972
Mentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 2039 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
lower Sows 50 cents lower ..
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.50-28.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 27.00-27.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.50-27.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 26.00-26.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.25-23.75
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 22.50-23.25
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 22.00-22.50
few at 21.50
Boars 20.00-21.25

Prmtli eipa40

(— A-CZ-

••••••••••

4

(R)

100% Dacron Polyester
50°/0 Kodel{R) Polyester

50%Cotton

TAILORED CURTAINS

TAILORED TIERS

R

Our Reg, 1 88

1.17

valance
Our Reg. 1 .37
swag

ASTMAN RE G1STE RD TFIADEMA OK

9-9 Mon.-Sat

14_ Sunday

Extra wide tailored panels
with 5" bottom hems and
11
/
4
" side hems. Machine
washable, fast colors, and
Dacron• means no ironing'
Several colors to choose
from!

1.57

Sparkling ''dress-up'' for
your home! Kodel*-cotton
fabric means Neva-Press.
5" hems, washable and
colorfast. 36" tiers in red,
ywhite, yellow, pink, green
or pumpkin.

2.27

Our Reg. 2.88

[4 I

Du Pont registered trademark

BEL AIR'SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

011112111111
. 1BANKAMERIC4RD
trwivwv rfrw

Phone 7531777

2.97

63"
length

Our Reg. 3.66

84- length

3.57

Our Reg. 4.22
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No Dropouts Reported As Attendance Rule Droppectf

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Are
there substitutes for actual
Service in the military?
There are only two federal
activities cited under selective
service law that can be substituted for service in the
military. They are the Commissioned Corps of the Public
Health Service Department of
Health, Education & Welfare),
and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
Certain conditions must be
met in order to qualify as an
individual having completed
service (other than military)
under the Military Selective
Service Act.
The registrant must serve on
active duty for a period of not
less than 24 months in the
Commissioned Corps of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or
the Public Health Service.
Such period of active duty in
the Public Health Service, as a
commissioned officer commencing after July 1, 1967, shall
have been performed by the
registrant while assigned to
staff any of the various offices
and bureaus of the Public
-Beat& -Serviee,--National. institutes of Health,.Coast Guard,
Bureau of Prisons, Environmental Protection Agency

TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
or the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
-How does the new draft law
affect divinity school students
and divinity school graduates?
Under the old draft law,
divinity students received an
exemption from service. The
1971 amendments to the draft
law change this to a statutory
deferment, meaning that a
young man is guaranteed this
deferment providing he meets
the requirements. The deferment is granted by the local
board on proper verification of
enrollment from the school.
Students preparing for the
ministry under the direction of
churches
or
recognized
religious organizations, or who
are satisfactorily pursuing fulltime courses of instruction in or
direction of
under the
recognized theological or
divinity schools in which they
HONORED AT MURRAY STATE: Dr. Josiah Darnall,
have been pre-enrolled, shall be
deferred from training and professor of music at Murray State University. has been honored
service, but
not from for his association with and his part in the founding of the QuadState Music Festivals at the University. More than 1,000 junior
registration.
Liability to the draft applies high and high school musicians come to the campus every year to
only to divinity school participate in the string, choral and band festivals, which are
graduates who do not enter the observing their 25th anniversary this year. A graduate of Murray
ministry. Men who are working State, Dr. Darnall also holds degrees from the American Conas fully ordained ministers are servatory of Music and Indiana University, Making the presengivreii-a-ctrriassificatien-asid_iation of an engraved bowl to Dr. Darnall Oct. 23 during the Quad
Shinfrel„trYN,t1
.!"-Be4114143"111-SPaitiate1t,President of
are exempt from serving in the iii-CUniversjIL.
armed fortes.
.
irliot0 by Wilson Woolley)
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5CHOOL
Few PHONE CALI.5
IF A MAN
}
U5E
f340ARD ?
AhO 5EE WHAT WE
IT LAWFULLV"
FIND WT
}
.
/
1
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'WONDER !F JOHN DOE OR
RICHARD ROE W1LI_ BE IN COURT...
HATE CA4E5 THAT PONT
HAVE JOHN DOE OR RICHARD ROE.,

-43

,fES, I'D
THE CLIENT 4\
LIKE IC SPEAK CARES LITTLE
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FOR A
OF THE SCHOOL. `BEAUTIRL'
BARD, PLEA4E
CA46"

10-5r

increase in the dropout rate Research, feels that the pressure on the child to stay in
among AFDC children.
decision to abolish the at- school.
Often, AFDC children were I
- Dan Tierney, field office tendance requirement goes
administrator in Jefferson beyond the scope of the report. forced by their mothers to at-;
County, expressed optimism "Basic inequalities in the tend school simply to assure
toward the change. "It's a bit former policy were a major continuance of the grant. If they
too early in the year to tell, but factor in its removal," he said. dropped out and remained at
our people have not reported a
Formerly, AFDC children home, the amount of available
substantially
was
single dropout so far," he said. were set apart from other funds
Under the department's youngsters. They were subject reduced.
that
estimates
Butler
previous policy, school-age to pressures of local school
children up to age 18 were administrators and public discontinuance of the atrequired to remain in school to assistance staff who, out of a tendance requirement will
be eligible for AFDC benefits. "sense of personal and result in a moderate increase in
It was the school's respon- professional duty," would exert the number of eligible children.
sibility to provide proof of atAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
tendance in order to determine
whether or not the AFDC child Crossword Puzzle
MO MOO@
BOO
ACROSS
5 Macaw
continue receiving the
01300612 QM0000
6 Cut of meat
00 00MO000 MO
7 Number
grant.
1 Twirl
El Parent
music,
MO 001710 MOO
Under the new policy, an 5 In
(collog)
high
G1000 0=0 OMO
9 Land of the
AFDC child may remove 8 Ponder
MOM A090 OB
Diminish
free (abbr.)
himself from a school if he 12
ODOM 000M
10 Locates
18 Fish eggs
013 OSEES MOOOO
11 Dines
chooses or if circumstances 14 A continent
15 Wooden vessel 16 Remunerated
UMO MOO ODOM
dictate, without endangering 16 Aches
17 Go by water
MMOM OOMM OM
Unit
of
God
of
18
20
love
funds due him as a member of
AM 00O00010 00
Siamese
22 Symbol for
an AFDC family. Those 16 to 17
9000E10 0O0000
tantalum
currency
=GOO OU OM
25 Scope of
years of age are required to 19 Symbol for
influence
register for job training or 20 yttrium
Merit
, 26 Decay
44 The sweetsop
37 Atmospheric
27 Blemish
employment under the new 21 Near
disturbance
45 Pan of stove
23
28 Jump
WIN-Talmadge Amendments. 24 Pronoun
46 Swift
Water wheel
29 Headgear
39 Printer's
48 Edible seed
Lasso
measure
26
31
Before
The decision to remove the
40 Cubic meter
50 Greek letter
28 Tetrarch of
33 Man's
compulsory school attendance
51 Number
Galilee
nickname
41 Mountains of
53 Physician
Europe
requirement came as a result of 29 Mountain pass 34 Point of
(abbr.)
hammer
42 Refuse from
Devoured
a report submitted to Economic 30
grapes
54 Pronoun
32 Eyes (colloq,) 36 Slog
Commissioner Gail S. Huecker 33 Chapeau
34 Dock
last July.
35 Greek letter
36 Weaken
The report, prepared by the 37
Feeling
Office
of 38 Narrate
The saltiest water occurs in department's
40
Let it stand
the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, Research, Program Analysis 41 Part
of "to be
where rates of evaporation and Statistics, referred to the 43 Notedf scale
44
Solar
disk
high.
Of
the
are very
major requirement
as
"ad- 45 Preposition
oceans, the North Atlantic is ministratively burdensome, 47 Once around
unnecessary and punitive in 49 track
Hinder
Low salinities occur in polar'[la)
,- ure,"-- ----1--in
52
Settles
seiNtee the salt iewiiilibtad-.4.--T4* report went
ay that
advance
by melting ice and continued because of the vaguness and 55-Mark
left by
precipitation,
wound
difficulty in policy ad56 Peer Gynt's
ministratiiin, "the requirement
mother
HOUSING LUMBER
Some 50 to 60 million trees, is neither serving as a deterrent 57 Temporary
shelter
20 inches in diameter, will be to school dropouts nor
DOWN
preventing
large
numbers
of
needed to supply the nation's
1972 housing and building re- children from being included in
1 Oscillate
2 Mates
quirements, according to the the AFDC grants."
Roy Butler, deputy com- 3 Writing fluid
National Forest Products AsDistr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc,
Ii
missioner of the Office of 4 Compass point
sociation.

FRANKFORT, Ky.-"We are
going to stop playing truant
officer."
In essence, this was the
state
rationale behind the
Department of Economic
Security's recent decision to
abolish compulsory school
attendance as an eligibility
requirement for children of
AFDC )Assistance to Families
with Dependent Children)
families.
AFDC is Economic Security's
basic welfare program.
Prior to the Sept. 1 removal
date, public assistance field
office administration and local
school officiA expressed some
reservations concerning the
elimination of the compulsory
attendance requirement. Those
reservations were based
primarily on the fear that, if
attendance requirements were
abolished, "it would result in an
increase in the school dropout
rate among a segment of the
population who could least
afford it."
Economic Security field office administrators around
Kentucky report no notable

Saltiest water
is in. Persian Gulf
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DOESN'T HAVE THIS STICKER ON IT...
You Could Be Making a Costly Mistake...
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Color

IF YOUR NEW TV
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ENGINEERING
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Back again for the fourth year! Brand new
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Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
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Model KS693/The Cordova
Floe furniture stereo of Oak veneer in Spanish Styftrig
FM,AM, FM stereo automatic 4-speed changer
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IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
FOR RENT
HOUSE, THREE rooms and
bath, screened in back porch.
Call between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Route I, Ahno,
753-1779.
TFC
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
or 753-3865.
N7C
THREE BEDROOM house for
rent 507 VVhitnell Ave. $140 a
month with $100 security deposit.
Phone 436-5580.
N6C

ED
SA

BL E
EEL
3'

he sweetsop
art of stove
wift
Edible seed
Greek letter
Number
Physician
(abbr )
Pronoun

9

0

23
27
30

31

PRIVATE TRAILER lot with
water furnished also large
building, that can be used for
garage or clean up shop. 436N2C
5506.

WANT-ADS
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

New Shipment

SUITS
$3995 to $6995
Compare at '75 to '100

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

lor
Or

& White
•• •

e•••

Only
dmiral
as It

Real Estate
For Sale
FIVE ROOM house with
bath, within city limits.
Fully carpeted, storm
windows, electric heat. A
nice 14'x18' block outbuilding vritai water and
sewerage hookup. A big
garden spot. Only $9,800.00.
Phone 7534734 days or 7531903 nights.

LARCOLOR TV
Remote Control

swam
288.!I
Easy Terms
11111113!

t.o.c.now.

We Have Two Qualified Technicians
To Serve You Better!
We are the only service department
that has genuine Curtis Mathis parts.

40-50%Off
Pants
Shirts
Ties
Belt
Sweaters

We Service All Brands of TVs
and Stereos
Aas uS evt
0 19,
2 O,

on -AN nOrts reureol
54115WS SyrdAAIA

H IT'S GETTIN6 50 THE D.A.5, THE COPS,
AND THEIR 6U13POENAS ARE MAK)146 IT
UNAFE FOR US CROOKS TO WALK THE
siREETS AT NIGHT.

16 FT. GLASTRON Boat, motor
and trailer. This is a good looking
boat and has been well taken care
of. See at 1508 Sycamore or call
N1C
753-2264 •

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION

Sat,Nov. 4-1;00 p.m.
* --- 53 ACRE -FARM
*
- FOR SALE
* Location: 0.7 mile East of Murray at junction of
*
*
*
* EXTRA SPECIAL: Beautiful mobile home,already set up *
Highway 94 and McCuiston Road.
ALL FERTILE BOTTOM LAND
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance upon
delivery of deed within 30 days.
* Possession: With Deed
Owner - Halford R. Rhodes

at Riviera Courts. Excellent condition. Ready to turn the *
key and move in. 12'x65', 1971 Kingswood. Total electric, *
central air and heat, garbage disposal, carpet and house *
type furniture. Two bedrooms, two full baths, large *
awning and concrete slab. Everything you could want in a I
mobile home. No sales tax to pay.
*

Phone . . .

•
* Neal Starks Mobile Homes

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping
Center

Phone 753-5865
George McGovern, "Dee"
Huddleston, Frank
Albert
CARPET-LINOLEUM in- Stubblefield. Democrats for the
stallations and repairs, all types. people.
Residential or commercial. Foe
Ann Kelly Dodson
N2C
free estimate phone 4362124.
November1C
Ky. Lake Catfish
Steaks 'Whole Fish
HAZEL TIRE Service at Hazel,
Fresh Frozen
Ky., will antifreeze and check
Wrapped
for your Jreezer
your Tar for the-wister for $4.95.
Install any size snow tire cap Witk
PIE-474•02743-pesiniSini.
guarantee-Fat only $12.95,
each, plus old tire. 492-8708: 4.N4C 17•Charles t. Groves, formerly of.
Rdute 1, Hazel, Kentucky, will
TUTORING IN high school or not be responsible for any debtS
junior high English or History, by other than my own as of October
former high school English 30,1972.
NIP
teacher. Phone 753-9458.
NIC
SERVICES OFFERED

'SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS„

307 N. 4th

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RApI0 REPAIR

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut

Sale, Wednesday Only
10 percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7 00 P M

753-6734
NICE 10' wide two bedroom
mobile home, located in
„University Heights Mobile Home Aurg*************************
753-8382
Park. Reasonable. Phone 753GENERAL HOME repairing and
45406 or 753-1566. 031C WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753Realtor
and Singer sewing inacliine4 9550.
painting. Reasonable. Phone 435DEC
N1C
5173.
NIP
APARTMENT FOR two or three Phone 753-1979.
Auctioneer
REGISTERED Llewelyn Setters
people. Rent $90.00 per month,
Kennels.
all
white.
Bee
Creek
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
utilities extra. If interested phone WARM-MORNING stove in good Call 753-7585.
N3C
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
753-1537 or 753-7778.
031C condition, For further inN2C
formation, phone 753-2992
TFC
753-5933.
BY OWNER; four bedroom TWO BEDROOM furnis5-ed
home,- with -large den,. large duplex al:wt./neat, $1,10.00 plus 1969 FORTY-TWO foot house
If You
PIANO TUNING-Repairprivate patio, large utility room, utilities per month. Couple or boat, twin /85.
h.p. engine,6.5 KW r.
rebuilding. Prompt expert sermaple cabinets, dishwasher, couple and one child only. Phone power plant. Heat and air,
BEAUTIFUtlitONDE
depth
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
garbage disposal. Close to Carter 753-4599 or 753-1351.
031C finder and other extras. Winter
for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
pianos
Phone...
z
COCKER
SPANIEL
SALE
AUTOS FOR
and Middle Schools. Priced to
AUCT,Irl SALE, Friday,
price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 758at
the
sell. Bank loan available to rightFURNISHED
r
3rd
at
7:00
p.m.
o
vem
PUPPIES
November21C
APARTMENT, 753-6202.
N13C
8911.
1969 DODGE Charger, Special
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or wall to wall carpeting, heat,
Bazzell Grocery in Coldwater,
air
V8, power steering and
edition.
Registered
Before 5:00 p.m.
AKC
753-6342 nights.
TFC conditioned, utilities furnished. USED UPRIGHT Piano in need
Kentucky. Folks, this will be a FREE EsnmATE nn septic tank
air, canary yellow with black good sale of army surplus goods.
Of
Phone
One block from University of repair, priced cheap. Phone
vinyl top, black leather Tools, surplus grocery stock, installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room campus. Couples only, no pets. 753-3289.
N5C
upholstery. Good tires. Excellent
antique items and odds and ends. 'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
brick house, 8 miles south of May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
condition. Phone 753-8769 after
ould not itemize and describe Control, nhone 753-3914, 100 South
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
Between 6:00 p.m.
Lynn Grove
TWO PIECE Vinyl living room
4:30p.m.
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436- TWO BEDROOM trailer. couple suite. Cheap. 753-7824.
031P each item for Mr. Bazzell and 1 13th Street. "Every day you
N2C
7:00 p.m. In The
1
don't know what all there will be delay lets bugs have their
5489.
TFC preferred. References. See B.B.
4-door
Delta
88,
Evening
OLDS,
1966
will
for sale. There
be Pants, way.:',
TFC
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, ARTS AND Crafts sale, BIRD DOG puppies, Setters,
If you know your route
power shirts, coats, jackets, socks,
THREE BEDROOM brick home Murray Drive In Theatre en- American
Legion
Hall, white, registered. Phone 753-6729, sedan, power brakes,
buy's number, please call
steering, air, motor good, body shoes, combat boots, over shoes, WILL DO any type of carpenter
with 11 baths, built-in ap- trance.
TFC November 4, nine a.m. to five if no answer, 753-1484. Also 1970
him first. If you get no
pin. Handpainted tablecloths, Buick Skylard air and power, fair. I need smaller car. Price, boots, leather gloves, tarpaulins, work, small or large jobs. Free
pliances, plenty of closets.
results then cal, John
802
N.
See
at
offer.
rain
or
best
insulated
covers,
$575,
large
32,000
031P
miles.
estimate.
Phone
753Outside storage building and -TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at pillow cases, pictures, many
Pasco , Jr. at the above
N4C coats, duffle bags, mess kits, '1955.
20th after 5 p.m.
November6NC
patio. Phone 753-5287,
031C Hale's Trailer Court. $85,00 per other items. All new Mernumber during the hours
of
chests,
tools
knives,
ice
scout
OLD
piano.
UPRIGHT
chandise.
Excellent
place
for
month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at
listed
1 ACRE LOT, with water, septic IGA, Northside or Hale's Trailer Christmas shopping, Register for Reasonable. Phone 753-3904, after 1972 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent all kinds, items of furniture, GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
tank and light pole already in Court.
031C condition. Phone 7534335 or 753- antiqkie items such as kettles, Installation or rework. No job too
03IP free prizes to be given away, do 2:30 p.m.
N2C jars and jugs and much more. big or too small. Call for estimate
8407.
ground. Gravel driveway. Phone
not have to be present to win. For
November 27P
Sale conducted by Otto Chesyer, 436-2159, Jim.
435-5715.
N4C FURNISHED HOUSE for college more information call Dorothy TWO 5-gaited saddle horses, been
George McGovern, "Dee"
good Auction Service. For information
girls, one block from University. Watkins 753-7502 or Donna Henry shown successfully in society 1964 FORD Econoline van,
Huddleston, Frank
Albert
babywill
do
COLLEGE
GIRLS
condition,
good
tires,
paneled
horse
shows
years
by
past three
TWO FARMS 14 and 38 acres by Available November I. Phone 436-5689, Artex Paint Demoncall 435-4042, Lynn Grove, Ky., or
Trust
Stubblefield.
the
University
Church
of
teenage girl. Well mannered. If inside, may be seen at 171.3 345-2385. Otto Chester, Auc- sitting at
owner. Property locate :Nor- 753-4974.
TFC strators.
N2C
you want to win, don't overlook Calloway Ave. after 5 p.m. tioneer, Dan Miller, Apprentice. Christ building on Monday,-Democrats because you can.
thwest of Kirksey. Call after 5
N2t.
Don Nanny
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
N2C It pays to s sell the Chester
N5C 'EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, WHITE ELECTRIC range with these horses. Phone 753-2645 after Priced reasonable.
p.m.,753-1497.
031C
N3C
N2C nights. Phone 753-7276.
Way.
color TV,air conditioned, electric self-cleaning oven, only two 5:30p.m.
1967 MALIBU CHEVELLE. For
BLUE MARLIN
16 SPACE, board og health heat. $100.00 per month, deposit years old, $150. Girl's white
trailer park. Two miles east of required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC french provincial twin bed with 1966-850 FORD twin screw, 5 and further information, 753-8005 AUCTION SALE, Saturday, JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Wed.
& Fri. night-Brent
3 speed. 220 Cummins. One after 5p.m.
N5C November 4th at 10:00 a.m. at the Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Murray. Good investments at
mattress and springs $80. Phone
&
Men-Say-Shuns;
Sat.
owner.
Can
be
seen
at
Midway
$13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 753- TWO BEDROOM furnished or 753-8463 after 3:30p.m.
late Bun SMITH HOME PLA'CE carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or.
N2P
night-Olenn Littleton's
Truck Stop on Hazel Highway. 1967 REBEL two door, power IN Coldwater, Kentucky. Folks 753-7625 nights.
NI3C
TFC
6202.
unfurnished apartment, central
Combo.
Would consider taking good car brakes' and steering, radio and this is a nice auction with lots of
heat and air. Good location. F D MODEL AlumaCraft 14' in on
trade.
N2NC snow tires. Excellent condition. furniture and antique collectors BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
•
Available October 1. Phone 753- boat, priced reasonable, call 753WANT TO BUY
Phone 753-8432. Call between 2 items. This will be just a partial also bank gravel, fill dirt and
WANTED TO RENT
N2C
4331.
TFC 7243.
and 9 p.m.
N7C listing. Living room suite, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh
Phone
bed.
WANT TO BUY youth
beautiful cedar bedroom suite, or 3544161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC WANT TO RENT two or three
hearing aid batteries for all make
7534625.
°31C FURNISHED -APARTMENT, DELUXE 1970 popup camper hearing
bedroom house, centrally heated.
aids. Wallis Drugs. N1C 1961 TRIUMPH. New paint two odd beds of all kinds, cedar
trailer,
fully
self-contained.
Jiving room, kitchen, bath-room
new tires, wire wheels, $395.00. chest, rockers, bookshelf, T.V.
Prefer centrally air conditioning,
Priced
reasonable.
Seen
by
WANTED
HELP
WANT TO BUY old furniture, With shower and bath. One or two,
N2C
Call
436-5570.
nice
heater,
gas
antenna,
11 2 baths. Family with grown
THIS
and
spot
that
spot,
traffic
paths
attic junk, or anything of value. bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart. appointment only. Call 753031C
children. Phone 753-4096.
electric stove, late model
too, removed with Blue Lustre
6488.
N2C
COOKS HELPER, night shift, no
Phone 436-2135.
November21C merits, South 16th Street, 753carpet shampoo, Big K, Belaire ONE OWNF.41-very, very Frigidaire refrigerator,oak wash
phone calls. Apply Colonial THREE BEDRDOM house
6609.
November7C
N4C sharp! 1963 Chevrolet pickup, stand and dresser, trunks, kit- House Smorgasbord,
'GOOD USED G.E. automatic Shopping Center.
TFC
fleetside bed, short wheel base, chen cabinets and wardrobe,
outside of Murray city limits but
washer cheap. Phone 498FOR SALE
straight
cyl.,
solid
6
black paint,
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x51' 8474.
books,
lots
machine,
old
not over 10 miles. 489-2670. N2C'
sewing
CREOSOTED
POLES
and
penta
N2P
MATURE PERSON with at least
electric heat air conditioned.
treated lumber. Also styrofoam shift; 1967 Dodge D-600 tandem of dishes and glasses. Many 2 years experience in piece
Storage building and water LARGE LOT of girls and misses logs for dock flotation. Murray dump truck; 1970 Chevrolet collectors items. Also 1964
person to Big K
MUSIC
furnished. Near Coldwater on clothes, like brand new. Priced Lumber Company-,.104 Maple pickup, low mileage, long wheel Chevrolet. 4 dr., V-8, 18,000 actual goods. Apply in
N2C
Fringe benefits.
air
power,
base,
custom
cab,
full
Highway 121. $55,00 per month. cheap. Also large Durotherm oil Street.
inFor
owner.
one
miles,
NIC
conditioned, small mini bike formation call 435-4042, Lynn
031C heater, gas circulating heater,
Phone 489-2513.
Music Lessons
About Our
with automatic clutch, $45.00; 34 Grove, Ky., or 489-2595. Otto
Professional teachers of
WANTED
electric stove and refrigerator.
Piano organ voice, guitar
horsepower Sears air compressor Chester. Auctioneer, Dan Miller,
Day Car Hostess
Aluminum Plates UNFURNISHED three bedroom Phone 435-4042 for information or
accordion, drums and band
with
regulator
$65.00.
hose and
instruments
& B Music
Apprentice. It pays to sell the
Apply in Person to
house,204 N. 12th. Call Robert H. see Otto Chester at Lynn
Center
753
Murray. Ky
See Fred Gardner or Tony Chester Way.
N2C
llopkins,753-5833 or 753-5422. NIC Grove,
N2C
ROOT BEER
N
&
K
7575
25' each
Gardner, phone 753-5319 after six
4th and Sycamore
from 49995
p.m.
NIC
THREE BEDROOM brick, stove RCA 21 inch used color TV. Phone
PEST CONTROL
N2C
and refrigerator furnished, two 753-8712.
Pianos -Organs
The ledger & Times
FOR SALE OR RENT
AVERAGE, HOME sprayed for
miles out. $125 a month. Phone
LOST & FOUND
why more people buy
See
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
N2C FYRING SIZE rabbits,good used
492-8385.
103 PC-4th Street
Wurlif ter than any other
THREE-BEDROOM frame
required.
contract
monthly
Sales SeryiceRental
piano
electric heaters also would like to
cat,
LOST MALE Siamese
Central Shopping
Murray, Ky.
house. Located on South 15th St.
purchase Practice piano and
Kirksey area. Answers to the Superior Exterminating ComTWO BEDROOM house, un buy new red brick am/or-ie.-ha
studios .150 Music Center
Newly panelled. Also has garage
Center
Phone 753-1916
name of Jasper. Childs pet, 489- pany, phone 753Murray, Ky 1537575
furnished. Call after 5 o'clock left over from building. Call 435753-3040.
031P
Phone
December5C apartment.
N2C
N2C 5855
N2(7 7266.
2316.
753-4518.
753-5865

FOR SALE

John Randolph Realty
and Auction Co.

Miss Your Paper
75319V6

435-4871

GS

We now have a Curtis Mathes
trained technician, the only one
we've had in our service department
that is factory trained.

AUCTION SALE

*
*
12'x50' TRAILER, electric heat. *
r Phone 753-7856.
N2C *
*
NICE MOBILE home on private *
*
lot near University. Air conditioned, electric heat, carpeted. *
Phone 753-3949 or 753-6044. 031C

NOTICE

N -O-T-I-C-E!!

v First Quality
v Name Brands

FOR RENT

753-1916
NOTICE

Another Viewo

10-31

NICE APARTMENTS, one
bedroom furnished and two
bedroom unfurnished, with
4 garbage disposal, air conditioning and carpeting. Call 7535079 or 753-7861.
N2C

3

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

MEN'S FACTORY OUTLET
So. 12th Street
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0550

ROOM AND board for elderly
man or woman. Phone 753-6573,
N1NC
908 Sycamore.

ups. $100 a month. Phone 7538175.
• 1TC

57

TUESDAY-OCTOBER 31, 1974

KING'S DEN

CUTE, CURLY, and loveable. TWO EXTRA nice air con
FOUR BEDROOM house, large AKC poodle puppies, 7 weeks old. ditioned 10' wide mobile homes.
Call 753-5984, or see at 1408 Your choice for $2300.00, or
$430000 for pair. Phone 753-I566
`-.7.
A7aliMr
ea"agred4110Verriber
oat 753.ee'
03IC
or 753-6406. • Po
5074.
NBC
-FXRNI-WACOM"---,16tei•
TWO BEDROOM duplex with rubber tires and factory axels.
stove, dishwasher, garbage Phone 753-7217 or after 5:00 p.m.
N2NC
disposal, washer arid dryer hook 753-8567.

34

le, Inc.
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CALL

Good Used

Color.TVs

up
TV SERVICE
CENTER

753-7278
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First Mature Simmental Bull 1sT
Sold, United States & Kentucky.

Peace Pact...
(Continued from Page 1)

signed by Berry Farms of
Canada was sold for $18,000 to
Jerry Moore, Canton, Ohio.
Moore is currently serving as
president of the American
Siminental Association.
Eighty-two lots of percentage
females sold for $210,000 for an
average of $2687. Group
averages were as follows: three
" bred heifers, $8235; twelve 34
(pen heifers, $3275; fifteen '2
cows with 3 1 calves at side,
$4210; forty 1 ..! bred heifers,
$1605; and twelve 1.4 open
heifers, $1060. The great success of the sale was the expression of all consigners,
buyars, and others present.
Local cosigners were Gordon
Strong and Company Farms,
Farmington,selling two 's cows
with 31 calves for an average of
$4200; and three '2 bred heifers
for $2000 each. Leland and
Leight Ann Steely, Farmington,
sold a
cow with 34 calf for
$4600. Hurt and Hurt Farms,
Kirksey sold a 's blood open
heifer for $750. Visitors are
always welcome at eighter of
these farms.
The Kentucky Simmental
Association has 80 members
who are breeding these cattle
which were imported from
Switzerland into Canada in 1968
and have spread across the
United States and Canada. The
association president, Walter
-Lew ateely. _Farmington,, said
that the associarmte.iallipen to'
all breeders ofalMmentatratteand encourages them to contact
eigher him or Dr. Joe Turpin,
Secretary, Campbellsville,
Kentucky.

of the proposed cease-fire
agreement.
Kissinger said the time and
place for such a final session
are up to Hanoi, and Nixon administration officials said Monday there is no word from
North Vietnam about the next
round of talks.
Meanwhile, it was learned
that Indonesia, Hungary, Canada and Poland are being named
to an international supervisory
control commission to oversee
the cease-fire in Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia.
The commission would succeed the International Control
Commission--chaiaed b'
iii
with Poland and.,,Canadi as
• ,members-that was set gp. to
oversee implementation of the
Geneva accords in Indochina.
In Saigon, U.S. Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker conferred
with President Thieu for an
hour today in a session apparently aimed at resolving differ- ' Crude petroleum and refined
ences in the draft peace agree- products are Senezuela's
leadirig exports.
ment.

Kentucky Roundup
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. ( AP )-Two members of Hardin
Memorial Hospital's board of trustees have resigned, in 'a
dispute over reinstatement of eight nurses.
The eight were reinstated by a vote of the board last Friday.
Board chairman lais-rence Hall and Dr. Paul Carnes,
secretary. issued their resignations jointly. The resignations are
effective immeidately.
Carnes said Monday that the decision to resign stemmed from a
decision of the entire board in a private session last Thursday
against the reinstatements, and areversal of that decision the
following day during a meeting with about 70 nurses who have
submitted their resignations effective Nov. 13th.
LOUISVILLE.Ky. i API-The selection of ajury for the murder
trail of an unemployed dishwasher in the rape-slaying nearly four
years ago of a University of Louisville coed was completed
Monday.
Theodore Maynard, 38, pleaded innocent last March in the
death of Miss Laura E. Hefley, whose body was found Feb. 3, 1969,
behind a building near the campus.
Miss Hefley. a 20-year-old music student from
Fulton. had
been missing more than three days when her body was discovered
under an overturned rowboat.
Maynard,38, is being tried in Jefferson Criminal Court.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP -The Kentucky Council on Crime and
Delinquency, District 3 Chapter, will meet at the Galt House in
Inuisville Nov. 9th.
Judge John P. Hayes of Jefferson Circuit Court Criminal
_ _
Division 2 will be the guest speaker.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP i-A Louisville man has been charged
with hit-and-run driving in connection with an accident Friday
night,in which a Louisville woman was killed.
Police said William Raymond Burkholder. 30, was charged
Monday.
Mrs. Per Hogestad. 53. was killed when she was struck by a car
as she was walking on Frankfort Avenue in Louisville, according
to police

People In The News
SPACE CENTER. Houston ( AP(-Apollo 17 commander
Eugene ('ernan says "I'm ready" for the moonk mission in
December
(7ernan made the remark Monday after battling brisk winds to
make a successful flight aboard a rocket-powered moon-landing
simulator.
Apollo 17 u ill be launched Dec. 6. Cernan will be flying with
-.astronauts Harrison H Schmitt and Ron Evans. Schmitt and
cernan will land on the moon while Evans remains in orbit.
SANDIEGO. Calif. 1AP(-Antiwar activitst Tom Hayden says
he and several others will leave Wednesday for Hanoi
Hayden, who declined to identify the others in the group. said'
Monday that the delegation will be ..broad-based" and will help in
the return of all American prisoners of a ar to the United States.
He said he expects the POWs to be handed over to an American
Peace group rather than to a government agency.
The group which invited them to Hanoi, he said, is the North
Vietnamese committee on Solidarity with the American People.
The groups handled the release of three American Prisoners to
American peace movement leaders recently._
WASHINGTON ( API- The Rev. Daniel Berrigan has been
denied permission by the U.S. Parole Board to go to North Vietnam.
A Justive Department spokesman said Monday that the board
voted to reject the request made on behalf of Berrigan by. former
Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark, because., of the active peace
negotiations going an between Hanoi and Washington.
Kerrigan, 52, who was corlYicted insthe Catonsville. MI draft
board raid, was granted parole last Jan. 26.
HOLLYW(OD4 AP i-Singer Diana Boss has iven birth to her
second child, a six-pound.
The baby. Tracee Joy, was. born Sunday night at Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital. RotItahe and Miss Ross were reported doing
fine.
Miss Ross is the wife of Robeel,Silberstein They hare another
daughter, Rhonda
Suzanne..

PITTSBURGH Al'• - Sen.
George McGovern, in an attack
considered too strong by his
wife but cheered by the audience, says the American
people are going to tell President Nixon next Tuesday to
"take your bungling, bugging
burglars and get out of the
White House."
McGovern coupled the antiNixon language with a new appeal for Democrats to come
"back home" to their party as
he spoke Monday night to more
than 1,500 persons at a Democratic fund-raising dinner here.
With just a week remaining
in the 1972 campaign, and polls
'showing him far behind, the
still-confident McGovern flies
today to Syracuse, N.Y., for a
rally before heading to the New
York area for appearances in
Jersey City, New Brunswick,
N.J., and New York City.
At the Pittsburgh dinner,
McGovern said Republtran officials are trying "to persuade us
that the spying and lying and
burglary and sabotage will not
affect the election because
people expect these things of
politicians.

that perfectly clear to Mr. Nixon on Nov. 7," drawing applause and an anonymous shout
of "you beter believe it!"
"They're going to say to Mr.
Nixon and
Mr. Agnew,"
McGovern continued, "take
your bungling, bugging burglars and get out of the White
House and the leadership of this
country."
As the
applause
died,
4
McGovern said, "I just asked
my wife if that was too strong
and she said 'Yes.'
"How many people thought it
was too strong?" he asked the
crowd. A loud chorus of "no"
rang through the room.
Aides said the Democratic
presidential
nominee's
television spots would be
stepped up starting today to
what they termed saturation
levels in major media markets
and that he would make four
Members of the first Murray State University group for drama productions are shown as in the 1925 college annual. They are, left
more half-hour appearances,
to right, first row, Vanon Denham, Lucille Lowry. Andrew Mayer, Modest Clark Henry Chambers (deceased). Lillian Lee Clark
the next one Wednesday night.
(instructor), Mattie Harris; second row, Jeffie Galloway. Eva McDaniel (deceased ), Mary Galloway, Norman Galloway, Willie B.
In appearances .Monday in
Howard, Cromer .Arnett, and Jacob Mayer.
Connecticut, where he addressed an estimated 15,000 to
20,000 supporters in Hartford's
Constitution Plaza and upon ar(Continued from Page It
rival later in Pittsburgh,
(Continued from Page 1)
McGovern assailed Nixon for
The mill uses a thousand
"Any president of the United vetoes of nine domestic bills in
Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie
cords of wood a day. The motor
dered a state investigation.
that runs the chipping machine States who sets a moral stand- the past week.
ard so-low the people are exRailroad 'officials said they
McGovern said three fundaOne of the outstanding events The sock and buskin were uses a 2250 hp motor. The mill pected to think that these activ- mental
could not immediately deterissues that will swing
uses
27
million
gallons
of
water
of. Muray.
State University's [outwear worn in Greek drama.
ities are a normal part of the the election his way are -dea
day,
however,
the water is
Ansgieersarf The- eck was worn.in comedy
political process of this great cency in the conduct of the
taa_ark_relirigapfen• it Strilakredrculated and when returned
c-ountry," he added,st(Ithat kind business of the government of
the-rear of thilir's Commuter. I-slioniecoming this year was the and the ..buskiti was-await
to
the
river
is
cleaner
than
when'
of man does not deserve 'to be this ,country," Vietnam arid,
The first commuter, a shiny, drama reunion dinner which tragedy.
it was taken out.
president of the Ulfated States." "the economic futtwaradaaPas four-car. double-decked High- featured Hal Riddle, a Murray
The chief aims set forth by the
Liner overshot the 27th Street State drama major, member of charter members of Sock and
He said "I think the Ameri- security of the American
The
paper
machine
is
450
feet
station and was backing up Sock and Buskin dramatic club, Buskin of Murray State Normal long
can people are going to make people."
and
over 20 feet wide. You
when it was rammed bY the and presently a noted stage and in the year 1925 were : To
just cannot go into the paper
television actor.
second train.
stimulate the creative mind, to making business on a small
The dinner was held in the
The second train was made
develop in the student an ap- scale. You go all the way or
Waterfield
Student
Union preciation
up of six 1926 vintage coaches.
of the best in drama, forget it.
Each train carried about 500 Building, and was sponsored by to promote interest in
dramatic
the Murray State Alumni
passengers.
art through actual participation
Westvaco also makes pulp
Association,
Sock
and Buskin
Officials said that when the
Dramatic Club), Alpha Psi in carefully selected plays, to which is sold to other mills
first train overshot the station
provide %noisome recreation, which do not have the pulp
it may have tripped a switch Omega honorary dramatic and to
encourage personal making facility or do not make
fraternity),
WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- cast campaign radio speech
and
the Theatre culture.
which changed a signal obenough for their operation. The ident Nixon, apparently
served by the second train Arts Department.
back- Monday afternoon.
Scenes from the following pulp is white as snow and is ing away
Some months ago, Nixon hintThe occasion symbolized fifty
from across-the-board
from red to yellow.
plays
produced
by the earliest wrapped in heavy paper for property-tax relief,
says that if ed his re-election drive might
They said the yellow' signal years of drama at Murray State
members of Sock and Buskin shipment. It is squeezed down re-elected
"one of my highest- feature, as its central pocketpermitted the second train to with special emphasis on
are pictured in the first three into a three hundred pound priority
proposals" will be book appeal, a plan to sharply
travel toward the station at ap- members, directors . and
editions
of the "Shield" 1925, bundle by an enormous press. property-tax
proximately 30 miles an hour, productions of the Sock and
relief for older reduce the local property taxes
1926, and 1927: "The Maker of
of most, if not all, homeowners
citizens.
but also indicated to the engi- Buskin dramatic organization
Automation, electronics,
Nixon made the scaled-down and businessmen though a fedneer that the track was clear which is at present a part of the Dreams," "The Neighbors,"
"The Romancers," "The chemistry, management..,those pledge in a nationally
for 2,000 yards.
broad- eral subsidy system.
Theatre Arts Department,
Charm School," and "The are the magic words in paper
Early in the campaign. howThe engineer of the second Robert Johnson, chairman.
ever, Nixon began talking intrain. Robert W. Cavanaugh. • The first Murray State Youngest." "The Whole Town's making. Only it's not magic,
Talking," "The Importance of just deep thinking, know-how,
stead about a qualified pledge
shouted a warning to passen- University group for drama
Being
Earnest"
'and education and hard work.
to hold the line against federal
gers before the. collision: Caa,, paaticipants . as. organized-in.,.
tax increases.
anaugh. who was injured, was 1925 as the Dramatic Club by ---asSettaktewis.;were also among Thisoperation is a good
The qualification was that the
among the last victims freed Lillian Lee Clark, a faculty the productions the first three example of people learning how
years.
to do things, then applying this
Dernikeatic-controlledCongress
from the wreckage. He was re- member in public speaking.
Four charter members of the knowledge to produce a product
restrain what Nixon termed "a
moved by one of four helicopCharter members were
spending binge."
ters which joined a dozen am- Cromer Arnett, 1,ucille Lowry, Sock and Buskin Club attending for consumption in this dogWith the federal budget deep
bulances in speeding victims to Willie B. Howard, Modest the drama reunion dinner as eat-dog world of business and
Jake Perry of Hazel Route in the red,
honored guests including wives ectinomics.
even before Conhospitals.
Clark, Ea McDaniel, Jeffie
Two was claimed by death gress
got its hands on major
The accident occurred within Galloway, Vanon ,Denhani, and husbands were Cromer
Monday at eight p.m. at the legislation,
Arnett. Willie B. Arnett, Modest
Nixon and his ad100 yards of Michael Reese Andrew Mayer, Jacob
Mayer, Jeffrey, and Dr. Jacob Mayer.
Murray-Calloway County visers
apparently concluded
Hospital, which immediately in- Charles McGough,
Henry
Hospital. He was 89 years of age that, in such
The above charter members
itiated its disaster plan. Hun- Chambers, Stevie
circumstances,
Wooldridge, were also presented attractive
and his death followed an illness lower local property
.(Continued from Page 1
dreds of dead and injured were Norman Galloway,
taxes
Mare; framed awards stamped with a
three
weeks.
of
The continuation of these stoacross the board could be purrushed there as emergency Galloway, and
Mattie Harris.
The deceased was a retired chased only
signifying "50 Years of ries indicates a desire to dismedical teams set up a makeat the cost of highIn 1926, the Dramatic Club gold seal
Growth and Service 1922-1972 of believe, and to be scared a farmer and formerly operated a er federal taxes.
shift emergency room on the was officially
known as the
country
store
Hazel.
of
east
He
State University."
little, Mrs. Degh said.
In keeping with his change of
station platform.
Sock and Buskin Club the oldest Murray
was a member of the Mt. strategy,
Harry M. Sparks,
Dr.
"Our
Halloween,
Nixon told his radio
celebrated
organization on campus. The
Pleasant United Methodist audience
that the average elname,Sock and Buskin {Greek) president, presented the awards on Oct. 31, descended from a Church.
derly citizen in the Northeast
is a symbol of the two types of contributed by the Alumni pre-Christian tradition of celeMr. Perry was born June 11, must allot
tarognition for brating the dead," begun more
30 per cent of in(Continued from Page 1)
drama, comedy and tragedy. Association in
1883, in Calloway County and come to
outstanding service to the---ins.. than 2,000 years ago, she said.
pay property taxes.
around and did the opposite
the
was
of
John
son
late
.the
stitution as charter members of
He asserted: "This is wrong
"The pagans celebrated Nov.
when elected. "My opponent
the school's first organization 1 as the first day of winter. Thomas Perry and Mayme And we must stop it. One of my
cannot make that statement,"
for drama participants in 1925. which was a dark, bleak time Albritten Perry. One grandson, highestepriority proposals to the
charged Huddleston.
for them. Oct. 31 became the Charles Perry, was killed in a new Congress will be property
-Nunn has done nothing for
day the pre-Christians tried to tractor accident on October 30, tax relief for older Americans.'
the farmer, for the poor or for
chase away the spirits of their 1962.
Nixon announced at the out
the burdened. He put on a sales
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
dead, evil ancestors. The paset of his radio speech that he
Tennie
M. Perry of Hazel Route
tax that hurt the poor and
gans dressed in masks and
had signed a Social Security,
protectikl the wealthy," Hudfrightening outfits to fool the Two who he married sixty-five welfare bill that will increase
dleston said,
Hassel Brown of Hazel Route
years
ago;
one son, Preston benefits, mostly
ghosts into thinking a household
going to the el"I fought for laws that would Two succumbed this morning at
was already haunted so the Perry of Hazel Route Two; one derly and disabled. by $6 bil.
protect our environment and 9:10 a.m. at the Westview - Noah C. Holley, 84, of
brother,
Waylon
Perry
of
Hazel.
spirits would not stay.
lion.
Nunn did not enforce these taws Nursing Home. He was 66 years Puryear, Tenn., Route Three
"Members of secret societies
Funeral services will be held
when he had the chance to. of age.
died at 5 a.m. Monday at Henry wore the masks and went from Wednesday
at 2:30 p.m. at the
The deceased was a member County Nursing Home. He was
When there was a choice to be
house to house, trying. to fool Mt. Pleasant United Methodist
made. Louie Nunn chose to if the New Mt. Carmel Baptist a retired mill operator and
the evil spirits," Mrs. Degh sal- Church with Rev. A.M. Thomas
protect the special interests and Church. He was born August 2, heavy equipment operator.
"The Christian religion sue-. officiating.
(Continued from Page 1
not those of the public." Hud- 1906, in.Calh•way County and , Funeral services are planned
Pallbearers will be Garvice senatorial nominee
a as the seri of the late Will for 3 pin. Tuesday at McEvoy, cessfully converted the pagan
dleston added.
Walter
"I pledge to you that if I am Brown and Bertha West Brown. Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn.; holidays into aelebrations of the Douglas Otis Wilson Graday :'Dee" Huddleston can perchurch. In the 7th Century, Housdli • Herbert Clayton, John suade many indifferent
elected I will be obligated only
Surviving relatives include with
or reWalker
burial
in
Pope Boniface dedicated May Burten ...and Rex Allbritten.
luctant party members to i-ote
to the people and not to I1T and his wife, Mrs. Estelle Ferguson Cemetery.
13 to the dead saints and by the
Interment will be in the Mt. at least for Huddleston.
other groups The people of the Brown, who he married October
A native Henry Countian,
Commonwealth do not want to 29, 1927; two daughters, Mrs. Holley was born Aug. 26, 1888, a next century, Pope Gregory Ill Pleasant Cemetery with the
In appearances Monday in
send a man to Washington who Henry ( Ina Mae ) Sledd. 1609 son of the late William T. and shifted the AII"Saints' Day to arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where the Lexington area, Nunn kept
will be a rubber stamp to the Dodson, Murray, and Mrs. Alice Valentine Holley. He was Nov. 1.
stressing his philosophical kin"In this period of suppressing friends may call.
President," concluded the ilenry i Eureda ) Huser of Troy, married in 1910 to the former
superstition, the Catholic Popes
ship with President Nixon along
_
senatorial hopeful.
111.; two sons, Jewell Milford
Jenkins, • who
Oklahoma
with constant denunciations of
Two more senatorial can- Brown of Berkley., Mich., and preceded him in death Dec. 1, also created Nov. 2 as All
Souls'
Day.
McGovern and added remarks
didates will be in Murray this Otis Brown of Hazel Route Two; 1962. He was a member of North
-Part of the transfermation
that his opponent support.,
week. Wednesday morning four sisters, Mrs. Pies (Irene( Fork Baptist Church.
front pagan to Christian
iiitich of McGovern's platform
Republican Louie Nunn will be Green of
Survivors include a daughter,
Route Two,
traditions about Iltilleween
on the campus of Murray State Rachanan, Tenn., Miss
The former governor said it
Louise Mrs. Grace Orr of Puryear; a based in the
transfer of the
University and in- the .area Brown, Poplar:Stree
would be a shame to re-elect
t:Murray, ram, James Holley of Henry: powers
that pagans credited ro
around the courthouse square. Mrs Billy Inez) Green
Nixon and then send to Washof two sisters. Mrs. Lillian their gads into the
.lot' Pete Ely, brother of Mrs: ington
Christian
William Bartley, People's Murray Route Five, and
a senator from KentuctO
Mrs. Poynterof Paris and Mrs. !Awe symbols.
Way Ion Rayburn. passed away who
Party (7andidate, will appear at C.B. ladder ChristenberrY
opposes Nixon.
of Edwards of Memphis; a
"Pre-Christians %ere strongly
this nil wiling...at 7:55 o'clock in
the United (7ampu.s Ministry at Detroit, Mich.; two brother:.
ther, Calvin Holley, of
agrarian and pr'obably started Benton. He had been ill for some
MSU 'Thursday at 8 p.m. Bar- Rupert Brown Of
Asked during a radio talk
grandParis, Tenn., Cottage Grove; two
pumpkin carving with faces to lane. Mr. Ely had a long career program whether be waeld
tley was originally scheduled to and James Brown,
Woodlawr children, and one great- ward off
spirits. Christians saw in the Postal service at the merely become a Nixon rubber
appear tonight but a conflict' Street-,--Mniel."'en
lain& grandchild.the pumpkin, with a lighted Renter) Pistoffice.
moved the engagement to children, taai great
stamp if elected senator. Nunn
Charles
Holley,
son,
died
One
grand.
candle inside, as a symbol of
Thursday--event4414,-•-----•-The body will be at the commented he would rather be
1.93
0
-in
the
dying',summer 51111" Mrs. Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home in a rubber stamp for the
Saturday Morning, LieuFuneral' arrangements are
PresiFREE KITTENS
Degh said.
tenant -Governer
Julian incomplete but friends
nthh--ate'Mena ittly-rall -dent-Allan for -a-felkiw-who isa
may call
kittens,
Two
weeks
six
old.
Carroll will be at the at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
after 3:00 p.m. Wednesday. The political manipulator"-a referhouse broken, are free te per14)i)gfitail •,1r),I) rani*
Democratic ,Headquarters • at Home after six p.m.
funeral is set for Thursday at ence in this instance to state
today sons for pets. For information
1.41.4 of Mali "4•41414414414811v 94r0114
10:30 a.m. on Chestnut Street. l'uesdas'i.
1:00 p.m. in the chapel of the Democratic Chairman J.R. Mil•is horns.
call 753-1348.
funeral home
ler.

o1

Train Crash . .

Drama Reunion Dinner Is Seen & Heard .. .
Feature MSU Homecoming

1

11

Nixon Backs Down On
Property Tax Rebel

Death Claims
Jake Perry At
The'Hospital

Halloween...

Huddleston ...

Hassel Brown
Expires Today
Noah C. Holley
At Westview
Dies Monday

Nunn.
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The highlight of the Second
Annual Kentucky Simmental
Sale which was held in
Louisville, October 21, was the
selling of the first mature
Sitnmental bull to be sold in the
United States, and the first to be
sold in the state of Kentucky.
Apollo, a three year old
weighing 2355 pounds was
purchased by Dr. Osborn of
Texas for $55,600. He was
consigned by Simmental
Breeders Limited Calgary,
Alberta, Canada. Aristocrat, a
January, 1972 bull calf, con-

Strong McGovern Attack
Cheered On By Audience

Mrs. Rayburn's
Brother Dies

0

-
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KY.

BANK

The EnnitnilitiallY Batilism

Three Convenient Locations ...
North Branch
South Branch
Main Branch
12th & Story
12th & Chestnut
500 Main

MURRAY

PEOPLES

It's extraordinary what we can
do for you, if-you let us.

The extraordinary thing about
it is one full car payment less—
our low-cost financing almost
always saves you that much.
You'll also find applying for an
extrAUTOnary loan less taxing. We aren't going to grill you
with irrelevant questions. We
ask just enough to be able to
arrange the most convenient
terms for you.
If you'd like to save money on a
car loan,strike a match with the
extraordinary bank . . . and
strike off one full car payment!

•
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You care for your car. Proper car care
maintenance now can defend your car against
starting troubles—keep it running right—
all through the cold, damp weather ahead.
And reduce harmful auto emissions, too.
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Do you wonder why you
have more electrical and
cooling system troubles during the cold weather months?
The reasons are no Mysteries
to Independent Garage Owners Association(IGOA) members.
According to a survey of
IGOA garage owners, conducted by the Car Care Council, the cause of common
winter motoring troubles
isn't only the weather. It's
also the neglect of key electrical and cooling system
components.
The survey results identified the automotive components and services most overlooked by the average car
owners. Eight of the neglected items in the top ten have
a definite bearing on poor
cold-weather performance.
Ranking in order, the 10
most overlooked items are:
I. Battery cables
2. Spark plug wircl
3. Radiator hoses
4. Radiator pressure rap
5. Transmission serviee
6., thoels absorber.
7. Heater 11,11.C.•
8. Headlight aiming
9. Fan belts
10. Battery
According to CCC, the battery,battery cables and spark
plug wires have a definite
bearing on starting failures.
Even new batteries lose efficiency when cold weather
strikes, operating at 60 percent power at the freezing
mark. Battery cables, when
corroded or otherwise defective. virtually can cut off all
electrical flow Deteriorated
spark plug wires also can be
responsible for starting failure.
CCC recommends that battery fluid levels be checked
every time you stop for gasoline and that the battery and
its cables be inspected as part
of a tune-up. Spark plug
cables also should be checked
during the annual tune-up.
Cooling Systent
Neglect of cooling system
components such as hoses,
radiator pressure cap and
fan belts can lead to a breakdown. These as well as other
cooling system components
should be checked every fall
and spring.
Since wintertime has more
hours of darkness, it is increasingly important that
headlights be aimed properly. Misaligned headlights not
only reduce visibility but pose
a safety danger to drivers in
oncoming cars. Lights should
be checked every six months.

FIROM

NISSAN WITH PRIDE

BATSON

Parts Manager- Kenneth Webb

S. 12th St.

53-7114

.411

11111111111r. YOUR ICE II?...

prrfrnmrnrv1rnmr1flTvY

TUESDAY—OCTOBER 31, 1972

* OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00 *

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

Service Manager- Bernard Steen
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frame or engine block of
the car to itc .darted.
I. \,,w try to -tart the "dead"
engine.
Do not connect with the
negative post of the disabled
battery. The spark created
by the connection could create an explosion if there is
an excess of gasoline fumes
or raw gasoline present.
Positive terminals are usually designated by
(plus
sign I . Negative terminals are
usually identified by -- (minus sign)
One last word of caution.
If you are not certain you're
doing it correctly, don't do it.
Instead, call a professional
service man. It could save
you expense and trouble in
the long run.

MakeMotoringaPleasure
with Car Care

PACE FOURTEEN

Using a jumper cable tA
start a car withlt run-down
battery is a relatively simple
matter. That is, if you know
what you are doing and take
some simple precautions.
Battery technicians suggest
the following procedures
when using jumper cables
I. Start the engine Of the car
used as the "booster."
2. Connect one end of the
positive cable to the positive terminal of the booster battery. Then put the
other positive cable to the
positive terminal of the
disabled battery.
3. Connect the negative cable
to the negative post of the
booster battery. Then connect the other negative
cable to the bumper,

Doc Datsun, the service
manager, has a whole staff of
Datsun specialists You'll
find them in our Datsun
service center, ready and
able to serve you.
They're graduates Of one of
Datsun's full-time service
training schools. They know
everything there is to know
about every Datsun And
they go back to school
periodically to find out more.
The parts they prescribe
are pure Datsun--factory
built to do the best lob.
Doc Datsun's creed-Honest, courteous,
considerate treatment
-Speedy, accurate
diagnosis
-Road-tested repairs
-Fair prices
Give your hard-working
Datsun a break. Let Doc
Datsun check it out for Lassiter McKinney Datsun has the largest and most cornhappier, safer driving this plete parts department in the South.
season

THE SMALL CAR SERVICE EXPERT

Doc Presents
D
s

LASSITER-McKINNEY
DATSUN

If •cri. are a typicei'motori4. mom of these comp
tit% may be a mystery 10 you. Al least that's
how it ..ecolf
r to I(.OA repairoten'.ho nicotined tlit...t. items as the
... roost overlosiked by car
owner... Th
are: A) headlight aiming; B) radiator hose: C) fan belt; It) Radiator pressure
cap; E) battery cables: F) the battery; G) spark plug wiring: El) heater hose; 1) shock absorber..
and,.1) transmission service (represented by transmission filter). (Photo Courtesy of Almond
Auto Parts)

Survey Pinpoints Failure to Check Electrical,
Cooling Components as Chief Trouble Makers

Follow,Four Simple Precautions
When Starting 'Dead' Engines

Orators used to speak of One
World. Highway sign designers
are now thinking in terms of
One Road.
While European road signs
have, long contained „symbols
rather than words to provide
information, North American
signs usually have depended on
English language reading ability.. As shown abuse, a •implified system of road signs will
he introduced on this side of
the Atlantic. In this form of
highway heraldry, a circle hith
a slash across it means No (i.e.
No Left Turn or No Trisck.:)•
The system should help North
American travelers in Europe
as well HA European,. traveling
IwEre.

Universal Signs
Help All Drivers

Universal signs suelt as those at
the right above are rapidly replacing those to the left for
faster delivery of warning traffic
messages hitherto dependent on
words.

SCHOOL.
CROSSING

NO
TRUCKS

LEFT
TURN

NO

DO NOT
.ENTER

THE

'Neglect' Major Threat to Winter Driving
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95

FREE
-Muffler Inspection-Brake System Inspection-Shock Absorbers Inspection-

7th & Maple

ESDAV—OCTORER 31, 1972

Phone 753-9999

M TRIMY 4'fU6e4 SERVIcE

Stop by for your

See Us For All Your...
* Muffler Needs * Brake Servic
* Shock Absorbers
* Air Conditioning Service

. . . some are caused by exhaust
fumes seeping into your car. Prevent this by having your muffler
system checked today.

Gip

FREE!!

IVIIRMUFFS

CHECK

/ YOU \‘.
can't blame the
straight highways
for all
asleep at the
wheel accidents
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Home of Cntinulug Professional Ser.% he

Offices located in
Bell-Air Shopping Center
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THE MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY

Featuring
-AUTOMOBILE
-HOMEOWNERS
-MOBILE HOMES
-WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
-ALL TYPES OF BUSINESS INSURANCE

This message presented
as a public service by
The Murray Insurance
Agency.

Yes, we all know the saying "an '
ounce oh prevention is worth a pound
of cure." As the number of automobiles increases and as winter approaches it behooves each of us to
consider this saying and to drive
carefully at all times and to keep
our cars in tip-top condition. Drive /34
defensively . . . be courteous to t
your neighboring driver . . . dnd
DON'T BECOME A STATISTIC THISt
WINTER. Yes, it is true . . . an.
ounce of prevention IS WORTH Ar'
POUND OF CURE!

An
Ounce
Of
Prevention

Who are better qualified to give advice on winter driving
If you want to avoid winthan the skilled experts in Canada? That's why this article
tertime motoring mishaps,
[non tilt. Canadian Surety Council i,.
here's some advice to follow
reelm •nded
to car drivers everywhere.
—but don't follow too closely
The Canada Safety Counstuck, rocking the car back
cil says maintaining a proper ditions, the correct following
and forth gently rather than
following distance no matter distance is oae vehicle length
how inconvenient this may for every 10 miles' an hour. tire spinning.
Patience when driving, gobe and maintaining a speed
Or use the two second following only at the speed at
geared to the conditions will ing distance formula.
which you can feel the tires
prevent these accidents.
Pick an Object such as a
The crux of the prOblem is telephone pole beside the gripping the road surface.
the vehicle's contact with the road ahead. When the car Patience when stopping
road surface, often slippery ahead pauses this object, which takes much longer on
slippery surfaces and should
in winter driving conditions. start count** "a thousand
It can take up to nine times and one, al thousand and
be executed by pumping the
brakes so that steering conas long to stop or: glare ice, two." If yo
3car passes the
trol is maintained.
for example, as on a dry sur- object befo you've finished
face.
counting, u're not keeping
Visibility Hazard
Many drivers count on
your dist4ce. A formula
Winter driving require'
their snow tires to reduce good at any speed
This following distance great attention to the probt
their stopping distance on icy
surfaces. They won't, Canada should be Oncreased up to lem of seeing and being seen.
All windows should be clearSafaty Council tests demon- -four times In winter driving
strated, although they im- conditions,'Fresh snow is es- ed of snow, even if the driver
has to stop in a snowstorm
prove traction on snow.
pecially slippery. When ice
to clean them.
Studded tires reduce the conditions prevail, the speed
Front and rear lights
stopping distance, especially should be 'i reduced sharply
in glare ice conditions, but and follo
g distances in- should be visible at all times.
can engender over-confi- creased
to nine car Because winter ,driving conditions are often dirty, winddence because not all cars lengths fo every 10 miles an
shield washers should be
have studs so cannot stop in
hour of s ed.
molauint
tioann
i. ed at the ready with
such a short distance.
Speed
fast for the con- s
the inclusion of an ti-freeze
following
too
ditions
a
Time to Stop
involved in all
closely a
A correct following dis- rear-end c llislons. Excessive
When snow drifting makes
tance gives the driver time speed is also responsible for driving impossible, motorists
to stop without hitting the
many ()their winter accidents should wait it out for snow
car ahead or being struck by' such as st
king fixed objects ploughs. But they should enthe car behind in both norsure there is some air circubeside th road.
mal driving and when the car
lation to prevent gassing by
for
Patience
Nee
ahead makes an unexpected
carbon monoxide, the silent,
move. The driver needs plenPatienc
right atti- odorless killer.
ty of room in which to man- tude for( winter driving.
To prevent accidents, driveuver in winter driving, es- Starting
slowly and accel- ers should always be aware
pecially when the visibility is erating
ly as the driver that winter driving is more
poor.
feels the ires gripping the hazardous and alter their
In dry surface driving conPlience when driving habits accordingly.
road surf

an&

Careful attention to little nicks and scratches ott your car will
help them front becoming large rust holes. Having a professional
do the needed repairs may save you hundreds of dollars in tradein value for that's the difference between a ear in top shape and
one that shows body damage. (Photo Courtesy of The DeVilbin.
Company)
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Experts Provide Advice
On Safe Winter Driving

How to Go in snow . . .
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rye

,

S. 12th St

that are actisated when !nab
pedthe as pedal and brake
al ar, not depre....d. (Or

Imagine a world without
traffic lights and think of the
total confusion that would
result
If a proposed bill passes
the U.S. Congress, every car
manufactured will have its
uwn version of traffic lights
?mounted on the reand.
Should ttie proposal become law, automobiles would
be equipped with a Tr -light
system. The lights would signal the actions of the driver
to other drivers in cars to the
rear.
This light cluster.would include the following:
I. The present rear red
lights which signal the application of brake..
2. Two rear amber light.

_

would cost $15 per car.
Purpose of the system is to
create more exact cOhimuni
is
cation between drivers. It
'the
hoped by proposers of
er
legislation that the numb
would
of rear-end collisions
be markedly reduced.
About half of the accidents
are
occurring on the highway
vaof the rear-end collision
riety and ten percent of the
fatalities result from rearend smash-ups.

, It is estimated the system

again.)
3. Ts.,, rear green lights
aetisated bs a depressed gas
pedal. (Or when the driser
has started up again.)
4. Amber rear turn signals, integrated with the amber lights in Point 2.

when the driver is about to
stop or about to ‘tart up

Rear-Mounted Light Cluster
Signals Exact Driver Action

changing oil and filter
Simple, low-cost procedures such as
forestall costly engine
can
and lubrication,ona regular basis
attention can prevent
em
syst
ing
Cool
rs.
repai
train
and drive
engine completely.
an
d
ruin
woul
cases
mishaps ihat in some
s of the car's body
Attention to the cleanliness and soundnes
more at trade-in
rs
dolla
red
hund
al
sever
actually can mean
time.
to care for our cars and
But perhaps if each of us were d befall us. Taking the
coul
s
bonu
drive them safely another
takes it out of the legisautomobile out of the problem areau musts" and "thou shall
"tho
of
list
long
The
lative arena.
a mind-easing level.
ncits" could;even dwindle to
ure of owning and operating
pleas
the
of
lot
a
Who knows,
ear.
reapp
an automobile might
car into your favorite
Take the first step by bringing your.
k-up
chec
ough
service millet for a thor

does pay tangible
On a dollar and cents basis, car care
-up will do more
dividends. That low-emission tune
also save on gasoline
than help clean up the air. It will
y expended when the
mone
and
time
consumption and on
car won't start.

You're using the wrong
grade of fuel
Your trinsmission needs
attention
The ignition system is
notoperatingeffectively.

B.

to more frequent
start-and -stop driving in
winter you should:

Turn the wheel in the
direction of the skid
Use your emergency
brake

A bluish haze
A olow rumbling noise

A faint odor like ripe
bananas
Salt used in melting ice
on highway can be injurious 4, the body.

Body dirt, in cold
weather, can. be permanently frozen into the
paint
Car washes generally
offer winter specials

(V)

(D)
(CI)
(H) - 1 :S11141.5NY

().°1 (v)'6 (B)
((j) 'L (y)'9 (II) I°

(Some of these condilibns warrant a trip to
your favorite service
outlet for corrections.) •

C.

B.

A

important to ,wash
10. It's
your car more frequently
in the winter because:

Put the whitewall part
inside for extra stability
in deep snow.

Allow for - a little overinflation to provide
more tractitin

B.

C.

Make sure they are compatible in size and design with the tires in
front

A.

mounting winter
tires on the rear wheels:

9. When

C. One of its components,
neonyl, pollutes the air
after two years.

INTERSTATE BATTERY

Phone 753-I 6t!)

Taylor Motor Co., - Murray
ay
Green's Gulf Station - Murr
Clifford's 66 - Murray
ille
Lynnv
on
Burton's Independent Stati
Midway Truck Stop - Murray
99W.
on • Hwy.
Harpole's Grocery &i Stati
Laird's Implement's - Cuba
- Stella
Sledd's Grocery & Station
Ray's Texaco - Hazel
e
Grov
Crawford Shell Station • Lynn
Mogo Oil Co. - Murray
Aurora
trumps Ashland Station Johnson's Arco - Murray
on
ingt
Farm
Hughes Standard Station Del's Gulf - Murray
Harvey's Garage - Puryear
Todds Texaco - Murray
Price & Sons Garage - Olive
641 Super Shell - Murray
Triangle Oil Co. - Aurora
Cain Gulf - Murray
J & S Oil Co. - Murray
Rose Service Center - Coldwater
Roger's Texaco - Murray
Implement - Murray
Stoke's Tractor &

Don't Wait Iii Cold Weather Sets In See Your Local INTERSTATE Dealer Now !

its ant,nor proper°,

taminate your gasoline
B. :Through chemical
breakdown it can .lose

A. After a year it can con-

because:

needs periodic replacemen

8. Permanent anti-freeze stillt

D. None of these.

B.
C.

, A.

by:

monoxide that enters the
car from I faulty muffler

C. -Rev- the engine.

B.

A.

"lowing:

7 You can detect carbon

6

When going into a skid on
" icy pavement do the fol-

C.

A.

Adjust thc brakes to
compensate
B. Change oil more
frequently
Switch to high octane
fuel.

5. Due

Snow causes diversion •
of

Battery cables get brittle
in cold weather

A.

C.

The battery operates at
only 60 percent efficicrIcy at 32° F

is that:

good condition for winter

One reason to make certain sour batters is in

E. MAIN

4

A.
B.

Install new spark plugs
Check all anti-pollution
systems
C. Check and if needed replace distributor components
D. Check universal joint.

All but one of these is a
• key ingredient in a pre.
winterengine tune-up:

3

C'

B.

and are continuing to
While the auto makers ha\ e made
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of this apparent

A.

A clogged air cleaner.

A frozen fuel lane.
A faulty thermostat

If you can't start despite
• the fact that the battery is
operating, one possible
cause is:

2

A.
B.
C.

If you suddenly lose the
• heat from your heater, you
can suspect:

ult
Reasons for this fixation on the car are not diffic
to fathom. Traffic fatalities and injuries continue to remain at the Same dismally high levels. Damage to the
remains
environment, resulting from vehicle emissions
a serious problem.

n the steering wheel
If you drive 'a -car, you have more_tha
in your hands.
n can help deterAs a motorist, your actions or lack of actioh you drive. And
whic
in
mine the state of the motoring world
operating a car a
in doing so, you can make owning and
happier proposition.
so removed, car
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d
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ownership was a relat
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safe
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erning the automobile mainly
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restriction on car
body is not weighing the passage of a new ically a full-time
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It's
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ownership a car manufact
.
activity keeping up with new developments

Operating a car in the winter is no
be.
longer the headache it used to
of
With a conscientious program
little
maintenance there should be
more frustrations than you'd experience in warm weather.
To help remind you of the benefits
t, the quiz below contains some
outle
ce
ite servi
of taking your car in to your favor
good advice among the answers.
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If you are not certain you're
doing it correctly, don't do it
Instead, call a professional
service man. It could save
you expense and trouble in
the long run.

MakeMotoringaPleasure
Once More with Car Care
And Safe Driving Habits
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disabled battery.
3. Connect the negative cable
to the negative post of the
booster battery. Then connect the other negative
cable to the bumper,
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Barney
Google's
horse

getting closer. They do affect the horsepower!
Spark plugs are ceramic and metal electrodes designed to
permit electricity from the distributor to arc in the cylinder
head. The electric arc ignites the gasoline, which drives
the piston down to provide power. Normal driving erodes
or fouls the electrodes, requiring periodic adjustments replacement.
You're

The points are part of the mechanism controlling Iljhe firing of the spark plugs. When they become worn or pitted,
the firing is affected and the car is harder to start,

Putting your
:brother•in" law to work
..Tips on social
etiquette

Your car's idle - the rate the motor turns over at low
speed - needs adjusting now and then to give smoother
rarburetion and performance.
,

it's a series of adjustments made to make your car run
more smoothly, and includes replacing the spark plugs,
condenser and points, and adjusting the carburetor.

The distributor regulates the sequence in which spark
plugs are fired to provide the power that drives the wheels.
When the distributor is out of adjustment, the firing time
is off and the engine won't run smoothly.

Your car is built so that the gasoline is electrically fired
when the piston is in the right position. When the fuel fires
prematurely or too late, the car won't operate smoothly,

Correct Definition.

Musical
interlude

1

4

...

That's close. They're both involved in "current" events,
but the car's "current" is electrical. The alternator replaces the generator found on older cars and, like the
generator at your local power plant, provides electricity
to keep things running.

i

Your
newsboy

socia l
blunders

refer to . . .

'—

A politician
in an election
year

1

,

Doesn't

Visit your favorite Phillips 66
Service Station for the finest
in gasoline, oil and lubes.
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Roberts Oil Co.

It's Performance
That Counts
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Tires, Batteries, and Accessories

GET YOUR CAR READY FOR SAFE
WINTER DRIVING ... USE FAMOUS

While the tongue-in-cheek definitions given above are designed to be humorous,
the explanations point to a very real problem — the proper care for your car. The
American Petroleum institute strongly recommends that you have your auto checked
periodically for safety's sake and to help prolong car life.
Keeping your car properly tuned can help solve the pollution problem, too. Did you
know, for example, that one bad sparkplug can cause your car to emit 25 times
more hydrocarbons into the air? Or that a really faulty carburetor can mean that as
much as one gallon of gasoline in every tankful will escape into the air unburned?
It pays to make car care a part of your driving habits.

Spark plug

New points

Idle
adjustment

• Tune up

Alternator

D/stributor

Poor timing

•

The term .. .

-V

Ever wonder what your service station attendant means when he starts talking
"slanguage" (the language of the trade)? Most women do when they pull into a service station with a problem only to have the attendant say, "Lady, your timing is off
..." Well, he doesn't mean he's too busy to work on your car. It's a standard service station phrase. Here are some you might run into on your next trip and what
they mean.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Teach

41+

And, to do their jobs efficiently, The Gates Rubber Company says these belts must
be tensioned properly, to factory specifications.
Your service technician can
provide this service.
You can easily check the
belts yourself, With engine
off and hood up, press down
with your thumb on the belts
midway between the pulleys.
If. there's more than just a ,
little give, the belts are probably too loose. But, unless
you have the proper equipment and are especially handy with tools, let your serviceman do the replacing

At'.
.
0 A -4

If your car has power Steering and, when you make a
hard turn, you hear noises
like the squeals of a wild
banshee coming from somewhere under the hood.
Chances are pretty good you
have a set of V-belts tpat are
loose. And loose belts could
also be the reason why your
air-conditioner didn't coOl up
to par last summer •— or why
your generator or alternator
isn't charging properly, or
your engine is overheating.
Fan, water pump, power
steering, air-conditioning,
generator or alternator — all
these are operated by V-belts.

BansheeSquealUnderHood
Calls for Belt Attention

i)

-(AvE YOuR CARS E46INE
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SERVICE,NAvE IT PONE
____
A JNIVERStTy;oF
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5.+0v6 EM)6510N5 ARE REDLIC
SY ,,,,
A --.-i-rED .. ,t_14 -1'1 I ,
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.
55% AT 119LE
.aaireareameerem...i. :
AFTER A 11.1t4E-UP!
t7.-1
-c----
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ITS us5EEN .420CARBoN6,
CARBON mosOpe_,AND OXIDES OF
onntOGC-ti FROM niforaiECrEi7 ENCsosE6

..el<r"..,

.„ SOMEWHERE IN 7).46 P,cr.RE
TWis AN INVISIBLE mENAcE
AT'S E N GlAr4C/ER
YOUR COMMUNITY'

r

top efficiency.
To do thi.S. automotive engineers came up with a pressurized cooling system. This
permits the coolant to rise
vk ell above the normal boiling
point without "boiling over."
Modern, engines, for example, are engineered with cooling systems that must withstand pressures in excess of
17 pounds plus underhood
temperatures ranging as high
as 278'. Keep in mind that
the boiling point of fis'ater at
sea level is 212
Heat'. Damaging .
These high heats and great
pressures are bound to put a
;strain on all parts of your
car's cooling system. Just one
defective or worn part can
cause your engine to overheat with possible extensive
and costly repairs following
quickly.
So don't let the fact that
you may be driving a late
model car lull you into thinking nothing can happen. A
cooling system tune-up is
even nore important to your
car,simply because its higher
running temperature makes
cooling system parts wear
fast

INV(SI6LE MENACE

AUTO FACTS

If your'car is more than a
year old, you're in line for
cooling system broblems or
trouble. Could be a simple
thing like A worn or cracked
V-1::ielt, a hose that's getting
aoft or brittle, a radiator cap
that's not holding pressure.
But, one thing's sure — when
one part is about to give way.
you can count on others
needing attention, too,
So, don't stop your winter
cooling system protection
with just an anti-freeze
check-tip. Ask your service
technician for a Tune-Up
No. 2.
Here's what he'll do:
He'll thoroughly inspect
and check all cooling system
components — hoses, V-belts,
water pump, thermostat, radiator caps, hose clamps.
Then he'll replace!' worn or
malfunctioning parts and set
you up for carefree drhfing
in any weather.
•
Cooling
NNW
Why is a cooling system
tune-up so important? Remensber, the cooling system
of your car plays a vital role.
It keeps the* operating temperature of your engine at a
level at which it performs at

TUESDAY—OCTOBER 31, 1972
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If Car is More Than One Year Old
Retter Ask Servtre Technician
For a Tune-Up No.2
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Pistons

NNW

Chamber at mtnIlhurh
space volume Inteke
cycle begins

Power cycle

,...,
kl,a,,,

are used to ike it apart and
put it backf together again.
And thee s no problem of
basing to re-educate an entire service nd supply force
Any competent mechanic
should be able to service the
rotary after a week or two
of instractiOn.

should be e4ended.
After you'V joined the rotary club yo 11 be pleasantly
surprised to 1 arn that for all
its difference*, the rotary still
uses the sme carburetor,
wiring, tubing, alternator, ignition system, etc as'the piston engine. The same tools

What about service?
If the engine is operated
within the recommended
range, the life of the seals
and bearings should run
between 60,060 and 100,000
miles. As the rotary state-ofthe-art is perfected, that life

Reasonable fuel economy
on unleaded, low -octane
gasoline) and acceptable oil
consumption are characteristic of rotary engines.

It uses about one-third the
number of parts of a piston
engine,is onei:tialf the weight
of the, piston' power plant,
and develops the horsepower
of a piston engine twice its
size

A

12. Exhaust cycle nears
end. All cycles are
then repeated on
this rotor face

i. ()'

CLEAR REMINDER
When thinking about antifreeze for your car this winter, don't forget the windshield washers.

Trouble is easy to hear,
too. Any rattling, chattering,
knocking, squealing or howling you hear when you make
a turn indicates a problem.
Next time you park your
car for awhile, check the
pavement under your car A
spot of slippery-feeling fluid
on your garage floor or
driveway could very well be
hydraulic fluid that's dripped
from your power steering
system.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-5154

104 SO. 13th STREET

FIRST LINE MATERIAL USED ON ALL JOBS

AUTO UPHOLSTERING
ORIGINAL UPHOLSTERING REPLACED
v- CUSTOM MADE SEAT COVERS
VINYL TOPS — OUR SPECIALTY

LEE'S
Upholstery Shop

DERK I TI1 EADLIGHTS

Hours: 9-6 Monday thru Saturday
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and many other accessories
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I t YOUR CAR

Here's Another...
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An operating, 1/5 scale model of the rotary engine
has been developed for hobbyists.
Available in kit form the engine is eonstructed of
heavy plastic housing to allow observation of the rotary's inner workings.
Price of the kit is $7.50 which includes postage and
handling. ft can be obtained from Thelaallery, Dept
4480, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010.

•

10. Expanded puns
have reached maxl
mum voiume and
begin exhaust

li

9 Power cycle continues. (Third chamber
begins Intake cycle 1

....,"

Safe winter driving insurs
ance involves many- pre-sealson checks, but one vital sysitern that's often overlooked
is your car's power steering.
How can you tell when
something's wrong? It's easy.
You can feel trouble. You
can hear trouble. And, you
can see it.
Your hands on the wheel
are a pretty sensitive indicator of steering problems. Does
your car steer hard ila one or
both directions? After you
make a turn, doeslyour car
"straighten out" readily?
Does you car "wander" on the
straightaway?

For All Your
Automotive Needs

a,
,
-;

Lif
vo
i
t
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Aillik

7 Charge Is fully COm•
pressed. The first
plug fires. Slightly
later, second plug
fires,

-

6. Fuel/alr mixture is
nearly compressed

-

5 Vert of compression
cycle (Nest chamber
begins Intake cycle)
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(
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neither does it.have a crankshaft, camshafts or valve
gear. It is remarkable in that

4 Chamber has reached
MaXIMUM volUrde.
Carburetor intake is
almost closed*
cornpressioe
s

3 Chamber nearly filled
with luei air mikture

0

2 Rotor revolves. fuel
air mixture is dkawn
through carburetor
(arrow).

1

o

ROTARY . MODEL KIT AAILABLE

Dr. Wankel's creation has
no pistons, as we said before;

No

Ignition in the rotary is
caused by two spark plugs.
Because of the rotary's characteristics, the plugs have to
function with a considerably
reduced cooling cycle. To do
the job properly an entirely
new plug was developed by
Champion Spark Plug Company. It has two ground electrodes instead of the usual
one. In addition, a coppercored center electrode is used
to permit the better heat
conductivity demanded by
the rotary.

The rotary motion is almost vibrationless, and it
constitutes one of the rotary
engine's most significant advantages over the piston engine.

The rotor, which turns not
on its axis but in a slightly
eccentric motion, is attached
to a drive shaft to turn the
car's wheels. •

side the large, circular chamber.The intake-compressionignition -expansion-exhaust
sequence occurs in the three
crescent-shaped chambers,
causing the rotor to spin.

Each side of the triangle
blocks off an arc of the circular chamber to form three
smaller, crescent-shaped
chambers. As the triangle, or
rotor, turns, the positions of
the three crescent-shaped
chambers move around in-

Three Chambers

It's a gasoline-burning, internal-combustion engine
which uses rotary motion to
drive the wheels instead of
the up-and-down motion of
a piston engine. If you were
to take the cover off the top
of the rotary and look down
into it, you would see what
looks like a triangle turning
inside a chamber which is
shaped like a slightly flattened circle.

Experts in the automobile
industry say there is a real
possibility that domestic
made rotary-engined cars
will be in the nation's showrooms on a limited basis by
1974 or 1975.
Sooner or later you may be
driving — maybe even owning — one of these remarkable cars, so you'll want to
know a little about what
makes the engine go.

Welcome to the rotary club
- the rotary club of Dr. Felix
Wankel, whose revolutionary
new engine made its appearance in Germany in 1956, and
is possibly going to be the
power plant for many automobiles in ten years.
The rotary-powered Mazda, made by Toyo Kogyo
Company in Hiroshima, Japan, has already made its
appearance in this country
with the RX2 sedan.

TUESDAY—OCTOBER 31. 1972

Power Steering Problems
Traced to Leaking Fluid

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Revolutionary Engine Welcomes
Motorists to New 'Rotary' Club
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mighty stiff on a cold morning. It wasn't too uncommon
to tie three or four corn cobs
together with a piece of wire
and set them afire under the
crank case. A few minutes of
this treatment would allow
the engine to turnover freely.
As well as the modern battery functions, it is still a
source of doubt on the coldest mornings. There was no
doubt in grandad's mind; he
knew his battery lacked sufficient output on cold mornings.
He took the necessary precaution of keeping his battery behind the kitchen stove
overnight. Blankets were
sometimes placed over the
engine to prevent frost from
forming on the plug wires,
coil, and distributor.
All of these precautions
and the bitterest of swear
words didn't always guarantee an easy start. After the
battery wore down,his cranking arm wore out and his patience wore thin, grandad
still had an ace up the sleeve
of his mackinaw.
He could harness the team
to the front bumper and.gtve
his old tin liz a pull. That
failing, he could hitch up a
buck-board and leave that
infernal contraption sitting
until warmer weather.
If you don't have ready access to a team of horses,
corn cobs and kerosene, and
lack a kitchen stove to keep
your battery behind, the best
thing to do is to see an auto
serviceman about winterizing your car.

UURE.0

GERRAID BOYD, Owner
Phone 753-1751
209 S. 7th Street

SHOLAR AUTO
REPAIR

Automatic Transmission
fr
Tune-Up and Carburetor Work
v- Complete Radiator Service
v- Major Overhaul
Air Conditioning Service

Complete Auto
Repair Service

EXPERT SERVICE • QUALITY PARTS

M1k171T[E'D

lkirtr ourRi

Avoid theeWorry and strain
of a "won't start" morning!

An untuned car is a
nervous wreck!

Getting automobiles ready
for winter use once was a far
different matter than it is
today.
What ; the motorist of the
past might experience was
outlined by Jim Fordice,
president of the Iowa Valley
Chapter of the Antique Auto
Club of America and the
owner of several antique cars
himself.
Cars and service haven't
always been what they are
today. Back then, antifreeze
just wasn't available. Those
who were hardy and enthusiastic enough to drive in
winter weather put alcohol
or kerosene in their radiators hoping to rhevent freezeups.
Today,"winter" or low viscosity 0„il is taken for granted. Kerosene was also used in
the past to dilute,.the oil to
ease cold weather cranking
and allow it to circulate in
archaic "splash" or dipper
lubrication Systems.
Even diluted oil could be

By M..4. MeNIEL
Reprinted from
Iowa .City Preps-Citizen
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No Go
The end result is ignition
bankruptcy and a starting
failure.
So to assure starting sucicess this winter add to your
ignition system bank account
with a complete tune-up Including new spark plugs.
That' especially true if it's
been more than a year or
10,000 miles since your last
tune-up.

themselves are worn, the
voltage requirement goes up.
A set of plugs with 10,000 or
more miles usage can require several thousands more volts
to fire them. If they are badly fouled, they may not even
fire at all.

STATION

2.24
2.39

13.40
14.75

26.90

When Voltage Needed

Fresh spark plugs should
be able to function well even
with reduced voltage available. But when the plugs

13.5/
16 2

14

$11.12

system, Much like a

HENDON'S
SERVICEPHILLIPS

Proc•
2.4 Tore I

$2? ?S

car's ign

shows a healthy system with 25 kV available (5 kV required to
start and 20 kV reserve), A worn system on a damp or cold day
has less "VA," though with old spark plugs more is needed. Chart
(right) shows such a system with 20 kV asailable (15 kV required to start and only S kV re#erie). Avoid ignition bankruptcy
... let your fasorite service man check your "voltage account."
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32 45
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WORN
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checking account, can sometimes become overdrawn. Chart (kit)

bit

GOO° SYSTE

fel,11Cof
1101/11111.0

TORY RESERVE

-

VOLLUI4

ollagr

30

ing temperature, the battery
is only working at 60 percent
of its strength.
So there is less voltage
available.
Deteriorated ignition system components also cut into the voltage available to
the spark plugs. For example, spark plug wires that are
worn or cracked leak away
vital voltage. Distributor
components like points, rotor
and cap must be in top shape
to help provide a healthy
spark

SILVERTOWN
TRAILMAKER

200 No 4th

66

PHILLIPS

The ignition system income
Is called Voltage Available.
In simple terms, that's the
voltage that is provided by
the electrical system and
beefed up by the coil to fire
the spark plugs. The "outgo"
is called Voltage Required, or
the juice needed to fire the
spark plugs efficiently.
A healthy system would
provide about 25,000 volts to
the plugs. When the plugs
are in good condition, they
require about 7,000 volts to
fire. All things being equal,
there should be plenty of
Voltage Reserve in the ignition bank:
Even with your engine in
top condition, when winter
comes there is an extra strain
on your car's starting ability.
Cold or damp weather takes
its toll. For example. at freez-

System Explained

Wouldn't you know that
day you couldn't get your car
started you also got a letter
from your bank saying your
account was oveltdrawn?
Strange as it may appear.
there is a parallel between
these two unfortunately common misfortunes.
It's easy to see why you got
that overdraft from the bank
Your;income couldn't match
your, outgo. The same situation probably occurred inside
the engine of your car and
resulted in the starting trouble, says Champion Spark
Plug Company.

1
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Phone 753-2752

Healthy Voltage Reserve Like
Having Extra Cash in the Bank
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If, t ere s mare
little give, the belts are probably too loose. But, unless
you have the proper equipment and are especially handy with tools, let your serviceman do the replacing

Yesterday's Winters Teach
Today's Driver New Tricks

PAGE TWELVE
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your generator or alternator
Isn't charging properly, or
your engine is oveirheating
Fan, water pump, power
steering, air-conditioning,
generator or alternator- all
these are operated by V-belts.

Hours: 9-6 Monday thru Saturday

44

north when the temperature
is down around zero, driving
into the tropical south where
it is a lovely 80 degrees, your

Remember how Dad always
used to let some air out of
his tires when the snow got
over two inches deep? Grandpa had told him this would
Increase his traction.
Now, a new generation has
come along to tell it like it is.
It's like this: Your tires actually lose some of their bite
when you let air out of them
If you want good winter
traction, put on a set of snow
tires-maybe studded 1where
legal) - or buy some chains.
However you do it, do not experiment with your tire pressure. Besides the traction situation, underinflation can
waste. 20% or more of Your
gasoline.
Here is another interesting
phenomenon about tire pres- •
sures. If you leave the cold -

ON THE SKIDS
-If your car goes into a skid
OM a wet or icy street, turn
the steering wheel in the direction of the skid. Do not
fain on the brakes but pump
them gently

ties could become as much
as eight pounds overinflated
•Conversely, your tire pressure will drop a like amount
as you go from a warm temperature to cold. The drop is
about a pound for each 10
de,grees.
This is why you should not
check tire pressures in a
heated garage and why you
should have the pressure
ctlecked about once a month
-especially as seasons
change.
The advantages of proper
tire pressure checks are increased safety, better handling and longer, more even
tread wear.

Inflation Can Be Helpful
When You Consider Tires

For Correct Solutions See Page Six
-;-
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Dear DeDe:
When they introduced
compulsory vehicle inspection in our community, it
was presented as something
that would really make cars
safer. You couldn't prove it
by me. Five days after my car
passed inspection it suddenly
stalled in traffic. As a result,
I got hit from the rear. What
kind of fraud are they foisting off on us?
IFQ4A Y.
Oakville, Ont.
DEAR Irina:
Before blaming the vehicle
inspection in your communi- •
ty, consider this: It Is true
that such inspections cover
vital safety items like brakes,
steering, lights and wipers.
But they are not meant to
cover the entire car. Your
problem of stalling could
have stemmed from a variety
of sources such as an electrical trouble or untuned engine. These items would not
be covered in a normal safety inspection. I suspect that
the driver who hit you from
behind could have benefited
from a brake inspection
which could have prevented
the accident.

441#••••
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Ask your Mechanic
• for a Delco Tune-u
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

31, 1972

any work you didn't specifically request. By displaying
your trust and asking for this
extra attention you can avoid
the problem you described in
your letter.

the emperature goes

olteplace the points, condenser and
spark plugs. Test ignition wires.
Adjust timing.
blebatters',
s.ab
starter, and
battery cables,
oCheCk the regulator, generator and
fan belt.
-Adjust carburetor for idle speed,
- tr•ihlteec•rk. fuel filter, fuel pump, and air

•hen

•

DEAR SARAH:
I don't blame you for being angry. But I suspect your
mechanic is the victim of
overreaction to an unfortunate trend in this country.
Many auto service people
have become so sensitive to
the charge of overselling that
they have become reluctant
to suggest even needed services. To avoid your problem
In the future, try this. Find a
service person that you really trust. Then, when you
bring your car in, ask him
specifically to be on the lookout for needed repairs and
services. Leave your phone
number with him so that he
may call you before doing

car in to ItcCarthy's Service
(not real name) to' have nty
shock absorbers replaced. I
have no complaints about
the work done. But a day
after, I was driving to work
and my whole exhaust system fell off the car, causing
me to be late for work and
tieing my car up for another
day. Now, I know that the
shocks and exhaust system
have nothing to do with each
other but how could a mechanic work on the shocks
and not notice that the exhaust had rotted away? How
about telling these guys to
get with it?
4#
Smiotit D.
Silver Spring, Md.

••••••••

• • •
Dear DeDe:
Last week, I brought my

•
•
•
•
•
•
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from Dv Dr IlEssos... a woman who does
Dear DeDe:
This may seem like a silly
problem but it is quite important to me. Don and /
have been dating for about
six months and I think we're
getting serious. There's one
thing about Don that really
bugs me. It's his car. It's really filthy. He washes it about
twice a year and I don't
think the inside has ever felt
a cleaning cloth. When I
mention it, he just gets uptight and says he doesn't
have time and that going to
a car wash costs too much
money. I'm a neat person.
How can I convince him to
clean his car so I won't be
ashamed to ride in it?
GINA W.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
DEAR GINA:
One hint In your letter may
help provide the answer. You
mention that Don is concerned with the cost of a car
wash. Ask him if he's considered the cost of keeping
the car dirty. A clean car
brings in hundreds of dollars
extra at trade-in time. A car
that is not cleaned, particularly of road salts and other
chemicals, deteriorates more
quickly. Why not schedule
some car washing dates with
Don? Its really good, clean
tun.

9
•
•
••
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CARE FOR YOUR CAR
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Here's Another...

PAGE FIVE
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Price of the kit is $7.50 w c neu
handling. It can be obtained from The.Gallery, Dept
9480, Amsterdam, N.Y 1201.0.
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flattery Check
Batteries should be checked frequently! At 32 degrees,
cranking power is about 40
per cent less than when the
temperature is at 80 degrees;
and at zero, about 60 pericent
less.
During extinded periods Of
cold weather,starting the car
and running the engine at
least every other day at sufficient RPM's to charge the
battery is good insurance
against battery failure. If
this is done in a garage, be
sure to open the garage doors
wide enough to protect
against the threat of carbon
monoxide poisoning.
Do install snow tires well

•

aa
Alliifrig

a

•

CADILLAC

gaged. Ike not pump the gas
pedal, because this can result
in flooding.
• Turn the ignition key to
"start," but (inn% hold the
key in the start position for
more than 10 seconds at a
Contin
grinding of
the starter can damage the
buttery, and e%en drain a
folk charged one.
• Depress Ighe gas pedal
slightly to keep the engine
running if the engine starts
and then dies a number of
times.
• If the engine becomes
flooded, depress the ga, pedal to the floor and hold it
there while engaging the
starter. Keep your foot ten
dee pedal until the engine
starts again. Then release it
slowly. Remember, do not
pump the pedal.
Getting your car moving in

OLDSMOBILE

•Transmission
• Painting

• Major Overhaul
• Broke Work

1406 Main

TUESDAY—OCTOBER 31, 1972

Murray, Ky.

Sanders & Purdom Motor Sales

•All Work Guaranteed!

To Prevent Delay Please Coll 753-5315
For Appointment On All Service Work

It Taken Care 01 Quickly and Efficiently Here.

Whatever Your Car's Need May Be, You'll Find

•Tune-Ups

• Heating & Cooling

Complete Service Department

And A

"Factory Trained" Personnel

WE FEATURE

•

a heavy snowstorm shouldn't
present too great a problem
if you follow these tips:
• Start with an "easy" foot
on the accelerator and slip
the clutch in second gear
on cars with standard -.hilt.
Don't spin the wheels. You'll
find that traction is greatest
just before the wheels spin.
• If the wheels should spin.
try rocking the car forward
and backward. If you've dug
yourself into a pocket, use
sand or traction mats to get
init. Keep the front wheels
pointed straight ahead when
possible.
• Once the ear hi under
way, keep going.
Finally, AAA would like to
put to rest one myth about
traction: Lowering tire pressure does not increase traction. And it can result in a
loss of control.
•

Now k The Time To Put Your Car
"IN SHAPE" for A "TROUBLE FREE" Winter!

PONTIAC

before the first sndwfall, and
have chains ready in case of
a severe snowstorm.
Starting Tips
Once the inspection has
been completed. and that
first cold • morning has arriVed, here is AAA's advice on
hoiw to get your engine started with a minimirm of trouble:
i• Make sure the shift wk..tor Or gear shift is in nt•utral.
If the ear has a manual shift.
depress the clutch while quilling.
• Avoid a "battery strain"
by making certain all electrical accessories (radio, lights,
heater) arc turned off before
ieseng the starter.
• Depress the gas pedal all
the way down to the floor
once, then hold it halfway
down as the !,tarter is en-

ONE OE 82 MILLION — Eighty-two mill'
calls for help were answered by AAA road service
trueks last year. And almost half of them were the result of starting failure. AAA rev.....mend.
8 pre-winter tune-up as
• step in making sure your car starts on c•en the foulest winter day,.
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Touching-up Before Trading-in
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The Gates Robber
Company
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II. Check radiator neck cap
seat for nicks or seratches that could release
pressare..
12. Check water pump bearings.
13. Check (tin blades and
pulley for alignment and
balance.
1-1. Inspect all hose and
clamps for deterioration.
15. Check, core plugs and
drain cocks for leakage.
16. Refill system with coolant and check for air-locks.
1 7. Recheck entire sy stem
for leaks.
IS. Check and adjust tension
of V-belts.
19. C.Ih!..ek and reset igni
tinting to eliminate ping
20. In cases where roofing
system continues to over.
heat, check other pos.
sible
21. Replace belt-, hose,
damps, thermostat and
tap as necessary.

cap.

le‘el for indef.:41km of
leaks or excessive oil
content.
2. Check with pressure tester for internal and external leaks.
3. Vi.ital check of oil for
water content.
1. Te•I thermostat for
proper opening and dos.
ing.
5. Cheek of heater valves.
h. Check heat gauge for
aerterae,.
7. Drain and back flush
cooling system.
8. (lean radiator core of
bugs and cheek for clogging.
9. Clean engine if heavily
covered with grea.e and
oil.
10. Test radiator pressure
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Avoid engine overheat-•
in/ road breakdowns,
cos ly repairs by asking
your service station operator for a Tune-Up No 2—
a thorough check of your
cars entire cooling systern before the trouble
starts
And if parts are needed
insist the replacements
be Gates— top-Qualit •
V-belts, radiator hose and
caps, heater hose, thermostats They're available everywhere

Nil

Don't blow
your cool!

A cooling system tune-up
doesn't take long—only about
an hour and a half. And the
cost is small compared to
that of emergency service or
major repairs.
In case your service station
attendant or garage. mechanic doesn't know abqut TuneUp No. 2. ask him to check
his flat-rate manual,or write
to The Gates RUbber1t0Mpany,999 So Broadway.Denver, Colorado 80217 Or, hand
him this list of service points
1. .4 visual check of roolaid

Cooling Systelii Check an
ForestallEmergencyRepair

Does the thought of wrestling with a stalled engine
this winter give you chills?
The American Automobile
Association says you can
avoid this s,easonai hassle by
, putting into practice a few
basic guilielines for getting
your car under way smoothly.
But well before winter arrives, AAA urges every car
owner to fake his car in for.
a complete 'tune-utt and inspection. Especially important, is a check of the car's
electrical system. In. 1971,
-AAA estimates show 49., per
cent of the nation's 82.6 million Motoring problems resulted from battery and electrical failures.

BY JOHN P. ECK
Director, National Emergency Road Service,
American Automobile Association

So Says AAA Director Who Offers
Tips on Starting, Maintenance
And Driving in Snow

`Tune-Up Now,Avoid Winter Motoring Hassles'
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Conceed with Steering

Caster lithe alignment angle used to measure the forward or rearward tilt of the
steering axis, of the front
wheels, when; checking from
the side view. Its effect on
the vehiclb is mainly concerned With, steering and
handling.,
Only under very extreme
condition can caster be a tire
wear factor.
Other handling problems
calling for front end service

--would occur before tire wear
became a problem.
Of the three adjustable
alignment angles -Toe" has
the greatest effect on tire
life. The "Toe" specification
concerns the, ability of the
wheels to roll ahead freely
without scuffing across the
load surface.
The ability to hold the
proper "Toe" setting is directly affected by the condition of the parts in the steer-

'a

rvice —

•

•

408 No. Fourth street
Murray, Kentucky

Do You Kno

PAGE SEVEN

Office
753-6779

•
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Olson Laboratories, Inc., is
subsidiary of Northrup Corporation, Anaheim. California. is
an independent testing and
manufacturing organize-16mo
Specializing in niAtornorire engi
neering nred motor vini•tttttt

•

taining the longest possible
life from your tires, but
alignment alone is not the
whole story. Wheel bearing
condition,tire inflation,shock
absorbers, wheel balance, and
driving habits, all have a big
effect on tire life.
All these factors have to be
considered, and corrections
made when problems exist,
before the wheel alignment
can be really successful at
helping prolong tire life
It is important to remember that because the suspension systems are constantly
chapging due to parts wear
and sag factors, alignment
should be checked periodically. Be sure that the wheels
are running straight and
true: this is the way wheel
alignment saves tires

New Concord Rd
Murray, Ky.

orrect Answers? 'Morning Sick'Brakes
1
I II I an
Caused b Moisture
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12th & Walnut Sts
Mayfield, Ky

KENTUCKY LAKE OIL CO.

ALL SHELL STATIONS SUPPLIED
IN THIS AREA BY THE

Lynn Grove, Ky.
Donald Crawford - Owner

CRAWFORD'S SHELL

Highway 121 South

SHELL BULK PLANT STATION

6th & Main Streets
Vic Vickers & Joe McClard - Owners

McCLARD'S SHELL

Highway 641 North
Gear! & Joe Suiter - Owners

SUITER'S SHELL

Highway 641 South
Max McCuiston - Owner

641 SUPER SHELL

with every 8 gallon purchase of SHELL or
SUPER SHELL gasoline at any of the following
locations: 4

Get A FREE 16-oz. NFL TUMBLER

• SHELL TIRES * SHELL MOTOR OIL
* SHELL GASOLINE * SHELL BATTERIES
* SHELL FILTERS
* SHELLZONE ANTI-FREEZE

"For Good Mileage"

SHELL OIL
PRODUCTS

Regular car care
helps clean our air!

ing system. This chassis system which includes the idler
and pitman arms, tie rod
ends, and centerlinks, connects the two front wheels
and has the job of transmitting the driver's directional
desires to them.
Toe-settings
Although the parts in the
steering system don't support a great deal of weight,
they are subject to jarring,
twisting, and turning forces
that tend to wear them and
create iooseness. The change
in the relationship of the
parts to each other that is
created by this wear can lead
to variable or incorrect "Toe"
settings that are a real hazara to tire life.
Maintaining the proper
"Toe" and camber alignment
in a vehicle is critical to ob-

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Home
753-4487

GATES
MUD and SNOW TIRES

Prepare For The Winter wIth . ..

— 24 Hour Wrecker

B. Have the service specialist measure ignition timing and point dwell: adjust,
if necessary, to manufacturer's specifications.
C. Have the service specialist measure the air/fuel
ratio and adjust, if necessary, to between 12.5 and 13.5
to 1.

Cdieeking emissions of thousands of cars to ti Init.,.
their data,
technicians jot Olson Laboratories discovered one common factor:
No matter how effeetise anti-pollution desires are
on ear-, they
still have to. be maintained for lowest possible emission
..
Various gnition system
EXHAUST EMISSION
malt unctio r which can be
CONTROL SYSTEM
deteeted ..W1th Oat type of
A. Have a qualified service
equipment, will usually inattendant check all installacrease undesirable emissions
tion connections to the air
and reduce performance and
pump, hoses, valves and air
economy.
The appropriate inspection
distribution manifolds while
and corrective measures sugthe engine is stopped.
gested by Olson Include:
B. With the engine at a
CRANKCASE DEVICES
normal operating temperature, have the attendant
A. H Je a qualified service
check and /or adjust ignition
special t, using an infra-red
timing, idle mixture and idle
exhau4 analyzer, test the despeed according to the anavice fdr satisfActory operalyzer readings and to manution with the engine warm
facturer's specification.
and at idle condition.
B. Have the device cleaned,
ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES
serviced or replaced accordFOR "UNCONTROLLED
ing to the analyzer reading
VEHICLES"
and manufacturer's recommended 'instructions
A. Have the service specialist measure idle rpm and
adjust, if necessary, to a
speed no slower than manufacturer's specifications.

HOOK'S
Wheel Alignment

So you bought a new car'
with all the emission controls on it. Now, your mind's
at ease about excessive emissions. Well, it shouldn't be.
Studies conducted by Olson
Laboratories show that acceptable emission perform-.
ance for most cars can be
achieved and sustained only
by proper maintenance and
repair. The study showed that
only those tune-ups performed to reduce exhaust
emissions are effective.
Olson reported that high
emissions can be lowered, in
most cases, with engine adjustments and tune-ups performed by a qualified service
technician.
The results of the studies,
summarized in the Olson report, suggested:
FIRST, that the incorporation of emission controls on
cars does not assure continued low emissions because
the control systems tend to
deteriorate In their performance;
SECOND, with proper
maintenance and adjustments, vehicles will continue
to operate with lower emission levels.
Olson recommends the use
of infra-red exhaust analner equipment by qualified
service personnel in order
that accurate inspection can
be performed — and for determining corrective adja,stments, service or replacement, This type of equipment measures the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions produced by
car engines and provides other information about their
performance and economy.

Study Shows That Maintenance
Is Key to Control of Emissions

These are adjustable angles that must be maintained
to provide a true running
front end that will allow
tires to give their maximum
service life.
The camber angle is a
measure of the tilt of the top
of the front wheels to or
away from the vehicle body.
Ideally, for long tire life, the
wheels should be close to a
true vertical position when
the car l in operation and

By CHUCK STROBERG
Chassis Product Manager, TRW Replacem
ent Division
Just as there are timing at
its stable' riding height.
and ignition gap settings
This prevents excessively
that combine to provide a
well tuned, efficient engine, high pressure on any portion
of the tread where it meets
there are camber, caster, and
the road that could cause un"Toe" settings to maintain
the operating quality of the usual tire wear on one section of .the tire surface
chassis

ProperlyAligned Wheels Add Miles to Tire Life
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ON YOUR CAR

Sears

mcur,rtu

Sears lowest priced new tire.
Has 4-ply nylon cord body.

PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING,
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex, Tax

*itiMLESS WHITEwAll
EACH
E78-14 7.35-04 S45.52
5714 7.75-14
47.59
52.75
O78-14 8.75-14
G713-15 8.25-15 53.73
H78-15 8.55-15 56 9.4

1MOUNTED

c
T 7s-"
svh,
if

The strocigest bias-ply iSeilted tire
Sears h ever sold. ?steel belts
for trarnIntious strengtfrond toughness.
polyester cord plies for
inner sWength and smooth ride.

S1L[NT, GUARD

S NEWEST TIRE

The Automotive Information Council, supported by
the major segments of the
motor vehicle and motor vehicle service industries, for
several months has been
gathering , data about current accomplishments and
future technology and service reflnernents planned by
the industry. A few innovations which one day may become an integral part of your
vehicle include:
A braking system which
permits a straight-ahead
controlled stop without skidding or Sliding even on wet
pavemeht,during a "panic"
stop.
A cievicei to aid in steering
which automatically compensates flor wind gusts and
chuck holes, adapted from
our space guidance systems
A unit on the dashboard
which monitors tire pressure
while driying, activating a

If you're thinking of trading in your car, a few dollars
and a few ouncea of elbow
grease can increase its value
considerably. Assuming your
car is in good mechanical
condition, the following cosmetic touches should help
bring you tap dollar on your
trade-in.
I. Clean engine block of excess grime
2. Scrub owt the trunk
3. Touch up nicks and wax

And as the number off vehicles on the road grows each
year, the industry is helot/1g
meet this service manpower
demand by working closely
with schools at "career day'
assemblies, advising administrators and instructors On
new teaching procedures,
and providing industry sponsored schools.

To supply this continuing
need, vehicle and component
manufacturer, are re-training tens of thousands of experienced technicians mery
year. The vocational school:,
and college, are graduating
tl .and. of ,oung men an mildly who will become tomorrow'. technicians.

through the bar door and
lurches into his parked car.
He's heading home, or so he
thinks. But in order to start
the car he must first correctly punch up his personal fivedigit identification number
on a small dashboard computer.
If successful, for a twosecond interval another se'
of numbers totally foreign to
him appears which he must
memorize and duplicate on
the computer. He has three
chances at the second test.
Correct answers will activate
the ignition system.
He can then start the car
by pushing another button
which also activates the computer into a rapid series of
pre-driving diagnostic tests
of vital operating systems,
reporting any signs of trouble. If unsuccessful with either test, no one can start
the car for at least one hour.
Far fetched? Not at all.
The technology is here. The
"psychological tester" designed to prevent drunk drivers from starting their automobiles and to reduce the
approximately one million
vehicles stolen annually is
one of many new systems in
various development stages
by motor vehicle and vehicle
component system manufacturers.
And one of the most important industry products is
the new breed of service technician equipped with the
ability to maintain today's
sophisticated power systems
and those earmarked for future vehicles.

A man who has stayed for
"one too many" weaves

on the vehicle you buy in the
near future.

warning light or buzzer when
the pressure on any tire falls
below a prescribed level. One
study shows that a tire under-inflated by nine pounds
of pressure loses 52% of its
life. In 1970, according to the
same study, underinflation
wasted an estimated 13 billion tire miles.
These are but a few of the
more sophisticated innovations which may be available

the car
4. Clean floor mats and replace them if badly worn
5. Clean upholstery
6. Clean the headlining and
dash board area
7. Clean scruff marks from
the door siding
8. Make certain all lights
and turn signals are working
9. Polish chrome trim and
remove rust from pitted
area

TIMES —11URRAY,

1406 Main
Murray, Ky.

Sanders & ur om '001 a es

301 So. 4th

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1372

HRYSLER
411
MOTORS CORPORATION
A`C
AUTHORIZED DEALER *

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

GET THAT GOOD FEELING ALL OVER
TAKE A DEMONSTRATION RIDE IN ONE OF OUR
PRICED-FOR-ACTION CARS.

IS YOUR OLD MR a
HERINICHE?

Under the hood to investigate a mechanical difficulty are front left: tele.tkion perk ality Dave
Garroway, comedienne Peggy Cass, race driver Peter Revaon and comedian Louis Nye. In an hourlong National Automotive Trouble Quiz TV Special, this foursome dramatized what to do about
car trouble situations that are not strangers to many of America's 110 million licensed drivers.
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Touching-up Before Trading-in
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panel members. They should
have replied, "The trouble is
dieseling, sometimes called
engine run-on, and the services of a professional are
needed to correct It"
Starring in the NATQ special were stage and TV comedienne Peggy Cass, comedian Louis Nye, race driver
Peter Revson, and Dave Garroway who served as moderator. •
VENTILATION VITAL
Even on the coldest winter
days, it's still a good idea to
drive with a window slightly
opened. This will prevent the
possibility of carbon monoxide fumes amassing in the
passenger compartment. Better yet, have your exhaust
system checked thoroughly
to guard against the deadly
gas

ce OfficerFrequently
He rs Motorists Object

it

On the question, "How do
you start a flooded engine?"
more than a quarter of the
panelists' failed to answer
correctly. The right reply
was,"Dep ss the accelerator
i
all the•waly to the floor, hold
it the add crank the engine
unt' it clears itself and fires."
A -third question, "What's
wrong whlen the engine keeps
running fter it is shut off?"
puzzled almost half of the

On question, "How often
should you have your car
tuned?" stumped more than
half of the panelists. They
faller; teii guess the correct
answer which is, "Once a
year ifor;c rs that travel an
averige o 12,000 miles."

of tht
i mOtoring public in answer g the quiz questions.

Do you ever have the feeling that your brakes aren't
working right when you first
apply them in the morning?
You may feel
your car pull to
one side. Braking action may
be erratic, uneven.
Or perhaps
you find it
takes longer
than usual to
stop from moderate speeds If
Paul Lee
you have experienced these symptoms,
don't worry! Your brakes
probably have a touch of
morning sickness
All automotive braking
systems use friction to stop
the car. This friction is created when the brake lining
presses against the braking
surface (brake drum or disc
brake rotor). Ideally, the
brake lining and brake drums
— or brake rotor, if you have
disc brakes—.should be dry.
That's when the maximum
coefficient of friction will be
developed and the brakes will
work best.

T
IN
24 HOUR

usually warms the braking
surfaces just enough to evaporate the moisture.
If moisture buildup is
heavy, however, you may experience the effects of uneven braking. The best way
to avoid such brake morning
sickness is to apply gentle
brake pedal pressure for a
distance of about 50 feet —
while
6 to 7 car lengths
moving forward at about 10
to 15 mph.
If you do this you'll warm
up your brakes and condition
them to perform perfectly
when you need to stop.

Hy PAUL LEE
Chief Saks Engineer, Raylsestos Div., Raybestos-Manhattan. Inc.

MURRAY
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Murray, Ky.

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue Street
Phone 753-1489
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IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

40000 MILES

Not lust STEEL EIELTED...NOt lust RADIAL
but a STEEL BELTED RADIAL

McCLARD S SHELL

153-9132

"Wha do you mean my brakes are shot? The car stopped,
didn't i ?"
Tbe
otorist's reaction was considered not unusual by
Officer Frank Blankwell. Officer Blankwell (not his real
name) as completing a long, tiring day on a spot-check
vehicle nspection lane near a major city, He had been listenBut sometimes moisture
ing
libis ranging from the ridiculous to the' less than
from overnight dew or extremely humid air gets on
sublim
ficissia41%,.
both the brake lining and the
Misa gned headlights? "It's the manufacturer's fault
RADIO DISPATCHED
brake drum or rotor surface.
They s ould make them so they don't go out of whack," the
•,
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
braking
Usually
aca
gentle
wrier Said.
TOWING and ROAD SERVICE
tion will cure this problem.
Bald 'tires? "I was going to get new ones but I haven't
When you back out of your
had time."
parking space or driveway
Bad shock absorbers?
the first brake application
'Shock absorbers! What are
may be all that's needed to
"I personally can't buy
they?"
Nights, Sundays,and Holidays
drive off the moisture.
A strong battery is espethat approach though. The
As offending drivers were
When you apply your
conscientious
car
owner
will
cially important during cold
753-1234 or 753-1830
handed a violation notice,
brakes the friction created
take care of his car. The
requiring them to have the
or damp weather.
when the lining and drum or
careless one needs prompt,trouble repaired and bring
rotor surfaces come together
ing, even if It's only once or
the car back in 10 days for a
builds up heat. This heat
twice a year."
recheck, Officer Blankwell
was often greeted with a
scovid or muttered comments
like; "Why aren't you guys
going after muggers?"
. %noir vehicle inspections
For Every Need
were litroduced better than
pe. ent of all cars tested
lj$v
ailed in at least one
Engineered with Built-In
tic
safety area.
Power
/ 4 '
fittier
. Than Average"
iI'OffiCer Blankwell was run*CENTERLINE
*ing a little better than the
f
heational average that day.
Construction
e and his crew had checked
STRONGER — MORE POWERFUL
tter than 50 cars and 29 of
em had defects.
50% Greater Starting Power at subzero temperatures. Over 1000 watts
Brakes and tires were the
more power than a standard solid
most common failings with
top battery of equal ampere rating.
WITH THE
steering and, misaligned
lights ranking next. Some of
the cars inspected looked like
TWO TOUGH STEEL BELTS a,
tefugees from a scrap yard
!heentire trean area
shrug off the kinds ot shocks that could rip ar- r
Blankwell said:
tat wide open
give puncture and blOwout
"We're accused of discrimnever known before in pneurnstrz toes
r
ng against the poor man
RADIAL PLY CONSTRUCTION gives a Completely new
who can't afford a new car
driving etr9e,
.ence
increased stopping power
9Yr inch current path — straight Itit'
n needs transportation to
skid resistance and handling
more overall contror
ser
thru all partitions ruts internal reOr your car than with any other trre construciroc
• et to his job. And it bothers
vstance 85%.
• 75% More Hazard Protection •
e to tell a man he can't
• 20% Better H•ndlap•
-1 r..1..vBeut
hisitcaro
w.
• Coot*, Runnong•
uld bother me
• 12% Better Traction
A
,
f
i yen more to pull him out of
• Gas Economy
• Glillfanleed 40.000 Miles •
fa wreck caused oy a tire fail a'
,
•••••• a o,y b.a wan
lure at high speeds.
'e -And it would bother me
alau Ow, 9.01
01.4•14 stallod on in. s.0•441 14
thouulndi a. f.n. lo./. I. soy
l4,Et heck of a lot more to see
ZETA MILEAGE
••,,•• 0 cpet,..fl you, norre,o0 7ola do•le, .01 5w you a c••••
DY,Caaaa 01
101. fir•
fi
,
a• .0'5
'..'•• O'
'•(
p.
,-,
.
,
•,g• crwirr
wwirr or r•
25 inches of current travel. The Cur- „illsonlie child run down because
GUARANTEE"
Oa,
'someone with faulty brakes
• • , ••
rent is absorbed going up and over
o•••
A, f-•
UNIROYAL ZETA
•t• a.,
-•
-•
,••
•o,
cell
couldn't
every
partition, causing—weakstop in time."
STEEL BELTED TIRES
er starts and rapid battery run down'
411ankwell operates in an
'area that does not have corn k pulsory vehicle inspection
Instead,it uses the spot check
si lane system where police Mspect cars, at random.
Said Blankwell, "I know
the;arguments against coinNorthside Shopping Centel pultory inspection. Our legis. litare apparently believes
Phone 753-2571
that . passing an inspection
giv0 the motorist a false
*Patented construction proven
sexse of security and that he
best in over 6,500,000 original',
wos't maintain his car until
equipment applications.
th next check.

BATTERIES

Three groups of drivers —
driver ed students, their par-.
ents and members of the
Sports Car Club of Amerlea
-- served as a cross-section

Questions on tune-up, hard
starting and after-run gave
viewers the most difficulty in
the recent National Automotive Trouble Quiz. The television quiz, produced by the
Fram Corporation, was aired
nationally and posed questions on car maintenance to
the audience.

Do you know how often to
have your engine tuned, how
to start a flooded engine and
what causes your engine to
keep running after you've
turned off the ignition? If
you do, you're a pretty "with
it" motorist. If you don't,
you've got a lot of company.

Do You KnoJ orrect Answers? 'Morning Sick'Brakes
If Not You've Lots of Company Caused by Moisture

PA(;E SEVEN

Office
753-6779

a

an independent testing and
manufacturing organisation
specialising in autiomatire engineering anti motor etnixxion

•

a car's appearance is not deliberate A few scratches you
may not have noticed, covered with dirt and salt
through the winter, suddenly
appear as rusty gouges when
you get around to giving your
ear its spring clean-up.
Rust, which usually does
more to depreciate a car than
any tither single factor, is
ravenous. It moves in fast,
feeding on chips and scratches, until what started out as
a minor scrape possibly one
that you might have been
able to fix up yourself now
may require considerable
grinding and refinishing to
make the car presentable.
In terms of protecting the
substantial investment you
probably have in your car,
qukiity body repairs can pay
big dividends at resale time.
Watch for minor scrapes and
scratches and take care of
them before rust does.

_first 15-20 seconds or you
have another problem that
can run down the battery."
To start quickly in cold
weather, the points, spark
plugs. coil and fuel system
must all be operatirfg at peek
efficiency. A well-tuned engine is the best assurance
against a dead battery:
In cases where the battery
is the cause of starting failure, the battery may be frozen. Expansion of freezing
water may crack the battery
plates. To protect against
freezing, make certain the
battery is always charged
fully.
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Credit Cards

American Express

Master Charge

Standard Oil
Bank Americard

We Accept:

NO TIME LIMIT

••

(with any purchase)
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don't need to wash,
ask for a Rain Check!

FAST
SAFE
CLEAN

Your Car:

We Wash

Chevron Gasoline
Supreme Motor Oil

WAX

with

WINTERIZE

paint, chrome

Protects

The Filler Up Place

1102 Chestnut

To Buy Your Gas

•

your car's finish all over.

applied hot to flood

ASTRO CAR WASH

buy under 15 gal.

of the CARWASH 10'
per gallon for any you

Discount the cost

or
WE WILL

with every fillup of
gas of 15 gal or more.

THAT WE GIVE THAT WE HAVE THAT WE GIVE THAT WE HAVE
THAT WE HAVE
A
FREE
RAIN
STANDARD
Self
Service
CHECKS
FREE Canvash
HOT WAX
OIL PRODUCTS
if
you
buy
gas
VAC
but
UUM
(Worth sl.V)
CARNUBA WAX

DID YOU

,.
A

:qv
EXHAUST and BRAKE WORK
A
,/ TIRE TRUING
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1751 *1

Service

"
!411:V.•
PF:

TIRE BALANCING

.1k
7Ili
NI 209 S. 7th Street

Exi

t SHOLAR
'
S AUTO REPAIRR
*
— GERRALD BOYD, Owner —
iti
ot
-A
'$ti
Complete Front End
zrk

WINTERIZE YOUR CAR
THEASTRO WAY

Blaming the battery for
starting /lure is like blaming your n e for a cold. Both
are usually; victims of something else that's amiss.
Accordintito battery maker
Globe-Unio Inc.. the battery
is only to lame 10 percent
of the time when the engine
won't t*rn over: If the battery is run ,down during unsuccessful starting attempts.
most likely it lost its pep due
to some other cause.
According to Richard Burkard, Globe Union's quality
assurance Manager, 'NEIther
the car win ;tart wItifin the

Battelry at Fault in Only
10 Percent of `No-Starts

A minor scratch can develop into a serious infection
when left unattended. This
applies to cats as well as humaii bodies. '
Possibly you have experienced something like this
with your car. The: minor
parking lot dent or split upholstery Seam, which upset
you considerably at first.
gradually becomes part of
the scene.
You get used to it after the
initial jolt and tend not to
worry about'it after that. The
same with subsequent dings
and dents-,
Unfortunately, the appraiser will not find these things
particularly; aptpealing when
you start shopping for a new
car, A Veil Maintained automobile may bring several
hundred dollars more at
trade-in tithe than one that
has been allowed to deteriorate
ometinbils the neglect of

TUESDAY--OCTOBER 31, 1972

MIT OUGHT TO FIX IT — A minor adjustment on the steering mechanism finishes
off the job
of pre-uinter maintenance on this youngster's car. His dad's vehicle is on the
nearby rack, getting
ready for the
ths of rough driving conditions ahead. Nou's the time to get your car in shape,
too, for care-free winter' motoring.
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Preserving that New Look
Enhances Value of Car
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So Please consider our "slogan''
and see your mechanic for his
engine tune-up now—before
trouble strikes. You'll enjoy
dependable starts. Plus better
acceleration and gas mileage. And
reduced emissions, too.

can't meet the demand, your
car won't start. No matter how
hard you try.

Unique winter, starting tests certified by the United States
Auto Club involved 110 motorists in Sparta, Newsiersey. Half
of their cars were given a tune-up while the remaining cars
were left in ''as is" condition. After three months of normal
use, the unt.jrjed cars had over twice as many "won't starts"
as the tune4 cars. The untuned cars averaged 5% poorer gas
mileage, too These wasted gas dollars—plus the cost of just
one "won't start" service call—could just about pay for a
tune-up!

A

Much more. Winter tests on
motorists' tars showed that
untuned cars had over twice the
"won't starts" tuned cars had.
4;
A major reason for this is
worn spari plugs. They demand
twice the voltage of plugs in
good condition. And on a cold
day, your battery supplies less
voltage. When the supply

Irsmore than justa slogan.

_
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ikn untuned
car is
starting trouble.
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